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Preface 

M' ch h been written about the decade of terror and violence 
u as t: Khalis ,, 

in Punjab. But the people's view of the "fighters _,or _ tan _, 

what the common people observed and expenenced m therr 

~illage situations remained ~ut of focus. This study prese~ts 

a picture of this more or less ignored aspect _of ground reality. 

Nothing more. The findings may be start:1ing to man~- The 

ground reality was different from the s~~ co~tructi~n of 

the struggle by the political elite, the defini~on given to 1t ~y 

the Government of India and the interpretations by academics 

attuned to value distance from the people. This may hopefully 

encourage greater respect for field studies with a view to 

understanding a complex social phenomenon. 

The study would have been impossible without the 

cooperation of a large number of people. We would wish to 

place on record our gratitude to over 400 people in the 28 

villages of our study who sat with us in groups for hours to 

share with us what they knew, felt and observed. It may not 

be possible to thank them by name. Yet a few of those who 

were extremely helpful in establishing our bonafides and 

rapport with the people in these villages must be mentioned. 

These were Dalbir Singh Bal, Dalbir Singh Cheema, Hardev 

Sing~, J~gwinder Singh Gill, Mahal Singh, Malkinder Singh, 

R_ajbrr Singh, Sukhdev Singh, Surinder Singh, Gyani Gurdip 

Smgh_ and Brijesh Sharma. We are grateful to them. 

. Rita Chaudhry, Amrik Singh, Sarabjit Singh and Harbir 

Smgh offered comments on the first draft. We are thankful to 

them. Thanks are also due to the friends and scholars who 

~a~e observa_tions and comments on our presentations of the 

findmgs __ at different seminars and lectures. We must also 
thank Vi!ay Kumar for typing and retyping the drafts of the 

- manuscnpt. And finally we express our gratitude to Shri 

Narendra Kumar Ch · H A . . 
b ' . . , arrman, ar- nand pubhcahons for his 

a idmg mterest in bringing out the book in its present form. 
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6 th . • te however to state at we take full 

b appropna , ' . . . 
It n:'3Y . ~ . for resenting, as obiechvely as possible, the 
responsi~ility d ~ ws our respondents shared with us. 
information an vie 
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Introduction 

The ground reality of the KhaJistan terrorist movement was 
very different from the social construction' of that movement 
by its leaders and academics on the one hand and by the 
Government of India, on the other. So believed the researchers 
of this study because of the fact of living close to the field of 
operation and our interaction with students from the rural 
areas of the districts of Amritsar and Gurdaspur on a regular 
basis during the period of terrorist violence in Punjab. 
Exploration at the village level seemed imperative if one 
wanted to have a closer look at the reality. The present study 
was planned with a view to seek answers to a number of 
questions. To what extent were the projected idealistic 
motives and goals operative? How far did the grievances and 
notions of justice and independence for the Sikh community 
relate to the plans and actions of the fighters? W}lat was the 
general profile of the fighters? What were their social and 
political objectives and norms of behaviour? Was religion a 
core concern of the fighters? In what manner did the people 
i:elate themselves to the struggle? How far was it a struggle 
of the unemployed educated youtfi? Could the movement be 
described in essence as an expression of a democratic will of 
the people through violent means? What was the experience 
of the common people in the villages during the period of 
terrorist violence and counter terrorism by the security forces? 
What was the character of resistance of the people against the 
movement? Why did_ ~t collapse so suddenly? What impact 
has it left in the villages? 

The value of theories of political violence and terrorism in 
understanding, analysing and examining such a phenomenon 
is axiomatic. A multitude of scholarly studies of Punjab crisis, 
based on diverse explanatory frameworks are available. But 
most of these are built on secondary sources and cast in the 
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10 f mework for explaining "ethnic 
mould of a favour~ ~ the existing literature underlines 

· " A brief review O f d t d · conflict . . . d approaches or un ers an mg 
significant insights and what how and why of the specific 

· tred aroun ' fil d th questions cen f these covered the pro es an e 
phenomenon. _A ~ew 

0
~ the actors, and the worldview that 

patterns of thinking ed roles and actions. What these 
• d their assum . 

determme er is a field-view of "temmsm" - the 
studi~ lacked, ~~:e:f i~ internal logic and the perceptions 
local village con . h..,..., and the non-victimS, and the constant, 
f ill rs· the ViCu.u.., 

o v age · of the unfolding drama. Though the 
close observers . • f th ed . t f Khalistan as the objective o e arm 
achievemen ° ed . April 1986-following which 
struggle was announc m . 

l rgarus. ations with the name of Khahstan, such as 
severa o hind 1 T. F Khalistan Commando Force (KCF), B. ~nwa e iger orce 
of Khalistan (BTFK), Khalistan L1bera_t1on ~~rce (KLF), 
Khalistan Armed Force (KAF) were created -. it lS generally 
believed that the terrorist violence was motiv~ted by ~at 
purpose from the beginning. -~n ~ recent_confess1onal review 
0

( the Khalistan struggle, Dal)lt Smgh (B1ttoo), the then head 
of (a faction oO the All India Sikh Students Federation 
(AISSF), observed that Sant Jamail Singh Bhindranwale had 
been articulating the urge for "independence of the Sikh 
nation ... from the beginning". 1 

By the end of 1992, over 25,000 people were estimated to 
have been killed in the terrorist and counter-terrorist violence 
in Punjab. The reported annual toll rose menacingly from 598 
during 1986 to 3,788 in 1990, 4,768 in 1991, and came down 
marginally to 3,629 during 1992.2 The killings were 
accompanied by large scale, (mostly unreported) kidnappings 
for ransom, extortions, and cases of molestation and rape of 
women. A pervasive and consuming sense of fear and 
helplessness possessed the virile and fun loving people of 
;unja~ ~ a vicious grip forged by the armed gangs of the 
terronsts on the one hand and an atrocious, "weak-strong" 

police compos~ largely of people of the same community on 
the o_ther. _Iroi:ucally, a vast majority of those who paid the 
heaviest pnce in terms of loss of life or honour at the hands 
of the "terT?rists" belonged to the Sikh community. But 
conversely it w~s also the result of their resistance and 

-
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determined support to the state police that most of the 
"terrorists" were killed or arrested during 1991 and 1992. 

Whereas the scale of terrorist activities was wide, the real 
nerve centre of activity was the rural areas of the state. Jt is 
now estimated that more than 700 villages of Punjab had close 
encounters with terr~rist vi~lence. The number of villages 
seriously affected by 1t constituted a small proportion. Their 
~umber, according to an assessment made by the Punjao 
palice, was 268 from a total of over 12,000 villages (less than 
3 per cent). These villages came under 75 of the 245 Police 
Stations in the state, 70 per cent of these being from the four 
police districts of ~tsar, Tam Taran, Batala and Majitha 
[the universe of our present study] that lie on the border with 
Pakistan.3 

An exploratory field study was conducted during 1994-95 
in two areas manifesting broadly dissimilar features. One of 
these areas in which 45 terrorists operated consisted of two 
clusters of 10 and 11 villages including two market towns. 
This covered the villages between Chowk Mehta (headquarter 
of Sant Bhindra.nwale's Damdami Taksal) in the north and 
Beas in the south. Village Butala which constituted the central 
place of hiding and planning of operations was in the middle 
of this area. The other area included only one village, 
Sultanwind, described by many as "mini-Khalistan" during 
1988-92. Close to the city of Amritsar, this village enjoyed the 
dubious distinction of producing 30 active terrorists, one of 
whom was a member of a Panthic Committee. 

The study followed an il}.ductive method. No hypothesis 
was considered necessary in view of the exploratory nature of 
the project. The responses to questions raised in one meeting 
became the source for modification or/ and enlargement of the 
scope of investigation by the conversational interview method. 
It involved extensive open-ended and unstructured interviews 
with seven of the terrorists who had surrendered to the police, 
members of the families of 12 terrorists who had been killed 
by the police, 13 police officials of different ranks from a 
constable to an IJ\spector General of Police including an ASI 
incharge of an interrogation centre; 5 of the shopkeepers \,\'ho 
had been kidnapped for ransom, 10 of those who had been 
paying regular extortion (protection) money; 8 members of 
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12 . ed to nearby towns and had returned 
families which had nugra~rs of 3 families whose horn~ had 
to the area in 1993, mem transit halts by the terronsts; 4 
been used as hiding places orhs (members) of elected village 
Sarpanchs (Chiefs) and Pah~c h included shopkeepers, tractor 

ils d 15 others w ic · /d · ts counc an . heller owners, chemists ruggis , 
spare parts dealers, nc~ s retired government officials and 
school and college teac ers, 

farmers. . investigation was directed towards 
The f~s. ~f ~ tanding of the phenomenon. This 

gaining an ll\ltial ~n erstiny of the profiles of individual 
included a c~refu _scrub_ ns or I and objectives, their socio-

rists thell' motiva o . if th terro . ' k round earlier political orientations, any, e 
economic bac g . . ' ted m· therr· behaviour pa ttems and the · ·ti they pamc1pa , acbvi es directly or indirectly affected 
perception of others who were . . . ·r The choice regardmg who should be 
~ th: ir acdtivf1 l1lesow· ed leads provided in a sequence of mterv1ewe o . 
interviews through the snow-ball technique. . . 

The experiences and the findings of ~e p~limmary 
· h h later published4 became the raison d etre of the mvesugauon, . 
present field study. Before presenting our plan, the defined 
areas of study and the methodology. employed by ~s, ~ 
overview of the scholarly literature available on the subJect is 
imperative. For this reason, this cha_pter ~s been divided il_lto 
two parts. In the first part the available literature on PunJab 
crisis has been reviewed; the second part focusses on the plan 
of investigations and our field experience. 

I. Review of Literature 
Significant theoretical explanations of the reasons of 

terrorist violence have been attempted by a number of scholars 
from Hannah Arendt in her classic On Violence (1964) and 
Thomas Thornton in "Terror As a Weapon of Political 
Agitations" (1964) to Robert Ted Gurr, Why Men Rebel (1970), 
Martha Crenshaw in "The Causes of Terrorism" (1981) and 
Walter Laqueur in The Age of Terrorism (1987).' 

Whereas Arendt forcefully argued that the acquisition 
and exercise of power is the principal reason for all kinds of 
violence including terrorism, riots, revolution and greed based 
crime, Thornton analysed the distinct reasons and advantages 
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of terrorist violence in "internal war" situations. Ted Curr's 
series of hypotheses related to his major and rather popular 
"Relative Deprivation" paradigm centered on the subjective 
or psychological discontent w~':11 ~de individuals and 
coIJUI\Unities amenable to mobilisation for a recourse to 
violence. Social scientists studying terrorism, broadly following 
Lacqueurs's definition of terrorism as " the use of covert 
violence by a group for political ends", regarded it as a part 
of political strategy or politics by other means. 

Walter's Terror and Resistana (1969) and Duvall and 
Stohl's "Governance by Terror" (1988) tended to develop a 
general theory focussed almost exclusively on "Regime terror''. 
The persuasive argument about seeing tenorism as a "social 
invention" and a "political choice", advanced the search for 
a diagnostic explanation of terrorist violence.' 

Jn the course of an examination of available explanations, 
Crenshaw, who focussed mainly on insurgent terrorism, 
found rationality as the key factor in the choice of the terrorist 
method. Both the preconditions of the social, political and 
economic contexts on the one hand and the precipitant factors 
immediately preceding the onset of terrorist violence on the 
other, required serious consideration in making sense of the 
phenomenon. However, her conclusion that this may not be 
the result of mass discontent or deep cleavage in society is 
particularly insightful. There may be a variety of divergent 
and variant combinations of factors that contributed to the 
terrorist violence in a society. Two significant determinants, 
according to her, were how far a society in its actual life 
permitted violence and how disaffected were the community's 
elite who could often successfully arrogate to themselves the 
power and privilege to make decisions on behalf of the 
majority.7 Juergensmeyer in his recent comparative study of 
religious terrorism finds that in certain cases the pu1pose of 
terrorist violence may not be only strategic but also 
prominently symbolic in its effect, as for instance, in the 
bombing of World Trade Centre in USA. Discussing what he 
describes as "performance violence . . . invoking the idea of 
theatre" in "religious terrorism," he observes that "they are 
dramatic shows, but ones that can have a transformative effect 
on thos~ who commit them and those who are affected by 
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14 . nd indirectly". Central to t~e 
them, both directly a •sm are the "cultures of violence", 

d. of such terron d th 
understan Ulg . t·ons social support an e stamp 

1 I gic of conv1c 1 , . 
the intema O ltures "where violence IS to some 
of approval. The_re .~:e cu , 
extent a way of hfe . · f 1 new insights available in 

·1 meaning u ed th Desp1 e d" .1 was felt, as Crenshaw observ , at 
contemporary stu 1~ ' 

1 
to a satisfactory explanation of the 

they were no1 yet c o~e 
phenomenon of terronsm. . . . 

, lanations of Terrorist Violence m PunJab 
Available Exp C · · ,, b bee th 

Terrorism in Punjab or "Punjab rud1s. as 1· . n de 
. ber of quickly produce 1ouma istic an 

subject ~f a nd~m with a semblance of explanation alluding 
descrip~ve sftu t1esrs such as Tully and . Jacob Amritsar: Mrs. 
to multiple ac o , kb r' 17 S. ., lA 1 8 ttle and the more analytical, A a s 1e 1ege Gandhi s s a , · . -
w·th. Some of the more recent studies -pronunent among 
th, '"be. Narayanan's Tryst with Terror (1996), Gurpreet 
S~'s f;orism: Punjab's Recurring Nig~tmare (1~6), Genesis 
,, ~ rism· An Analytical Study of Pun7ab Terronsts by Dang 

~~9:
0
and ·K.P.S. Gill's, Knights of Falsehood (1997)10 have 

focussed on the ground level empirical reality tending to 
explain what happened and why it so happened.. These 
studies are more or less independent of the th~retical and 
methodological baggage of a social scientist. It- may be 
appropriate, however, to first review the_ theoretic.ally ~rie~ted 
explanations by well trained and established social soentiSts, 
now available in books, chapters and articles in research 
journals. Whereas most of these studies take note of multiple 
interrelated factors, the variations in emphasis and the 
frameworks of explanation are inevitable.. These may be 
discussed broadly under the following categories. 

1. Primacy of Culture/Religion 
One of the widely held premises relating to social and 

. political dynamics in South Asia is that contrary to the 
ideology of secularism, religion is central to all activity in the 
secular- domain.11 Juergensmeyer accordingly viewed the 
"bloody rebellion on the part of the Sikhs" as "a religious 
revolt against secular ideology which often accompanies a 
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modem state".12 Religious nationalism was to him • 
global phenomenon. What happened in Pun,·ab ' m fact, a 

tt On th ,, was part of 
the pa em. e personal level," the mil'tan 

·1 · p .b l cyand recourse to v10 ence m UilJa was a cons-uence of h -gh 
· betw f ·th f Ii · · ...., ea tened tension een a1 o ~ gtous vision and the lack of faith 

spawned by the modernist, secular, Western attitude to lif 
"On the cosmic level", it was "a battle between truth and evit 
or a response to the threat posed to the identity and raJ 

. . f th Sikhs 13 H mo vision o e . owever, when the absolutis f 
religion blends with the potency of modem 11:°ti 

0 

"th . . po 1 cs, 
Juergensmeyer ~ams . ~ combination can be incendiary".14 
The reasons of the religious nationalists" are accord· t 

· iJ bl . "th · · ' mg 0 
him, ava a e m e op1n1ons of politically active reli111 
I d " 15 Th c rd. . 0 .ous ea ers . ere1ore acco mg to him the sermons of Sant 
Bhind_r:mwale offe~ clues to the "religious sensibilities of 
the ~1tants a.nd their ~olitical implications".16 Accordingly, 
the logic of so~ dyn_~cs ~fleeted in what actually happened 
a~d why the Sikh militants were destined to act the way they 
did, appeared less relevant. An enquiry into how politics 
~ppened ~~ been ignored. Therefore what made a particular 
kin~ _of religious lead~rs, constituted into more active religier 
~htical roles as agamst the others did not appear to be 
important to explanation of the "revolt". Nor does he consider 
it n~essary to_d~w a distinction between religion as a way 
of life and religion as an ideology or to examine the socier 
historical context in which the latter becomes more legitimate 
and powerful than religious faith. 

_Pettigrew: who has been engaged in the study of the 
socia_l d~nanucs of Sikh community and its politics since the 
pubhcation_of her highly regarded Robber Noblemen 20 years 
ago, also viewed the upsurge as "an idealistic movement''. 
Ho~ever, the political practice rooted in social dynamics 
which was completely at odds with the proclaimed idealism 
was, to her, a far more potent determinant of their politics. 
Whereas the 'guerrilla warfare' was, according to her, fuelled 
by a strong reaction to the state terror and violence, the Jat 
S~ v~,1ues made it only impulsive and controlled by "village 
rushes who had local, small time agendas of personal power, 
vengeance or gJamour. Therefore, as she observes, ,;the Sikh 
account of their political activities cannot be accorded the 
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status f Terroris · 0 an explanation" The Ii . m '" Punjab 
responded more to . d. ·. ~o tics of the Sikh 
tradition 11 m iv1dual interests than th conununity 

· e conun . 
Pettigrew took serious llllity 

aspect of the patterning of no:e of factionalism as an ess 
~ikhs. That is which dete~~~: and ~dition among ~:tial 
it was lived. "Fetishis , accorchng to her th . 1.!lt 
reliable approach tow m of culture" was the~fo; life as 

ac~vities of the Sikhs. a~co~~~de~tanding of po~~~a~ 
Voices based on exte ded . _g Y, m her study U-L-
Kh 1

. n mteIV1ews ·th , ,uieard 
a istan Commando F h . w1 terrorists of th 

"symbolic universe" Th~rcche, s e tried to go beyond the 
c · aracter of the e 
o~~e of action, as she discovered movement and its 

~vmg individualism, family feuds, vwa~ determined by a 
m guns and popularity" ia T d. , en ettas and "interest 
strata into a cast-iron mo~ld shen mbsg to put all the diverse 
Sikhs · · e O eIVes that "As 

well deseJVe Locke's ca tion' . . a people, 
Therefore by th · P possessive mdividualists' 

. , eir very nature, the militant o . . . 
rooted m the political culture of 1 rgaruzations 
have " b . . rura areas, were found 

no asis m political ideology"· " th · . to 
purely personal" and their activities and l~ir bonding was 
do with the act of resistance Her . ~es had little to 
successful the "Sikh 

1 
·. prescnption that to be 

, revo ution", had "to fre . 
cultural and historical constraints" 19 r;ed e itself of 
a fancied history beyond facts. , appea to conceptualise 

. ~in~e culture is not a given tight mould but a proc th 
distinction which Clifford Geertz made between "the~rc/ 
of a c~ltural pattern and "the scope" determined b the ' ran 
of s~c1al contexts'20 is relevant. "The intensity ofbeiief" • Je 
thoroughness with which religion and culture are inte~~~e: 
an~ come to o_r~er behaviour and action may be related to the 
social ~nd,p_ohtical ~o~text. The importance of the "contextual 
causation . m explammg the Punjab crisis is more clearly the 
argument m the explanations that follow. 

2. Political Economy/ Modernization Breeds Religious/ 
Cultural Conflict. 
Common to the large number of studies under this broad 

framework is a premise _that it is misleading to see the roots 
of violence in Punjab in religion or culture. The apparently 
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fnfr{ld11ction 1· . was more a consequence of the crisis 
. n po 1bCS od · · 

Jigion-doV~ the processes unJeashed by m enusaoon 
re ted iJ1 society by DlY To Leaf it is the souring of the 
crea • the econo · ' · f the 
or changes JJl . "Song of Hope" ; the tum.mg o rare 
c reen Revolutlo~ . a people's history into a blight,21 which 
"bright 01°01ents U:anation The reason, according to him, 
.
5 

central to th_e expnf)·ct 1,e~een two alternative patten\S of 
l th basic co 1 , od I Jies iJl e 

I 
ent. · One being the Indian states m e 

econoIJliC ::ve;x:trial doJJlination of agriculture and . its 
centered_ red. tributive agenda and the other, the Si](h 
threate~g's ,, ~ralist pattem of economic developme~~, 
co~u~ty th XnandpurSahib Resolution of 1973. The cnsis 
outl>.Jled J.Jld be "the clash between two visions of the future 
was cre~t: ~ er political and social constitution". 
and lndia s P ~ve is the argument of the social and political 

More pervas1 th . 1· f the inherent contradictions of e capita ist 

cos~~~ s~tegy. A rather simplistic and evidently popular 
agn. xplained the violence as a consequence of large scale 
version} eyment particularly of the educated youth - " the 
unemp O 

1 • ,, An f th ·osts hild en of Green revo ution . awareness o ese c 
~ad :iven the early I~-Wor~d Bank priesthood nigh~res 

f a " red revolution following on the heels of the green 
~evolution", until they were assured by serious scholars and 
strategists that in countries like India, it might rather result 
in manifestly religio-cultural strife than class war.23 

The wages of capitalist agriculture included the 
accentuation of inequalities as new o pportunities only 
privileged the better endowed section of big farmers. It also 
led to large scale unemployment spawned b y time saving 
mechanical devices and the exclusion of small and marginal 
farmers. The increasing economic clout of the rich landlo rds, 
sometimes described as Kulaks, whetted their appetite for 
greate r share in political power. More so, because centralization 
of decision -making in a whole range of agricultural operations, 
trade and pricing of inputs and outputs spelled decreasing 
returns of ~he investment.It was therefore argued that in their 
?attle ~gamst the Indian State allegedly controlled by the 
m~u~trtal ~urgeoisie, these capitalist farmers turned to utilize 
reh? 1ous 1ss~es for mobilising the poor peasantry around 
notions of discrimination against the Sikh community.24 
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' f the dynami~ and •.;que o d 1 . ·ve cnu 1anrong un er ymg 
18 ore cornPre~~:~nd poli~ca\~rcefullY argues that 

ln a JJ\ces of the so Yandana Shiva_ "not just seeds but 
consequen Revolution, ed at engiJ\eenng tralistion of control 
the G~~echJlologY alilnl'' The inevitable cennd prices of goods, the ne.. . s we . trade, a . . d hi 'h social relat'.ons a 1 deciSioI\S, ,, logical in5tability an g 
of all agnculturacaused bOth eco tainable development. 
according t~ h~r, leading to uns~s. returns of investm~nt 
vulnerabihtY ' y debts and dec\inill_g ted by the spread of 
5queezed by he~v and culturally disO:: fanners felt severely 
on the one ~a; culture on the other: b was brought . by this 
a dege~eratt~e violence in ~un1a to her it is therefore 
Victill\lZed. f" ,, According . 15 · al ix • . 1i on "technol?gi.~ to locate its roots _m re_ ~ ~f litical power" 
"misleahdm? underlined "the d1Span:5ring"1:hich led to the Kot an . d open restruc ed. " Th d by the "taC1t an trol over }mowl ge . e create 1 of con . · ted) rs' "sudden oss . rities (which 1t crea 
faro;~ing multidiII\ensionalr~:tC:t the '~de' of Green 
res~ "the hidden externa i text was provided by what 
wRe olution" _26 But the larger con of the Indian state", the ev h " tatelessness he described as . t e ,,5 Ua e of the state at lower reaches 
institutional cris1s or a co f ~e explanations in the above 
of society" _v The thrust _o content and the disillusionment 
framework is that the dis . change created the context in 

b oci.o-econonuc bl t generated Y s 
1 , combative rhetoric was a e o S t Bhindranwa es which an and adherents.:ia 

secure ready supporters the peculiar impact which 
Robin Jeffrey fo~us;es . o; in the context of the specificity 

modernization mad~ m unJa Pun· ab as he underlines, had 
of cultural orientation. T~el l for a very long time. been accustomed to vio ence th history of . . tu ted the stress on e Modem12ahon accen a . II' • f tradition" d rtyrdom includmg mventiOn o victixnhood an ma . 

1 ff t ry" ''The yeasty through recent writing of "Rhetonca,, lS ~ch ·added to the 
innovations of the past twenty years , ~ th h omeJtal 
"basic, yet volatile ing~dients", h~lped '! e P ;n rtance 
upsurge of religious revival and violence. The ~ 

1 
ly 

of the latter has also been the subject of serious :C
1
~~-30 attention by Sudhir Kakkar (1995) a~d V~ ~ ti and 

Urbanisation, consumerism, econonuc differentia on, 
I 
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more importantly, the revo!ution ~ c?~unication and 
technical innovations includmg availability of more 1~1 
weapons, created a heady mix of despera~~ re~gio~ san~n 
of violence and striking fire power. Describing 1~ as the perils 
of prosperity", Jeffrey underlines " the frightenin~ l~ns of 
Punjab" by stressing that ~~e ferme~t of mod~rruz.ati~n was 
capable of generating religious revival, ethnic conflict and 
secession" .31 

3. State Intervention: Contextualising Militant Ethnicity 
Toe central point of this framework was the significance 

of the post partition choice of the basis of India's ~ty _for 
explaining the separatist conflicts in the country. Th~ histon~ 
impulses for the Sikh militancy have been explained with 
reference to the denial of "communal safeguards" and 
centralisation of power. Dipankar Gupta, however, focussed 
on such intervention made by the Indian state and the ruling 
Congress party as created the context of "special features of 
the occasion". These contnouted to the development of what 
he terms the "Ethnic Imago", leading to widespread violence. 

The Punjab agitation was according to him pushed into 
militant ethnicity and violence by the Centre, by "the cynical 
political manipulation" by the Congress. Arguing against the 
"primacy of cultural logic", he posits the crucial third 
dimension of state and the ruling Congress, to the 'dyad'. of 
the Sikh ethnic self and the "other", advancing what he 
described as "a triadic framework".3~ It was the role of the 
third dimension which created the context in which the 
particular Sikh response could be adequately explained. 
What happened was not a "structural inevitability" - an 

. argument which appeared to have been advanced or supported 
by Madan, Juergensmeyer, Leaf, Kakkar and Das on the one 
hand and Shiva on the other. But, as against their arguments, 
central to Gupta's explanation was the context of the state's 
_political prescriptions and pursuits-the failure of three 
attempts at negotiated settlement; the operations "Blue Star'' 
and "Wood Rose", the massacre of the Sikhs in 1984 and the 
failure to utilise the opportunity offered by "Operation Black 
Thunder" in 1988 -which determined the particular kind of response.33 
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within the community made .~m the options available on 
partict.ilar occasions.31 

A significant question is raised by Su bra ta Mitra: ''Why do 
the explanations of the rise of the Sikh militancy have little to 
do with the causes of its decline"?39 It seeks an answer. 
Because no significant change had been noticed in relation to 
the variety of reasons and causes of its rise highlighted by the 
ideologues, academics and intellectuals. No wonder that in 
the recent confessional review of the movement, one of the 
ideologues explains the decline in terms of ideological 
weaknesses, political immaturity of the leadership and the 
logic of the gun.40 To Pettigrew, as discussed earlier it is a 
problem of "discrepancy" between ideals and practice. The 
movement was defeated not by the use of extraordinary 
power by the state, but precisely "by the features of traditional 
rural society" .41 It may be worth examining, however, how far 
the features of the social dynamics go into the conceptualisation 
of the very ideals and idealism by the leaders and ideologues. 
Gill's portrayal of the leaders and actors as "Knights of 
Falsehood" may be described as partisan. It could as well be 
taken as a provocation to the scholars as well as leaders of the 
movement to rethink such ideas and ideals which he describes 
as "falsehood" in terms of their dialectical relationship with 
such traditions. 

A few of the writings based on obsetvation or interviews 
with the terrorists and the common people pointed towards 
the ground reality. One of these is Satya Pal Dang's above 
mentioned early publication which directs attention to the 
dubious role of the Congress and the Akali leaderships, and 
the profiles of a number of terrorists, exposing the lie about 
their idealism.42 

Gurpreet Singh's reportage of his intetviews with a large 
number of terrorists and members of their families, in Terrorism: 
Punjab's Recurring Nightmare provides a measure to exantine 
Gill's {police) version of their motivation and actual behaviour 
pattern. The report tends to underline the particular features 
of Jat Sikh society - "natural pride", assertion of the macho 
image and the motivations of the terrorists. The context for 

-terJQ,ri~~' as he observes, was created by a combination of 
socio-econoif\.ic '<Ind po\itical features "which brought about a 
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regard only or ~inly to their own villages. 

') ·dentification and listing of the mundas (boys) who 
1 1 . 

joined the movement and took to te~nsm; 
ii) the socio-economic and demographic background, 

traits, behaviour patterns, religious and poli~cal 
orientation/ affiliation of the "boys" and the perceived 
reasons/impulses for joining; 

iii) the variety of actions launched in the village; 
iv) the targets and victims; 
v) the extent and character of migration from the village; 

vi) the related context of caste/ co~unity structure and 
social dynamics; 
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vii) the actions and conduct of the police/other security 
forces in the village during the period and 

viii) the cases of individual or group resistance against the 
tenorists and/or the police and the character of 
armed qr: passive resistance. 

The thrust of our investigation has been to discover 
whether and how far one can establish a relationship between 
the Sikh ideological discourse and the mode of terrorist 
activities? Was there a congruence between the ideology of 
Khalistan as articulated by the leaders and intellectuals and 
the motivation, traits and actions of the terrorists? It was 
assumed that if that was the case a terrorist action could be 
logico-meaningfully connected with the objective of realisation. 
of Khalistan. The purpose was to understand tenorism as a 
process. Evidently what we were now looking for was not the 
police version. Nor was it the views and information available 
from the ideologues of Khalistan, but a more immedtate view 

' from the grassroots level The source of our data and other 
information about the tenorists from the selected villages as 
well as the activities of the tenorists and of the police would 
be the people of those particular villages who had witnessed 
the history in its making. The process began by identifying 
certain key variables in the examination of reality at the 
grassroots level For example, it was an a priori explanation 
in the dominant political discourse that the Punjab problem 
was a consequence of "the large scale unemployment of 
educated youth". The hypothesis needed substantiation. 

As a corollary to the above, the knowledge of socier 
economic and demographic background of the terrorists 
became essential. In fact, it was necessary to examine as far 
as possible all the dimensions of the lives of the terrorists who 
belonged to the area of investigation. This covered a w ide 
range of their reasons for joining the movement, their age at 
the time of joining, the time span from the moment they were 
recruited to the day they died or surrendered to the police, 
their economic position, political affi'liatiol)S..and ideology. 

Since religion assumed thecentre-stage in' tne ·sod.at and 
political affairs of Punjab the problem was generally perceived' 
as a "Sikh problem". The notion of Khalistan, theoretically 
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their dignity. 
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important aspect of the study: How did tpe ~ta,te agencies , 
handle or deal with militancy and terrorism in Punjab? The 
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palice, para-military forces such as_CRPF and BSF, and even 
the anny were deployed on a massive scale and armed with 
extraordinary power. "Operation Bluestar'' in 1984 was an 
action of the anny; "Operation Black Thunder" in 1988 was 
D\clinlY an operation conducted by the state police force. The 
encounters between the terrorists and the police, real or false, 
constituted an element in the examination of the state reaction. 
similarly, the general conduct of the police with regard to 
village people during raids in the villages, their treatment of 
the suspects and the detenues and the alleged extortion for 
bribes etc. required an investigation. 

In the light of these parameters of inquiry, it was 
necessary to work out comprehensive and workable methods 
for data collection. The fust task-by no means easy - was 
to identify the area of investigation. There was hardly any 
district which remained untouched by militancy. In fact, it 
extended beyond Punjab in India and even to parts of the 
outside world. The migration of the Sikhs to various parts of 
the world, particularly the Western capitalist countries, 
provided the necessary climate for terrorism in Punjab to 
acquire international proportioflS. The bombing of Kanishka, 
an Air India aeroplane, was one of the instances of its 
becoming international in scope. Our focus had to be on the 
villages of Punjab. Among these there was a wide variation 
in the intensity and duration of terrorism. Selection of the area 
and of villages within the area was essential. It had to be 
manageable in the context of the time available for the 
investigation and the resource cor1Straint aggravated by the 
absence of any institutional financial assistance. 

Being located at Amritsar many of us were personal 
witness~ to the movement. Nobody can deny the centrality 
of Amritsar in the affairs of the Sikh community. In any case, 
the selection of Amritsar district would have been a natural 
choice because no other district of Punjab witnessed such a 
sustained and severe turb1.1lence from 1978 to 1992. The 
revenue and administrative district of Amritsar cor1Sisted of 
three police districts, viz. Amritsar, Majitha and Tam Taran. 
The northern parts of Ferozepur district, and the Batala region 
of Gurdaspur district also remained disturbed throughout 
this period. We decided to confine our study to the 3 police 
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A list of villages identified b~ the numbe~ of v~nables was 

prepared. It was decided to initially select nine villag~ from 

each of the 4 police districts in view of the representation of 

the above variables. This was done in anticipation of the 

possible _reluctance of the people from a particular village to 

provide the required level of information. In fact, this 

methodological consideration proved to be right. It was 

found that in the absence of meaningful informal contact or 

building of some rapport in a particular village we were 

treated with suspicion. The listed villages from where . the 

information was finally collected are included in Table l 

alongwith the population of each village according to 1991 

Census. 
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Table I =. List of the selected villages with 

Population according to the police districL 

S.No. Police Village Population 
District Selected Size according to 

1991 Census 

1. Amritsar 
(i) Basarke 2.324 

(ii) Harsha Chhina 52.39 
(iii) Jheeta Kalan 4076 
(iv) Miran Kot 3339 
(v) Thande 1751 

(vi) Urban Area Sultan Wind Not available 
(vii) II Wadali Guru Not available 

2. Majitha 
(i) Butala• 2242 

(ii) Rajpu.ra• 1909 
(iii) Narangpu~ 875 
(iv) Kammoke• 1301 
(v) Kaleke 2263 

(vi) Mattewal 2276 
(vii) Sathiala 7243 

( iii) Sehnsra 4008 
kix> Vadala Kalan 4197 

(x) Vadala Veerum 3869 

3. Tam Taran 
(i) Bagrian 2480 

(ii) Gharyala 6447 
(iii) Mianwind 1988 
(iv) Naushera Pannuan 
(v) Rataul 2791 

(vi) Sur Singh 8491 
(vii) Urban Area Bikhiwind Not available 

4. Batala 
(i) Butter Kalan 1397 

(ii) Cheema Khudi 2539 



(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
(vii) 
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oayalgarh 
Ghasitpur 
l(ashtiwal 
l(hojala 
Uchoke•• 
(popularly 1<.nown 
as Udhoke) 

Population 
Size according to 

1991 Census 

2093 
1193 
1261 
2309 

2544 
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err arms d 1· . . birth 
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to new villages. These deras had. distinct expenences o 
terrorism in comparison with the villages. 

There was one common feature of the villages selected for 
the study. All the villages have two _pro~ent castes, viz., 
Jats and Mazhbis. Both are essentially Sikhs. The only 
exceptions were that of Kashtiwal and Dayalgarh where the 
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people of that caste group are Christians. Basarke has a 
nun,.erical preponderance of ~umhars but combined with 
Bhaini the Jats and Mazhb1s dominate. A numerical 
preponderance of the two castes in the villages selected for the 
study~ bee~ fo~d to be a common feature of the villages 
in ~tsar dIStri.ct and the B~ta~ region of GUI'!iaspur 
distnct. In a way, such a combination was one aspect of 
terrorism in this area. The relationship between the Jats and 
the Mazhbis was not a simple economic equation of the 
landowner and the landless cultivator/labourer but had 
cultural features of relati~nship. Under the jajmani system, 
the Jat and the ~azhb1 formed a traditionally durable 
relationship. The Mazhbi generally demonstrated intense 
loyalty to his landowner to the extent of sharing his friends 
and foes. 

After the selection of villages, the final step was to collect 
information. For this purpose an interview schedule was 
constructed. However, the schedule was prepared not with 
a view to conduct interviews of either the tenorists or the 
individuals belonging to these villages. An empirical 
examination of a social process such as a movement or 
terrorism has always been problematic. In a majority of 
empirical studies the standard pattern is to interview the 
participants in the movement. In the present study this was 
not feasible. Most of the tenorists were dead. (We had 
interviewed surrendered terrorists for the preceding 
exploratory study and discovered that later day rationalisation 
had gone into shaping their responses). In any case given our 
objective, we were looking for the village view of terrorism. 
Separate interviews with a representative number of people in 
the village were also not suitable to our purpose. We wanted 
quantitative and verifiable information, not the subjective 
views and opinions of particular people. For us the village 
was to be taken as a microcosm, treating all occurrences and 
events as data to be collected. 

Keeping in mind these issues and problems, we decided 
to construct a village schedule covering comprehensive 
information about the village in general and terrorism in 
particular. Subsequently, we visited 28 villages; a few of them 
were clusters of several villages. To fill up the village schedule 
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collection of inforDlanon ~vo them questions. The size of the 
people at one place and ~~!m six to thirtY two. In a village 
group of inforDlants van . two persons gathered to answer 
Thande, for example, tror: t they wanted to for over 3 hours. 
our queri~ and dtSCUSSh w kathe autheticity of the information 
However,. in o~er to c ecther group of people was interviewed 
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Field Experiences . . . . Generally, field investigation prov1d~ a nch ~xpl e!1tuenti~e m 
. diff t hPnple and encountenng soc1a s1 a ons meeting eren ....-- . . t . hitherto unknown to a researcher. lnves~ga~g erronsm, 

ts the researcher in a difficult s1tuation wh~re one however, pu , lif p rti 1 1 may sometimes sense even a threat to one s. e. a. cu arlyd 
when, despite the end of terrorism, certam quenes cou 
embarass different kinds of people or conversly, arouse 
a rehensions of the police. The disappearance of Jaswa?t sf: h J<halra, a Human Rights Activist, may be understood m 
th; context. At that time, he was investigating the unknown 
and unidentified terrorists killed by the police. We were 
fortunate that in spite of the questioning looks and body 
language confronted by us initially in each village, it was 
possible to gradually develop a rapport with the people. 
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Visiting various villages was a novel experience in another 

sense also. We noticed that the villages were distinctly 
marked by a la~e num~r of Gurdwaras. Subsequently, we 
began to collect information regarding the number of religious 
places in each ~illage. ""!e found that there were two kinds of 
Gurdwaras. In some villages there were Gurdwaras which 
had historical significance. And there was 'generally •one 
Gurdwara for each Mohalla. Since the population was also 
segregated along the caste lines, it meant that different castes 
had their own Gurdwaras, called Gurdwaras of Mazbhis or 
Ramgarhia Gurdwara. The practice seemed to be in apparent 
defiance of the ideal of equ~ty among the Sikhs. It was 
further revealing to note that the Sikh respondents were 
markedly conscious of their caste identities. ~variably the 
profile of the village was described in terms of the number of 
families of each caste group. Since most of the respondents 
were Jats, they were quick to point out the caste background 
of non-Jat terrorists, something which we considered odd. 
They would invariably forget initially to mention the terrorists. 
who belonged to the Mazhbi caste. Whenever we tended to 
make detailed inquiries about the Mazhbi terrorists, the 
response was invariably cryptic. They would say, "Oh! Jita? 
yes, he also joined the boys. He did nothing big, he was 
involved in petty cases of looting". Ajit Singh becoming 'Jita', 
or reference to some as only bhangar or amli (addicted to hemp 
or opium) capable of committing only small crimes became an 
indicator of the caste prejudice of the dominant Jats. 

It may be further mentioned that there seemed to be 
clearly defined boundaries drawn by the Sikhs with regard 
to the Hindus, particularly those who belonged to the upper 
castes. While examining the forced migration of the Hindus 
during terrorism, it was found that the categories 'we' and 
'they' existed in quite a noticeable form. All the upper caste 
Hindus were mentioned as Bahman (Brahmins). Among the 
various Hindu castes in our villages, Brahmins were in a 
majprity. However, we noticed that it also reflected a certain 
disinterestedness about ' they', when the l lindus were clubbed 
~s Brahmins. It required an effort to locate a Hindu migrant 
m the hierarchy of castes. 

I 
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Towards the end of terrorism, a lot of in!ormatio~ appeared 
on the moral degeneration of the terronsts p~rticularly in 
terms of their sexual exploits or the rapes coumu~~ br them. 
We anticipated that the villagers would be d1Smcline<1 to 

d . ss this aspect of the terrorists' activities. Yet, to our 
lSCU • inf 

surprise, the respondents o~fered to give . o~ation or 
confirmed so'lle of the cases without much hestitation. There 
was no evidence of 'rape' as a tactic of 'revenge' against an 
adversary. The incidents were viewed as a part of ~icentious 
lust. A shared sense of pain and shame marked silences in 
some cases. Occasionally one or two in the gathering appeared 
keen to blurt out all they knew. One respondent, for example 
hurried to explain: "They were eating almonds and drinking 
(desi) ghee mixed milk; such food had to have some outlet''. 
lt is a widely held belief in Punjab that almonds and milk 
enhance the sexual potency of men. However, a conspicuous 
hesitation was noticed in giving away the information to 
another set of questions, related to the sale, purchase, forcible 
occupation and other transactions of shops, houses and landed 
property. Such reluctance could be understood in the light 
of the fact that the respondents were reluctant to tell that they 
or their own caste men might have conspired with or abetted 
the terrorists to drive out the hitherto established Hindu 
businessmen from the village. 

In the course of some inteviews we could get the 
opportunity to interview both men and women against the 
backdrop of family settings. We invariably found women to 
be better informed and more candid than men about what 
they thought was the sequence or rationale of an event. A 
question that we asked ourselves was if women were not 
closer and keener witnesses of the entire phenomenon? Or 
was_ it their d~p se~e of _fear, helpl~sness and suffering 
dunng that ~enod which heightened their perception? It may 
also be possible that when there was an increase in the cases 
of violation of women a fear of becoming victims made them 
more alert. 

Finally, we no~iced an ambivalent attitude of the people 
towards both the terrorists and the police. In villages where 
we sensed a sympathy for the terrorists, the villagers described 
them as "our boys," and were highly critical of police excesses. 
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Invariably their criticism exaggerated the extent of th 
1
. 

d . e po ice 
ctioil and tended to 1Scover a general conspiracy f 

a 'th kill th s·u... 0 the Indian state ei er to . e IN1S or to harm their interests 
On the contrary, the villages where the families / 

1 
· 

th . c· peop e 
confronted e terronsts, m most of the cases these villages 
were the strong holds of the Communist parties) th 
respondents ~ere equally or more critical of the police for i~ 
indifference, mcompetence, or alleged collusion with the 
terrorists. 

In the end, me~tion of two caveats may be in order. One 
the likelihood of time sequence variation in responses. Th; 
study was conducted at a time when the gloom of terrotism 
or police excesses had passed. We have been reminded that 
had such a study been attempted between 1988 and 1992 ·t 
might have been ~e~ diffic~lt to conduct this kind of stud~ 
or/ and that the hndmgs nught have been different, not only 
because of the prevalent fear but also because of the then 
existing differing perceptions about terrorism among the 
people. 
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Kise of Separatis~ Violence 
An Overview 

rist violence marked a brea~ and an 
The period of the te~. . 1 history of Punjab. Pnor to the 
interregnum in the po ittca tt· c palitical struggles for social 

f t rrorism democra . hed upsurge o e ' d nstituted an establis pattern. 
• and political cau~ ha ls co enerally overlapped the Sikh 

An integrationi5t unputio: ;ith a distinct identity. The post 
community's preoc':pa hip of the Sikhs asserted, more strongly 
1994 m~~ lea ;:63 n>iection of separatism and violence. 
than earlier, their pre- • -, unal harmon 

e Akali Dal (B)'s agenda for peace, comm . y, 
Th was accompanied by commitment to 
and_ region~lnalautonru~mtyyand integrity. This agenda received a 
India's naho u . . · 1 ti . rt of the commuruty in successive e ec ons to 
massSGivPeCsuppod the Lok Sabha in 1996, the State Assembly in 
the an l · · 1998 
1997 and the Lok Sabha and the Panchaydat ~ lectionstretcin bin. 
The ascendancy of separatist militancy an vio ence s . g 
over a period of a lf ecade or more may ~erefore be discussed 
in its specific historical context an~ setting. . 

Much has bee.n written to explain the reasons for the nse 
of terrorism. A review of the literature in the Introduction 
points to the academic seriousness brought to the ta~k and the 
variety of explanations available to us. The decline of the 
movement has not, however, received the required attention 
for its explanation. Little change was noticed in the objective 
conditions, and none of the adduced reasons or causes of the 
rise appeared to have been removed. We may need to relate 
the reasons of its decline with the explanations of its rise. 

Most analysts have traced the genesis of the terrorist 
violence to the April 1978 armed clash between the followers 
of Sant Jamail Singh Bhindranwale and the sect of Sant 
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Nirankaris in Amritsar. The prominence of the event lay in the 
beginning of a demonstrative advocacy of violence as a 

l ·..:-.. te cowse to counter a supposed threat to the Sikh 
~~~ b . 

identity, or to deal with the believed "other" .1 ~e . ~~g 
had nothing to do with Khalistan as such. The ~t mnmatton 
of the declaration of Khalistan was a paid half-page 
advertisement in The N~ York TimtS in the USA in October 
1971 by Jagjit Singh Chauhan. That was the time when the 
guerrilla war of liberation in_ F.ast Pakistan ~later Banglades~) 
was turning fierce and tension was mounting between India 
and Pakistan. The incident passed off as a Pakistan sponsored 
gimmick. Similarly the hoisting of Khalistan fla_g a~ the 
Deputy Commissioner's office in Amritsar by ~ pronunent 
Akali leader, Jiwan Singh Uuuanangal, was considered an act 
of vengeance. Perhaps a little more noticeable was~ founding 
in Chandigarh on April 12, 1978 (a day before the clash in 
Amritsar) of a group called Dal Khalsa. The emergence of the 
Dal Khalsa was attributed to the Giani Zail Singh-Sanjay 
Gandhi gameplan to divide the Akali Dal following the 
Congress party's rout in north India in the 1977 election. The 
clash with the Nirankaris did not appear at the time to have 
any direct connection with these events,but their 
synchronisation was symptomatic. 

The mainstream party of the Sikhs, the Akali Dal led by 
Prakash Singh Badal was, at tbt time, firmly in command of 
the government in the state and of the community's religio
cultural domain. It successfully managed to weather minor 
storms which blew across the state. The Anandpur Sahib 
Resolution which was adopted in 1973 was hardly talked 
about until Akali Dal's detractors raised apprehensions 
regarding its secessionist impulse in 1978, five years after its 
adoption. A resolution passed at the 18th All India Akali Dal 
Conference at Lu_~(October 1978) was meant to allay the 
existing fears. It tended to clarify ·tbt the objective was 
greater autonomy for the states by making India's constitution 
more truly federal. Bliipwuwale's ego was badly bruised at 
tbt conference. Not only was he ignored but also virtually 
removed from the stage. When he chose to confront the 
Akalis in the SGPC elections in March 1979, most of his 

. -ca-ndidates lost the election. His closest protege, Bhai Amrik 



38 · . . Students' Federation, was 
. f f the All India Sikh ·al influence, the Beas 

Singh, Chi~ othe Sant's area of s~i elected seats, the Akali" 
defea~ed cylll Capturing 95 per cenrdt ~ct againSt the extremists 
constituen . . be "a ve i . . . b" 2 Th 
Dal claimed its victory to nununal tension lil PunJ~ . e 
who were trying to cre~te coo debunked power tradm_g could 

b 
ised ego of a fanatic whth onstituted leadership of a 

ro threat to e c 1· . 
pose a serious_ iven to politics of re igion. . 

D\
munity which was g tilted againSt the Akah Dal 

co however, th 
The scales were, . Gandhi's Congress to power at e 

after the retum of 1ndua d ' te dissmissal of the Badal 
· 1980 The iIJ\11\e ia · 1 356) Centre 11l • · • (b a blatant abuse of Artie e ~d 

govemment lJ\ Pun1ab. Y rty to power in the state set m 
the retum of the Co_ng~suf \i.kh conununity into escalating 
IDotion a very ~ast sbde oh tJd ideological militancy, , and 
politics of gnevance, a ' 

separatist violencfe.th Chief (Guru) of the Sant Nirankari sect 
The IDurder O e · th h ' f d't f . d th t f Lala Jagat Narain, e c 1e e 1 or o 

in_Apnl 1980haan uap;fnewspapers, in August 1981 signalled 
HmdSamac rgro Th 'd t'f bl 
the launching of terrorist violen_ce: 'de . i en 1 iaSa e 

inh d Of that violence and mtim1 ation was nt 
fu~ta ~ . . f 
Bhindranwale who was cloak~ m anon~m1_ty be o_re the 
vfolent clash in Amritsar. Dalbir Smg~, a seruor 1oumahst and 
one of the advisers of Sant Bhmdranwale, who met 
Bhindranwale for several hours soon after the event of 1978, 
found Bhindranwale to be restless. He was agitated not only 
over the issue of Sant Nirankaris but also over the believed 
threat posed to Sikh religion and S~ interests by the ~indu 
conununity and the Indian state. Bhmdranwale was convinced 
that, to use his own words, the Hindu "wants the Sikhs to 
surrender their identity and dignity to his overlordship. He 
wants to rule the Sikhs". That would not be allowed. Dalbir 
Singh predicted that Bhindranwale would lead the Sikhs into 
serious troubles.3 Media reports and research studies, on the 
other hand, pointed to Bhindranwale's close interaction with 
the Congress leaders. It was believed that he was "originally 
nurtured and marketed by the Centre to cut into the Akali 
Dal's sphere of influence".4 The narrow factional or personal 
interests of Akali leaders, however, contributed no less to 
building him up as a macho Sikh he,ro of the 18th century 
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vintage, who could not only target the suspected tormentors 
but also take on the Indian State. 

The public democratic protest movement started by the 
Akali Dal on the issue of river waters and other grievances of 
Punjab - the Nahar Roko Morcha 1981-82-went out of steam 
within a short time. The Akalis therefore joined Bhindranwale 
who was now entrenched in the Golden Temple to launch a 
Dharam Yudh (Holy War) in August 1982. It was perhaps a 
grudging capitulation on their part. However, there may also 
have been an inclination to utilise his services as a counter in 
negotiations with the centraJ government Harchand Singh 
Longowal described him as "our lathi (stick)" to beat the 
Congress party with. But he knew that it was necessary for the 
AI<ali Dal to retrieve the leadership of the Sikh struggle. 
However, by the middle of 1983, it was evident that the Akali 
Dal and the SGPC leaders had "practically become hostages 
of Bhindranwale".5 When the latter ridicuJed those who 
opposed violence, reminding them that recourse to arms was 
part of the Sikh tradition, the A1<alis found it difficult to 
challenge him. Their predicament was rooted in the cuJtural 
infrastructure of their politics as well as the decline in their 
legitimacy. It seemed difficult if not impossible for them to 
confront Bhindranwale when he eulogised and advocated 
use of violence for a Sikh cause. More so if he was viewed by 
the Sikhs as a daring religious leader who was not guided by 
any lust for power. 

Religio-cultural sanction for the use of violence is part as 
much of the Sikh religious prayer as of the Jat tradition and 
folklore. Violence has been considered no less central to the 
Sikh heritage than the glorious legacy of non-violent struggle 
for the liberation of Gurdwaras during 1920-25, particularly 
the legendary Guru Ka Bagh morcha. Disinclination for violence 
remained a dominant part of the idiom of mass protest and 
political practice till the beginning of 1980s. 

The partition of Punjab in 1947 was rooted in the logic of 
religious community as a nation, the principle which became 
the single most important factor in shaping the perceptions, 
'demands and political goals of the Sikh community. The 
conceptualisation of religious community as a political 
community had been promoted during the pre-independence 
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. deals and allocating 
40 le iti.II\ised for makin~omain. Therefore the 
period. ltdwastro~age in the secular ruling Akali leadership 

0wer an pa • nt of the · d ta d P ' tion pred1came ,, Hindus got Hm us n an 
post-pdarh cry of anguish: The d 'd the Sikhs get"? The echoe a . What i diffi l 

1. s got Pakistan. ·t ....,.ight be very cu t to Mus 1m 1- ve that 1 ... . . 
d hip came to be ie 1. •onwithoutpohtical power. lea ers 'd tity and re 1g1 . erve distinct\ en 1 • (religion does not survive pres . chale ,a, 

R · bina nali111 d/,aram t be articulated as a sacred aJ r) came o without state powe . h the most prominent leader of the 
maxim. Mas.ter Tara Singd, deep sense of impending threat: . e professe a . d tt· d Sikhs at the tin~ , e cannot survive un er m u 
"The Pantli is m danger · · · ~ insecurity - "a retreat into a . . ,, • This sense O • J f donunahon · r to the urbarute non- at re ugee 
ghetto" - seemed P:cu 

1
~;0-political milieu in East Punjab. 

Sikhs, because of -~ eir :as for them "a political act".7 
Adherenc~ to ~l~~ Dal resolved in October 1949 that its 

_i:ara Sll_'gh_s s
1 

the formation of a Sikh majority state 
pohtical 0~1ect1ve wa the ruling ideological imperative of .th. 1 dia s However, 
wi . \J\ n. : on secular democratic principles in post 
nation-bmldingl d'a tended to ridicule and disallow the independence n 1 , . 1· · I · . · f a religious community as a po 1tica entity. consideration o b . d . 

l·sn," came to~ regarded su vers1ve an anti-As "conununa i ,, . · I the Sikh leadership felt "betrayed . Communalism nationa , th ' th d · of the majority community, as was e case w~ a ommant 
t. f Hindus in Punjab, could be sustained under the sec ion ° · d hi l k d th ·ct· veneer of nationalism. The Akah lea ers p ac e e 1 10m 

of secular politics. Their ideological power base lay in_ the 
control of the Shiromani Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee 
(SGPC) which had since 1925 "provided to the Dal an 
institutional structure for Sikh communal separatism".9 But 
as Paul Wallace correctly underlined, it never extended to 
imply "political separatism" from lndia.10 Master Tara Singh 
explained that the urge "to maintain the independent status 
of Sikhs" meant provision for political domination of the 
Sikhs at the provincial level. 

However, the new compulsions of politics demanded 
alternative and overlapping idioms for operation in the " two 
mutually antagonis tic political systems" - one the secular 
domain of the Sta te political system and the other of the SC ;pc 
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centered religious political system. The Akali Dal's struggle 
for Punjabi S~ba veered round to _the subterfuge of a demand 
f r a linguistic state. The potential power of the ideology of 
"~ikh Homeland" and the mythology and symbolism that 
surrounded it, was not l<:>5t on the ruling leadership. So long 

s the going was good m the secular domain that ideology 
a ould be in the background; crisis situations would see it C hi recalled as a flags p . . . 

Meanwhile, a great significance was attached to a particular 
onstroction of the past tradition, and a selective self - image 

:as given sha~e and form by o~ing it _to the "other'' Le., 
the Hindu. Robin Jeffrey referred to hi5 continual astonishment 
at the way versions of the Sikh past or a rhetorical history was 
constructed. That included the " fanciful" and the 
"undocumentable" to suit specific political purposes. At the 
popular level a particular aspect of the Sikh past, the Khalsa 
tradition, tended to overshadow the other revered traditions.11 

The Khalsa was destined to be a sovereign ruler, it was -
emphasised, and that called for a violent struggle. A couplet, 
koi kisi ko raj na day hai, jo lay hai nij bal say lay hai (nobody gifts 
power to another, whoever acquires it, snatches it by one's 
power) appealed as a sort of divine injunction. 

In sermons, lectures, heroic versifications, attire and even 
in worship, a leading stratum of Sikh males began to 
"reemphasise the violent aspect of their past". It involved 
" forgetting the peaceful history". The "sword" as the image of 
masculinity; and the British designation of Sikhs as a "martial 
race", came to be highlighted to distinguish from and 
counterpose the Sikhs against the "effeminate other''.u 

The platform of the religio-cultural domain allowed and 
encouraged a version of the heritage with its special emphasis 
on "sacred" violence in defence of the "cause". Akali Dal's 
political s tage, on the other hand, would be generally used to 
articulate grievances of discrimination against Punjab state 
and the Sikhs and the demands relating to secular, material 
and political interests. The dissident leaders, in search of 
competitive advantage or radical posturing found it more 
suitable to accuse the ruling leadership of ignoring the priorities 
o f cultural nationalism and self determination for petty 
materialist gains. Which of the two idioms gained ascendance 
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h on features of the 
42 ded as muc 

. ace depen of intervention made by 
in the_ publ:d:Xons and th~ natu~r symbolic representation, 
objecnve co the space available . of the leaders. 
the state a~ on rests and idiosyncra~iestoes since 1962 ch0se to 
factional A~~~i Dal's electioP ,";'danif~ed to regional interests of 

The ru- . . l pa""' evo ts" k t . a "polittca • ., d "Sikh interes were ep roject 1t as . . d ntity an . 
P . b Issues of Sikh I e h" d Jaya Prakash Narayan m the 
Pun1af tile text. Rallyillg be lll un· e of Indira Gandhi (1975-
out o c:-ergency reg . d · 
fi ht against the Pl'' rt of the national emocratic 
~ made the Aka.Ii Dal . a peda to dismantling the centralised 

that was dedicat t Th mainstream ture in the coun ry. e 
. . power struc 'ded th authontanan . in 1977 elections prov1 to e party 

unprecedented victory . . political power in the State and 
an opportunity of exerci:::!ent in collaboration with other 
also ill the ~entral gove the Congress party did not pose a 
parties. As its adversary, lar democratic regional framework 
challenge any m: a se~~r to the Al<ali Dal greater dividend. 
of pol~ti~ apJ'E:a the toa~ who tended to exploit the alternative 
~e,chssidents in 1 separateness and self determination could 
1d1om of cultura P bl t ckled 1J It was considered to be 
be what comforta Y a · · 

some . t tic to bring the authority of the Jathedar of 
an appropnate ac , lin . t . 
Akal Takht in the service of the party s ru g m erests_ m 

· · the dissidents when necessary. Even durmg 
order to rem II\ 1· · d · th 
the elections to the SGPC, a patently re 1g1ous omam, e 
• f rate autonomy could be successfully counterposed to 
tSSue o s d 'bed " · defeat all the others who were now escn as sectanan 

· and extremist forces"· 
The periods 1967 to 1980 and 19~4 to the prese~t . ~ere 

broadly those of dominance of the regional democratic 1d1om 
over the other one. A reversal of the process marked the 
period 1980-94. The political scenario changed when the 
Congress reemerged on the national scene with a bang in 
1980, dismissed the Akali government in Punjab and threatened 
to marginalise the Al<alis politically and the Sikh community, 
in general, culturally. A deeper threat lay in the Congress 
design to favour the militant and Khalistani elements, both by 
subtle manipulation and provocation. Bhindranwale was 
helped to appear larger-than-life. India's Home Minister was 
pe~eived to have rescued Bhindranwale from the charge of 
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P
licity in the assassination of the Nirankari Chief and Lala 

coDl th hand th . d' . . ha at Narain. On theo er , em JSCrulUJ\ate rassment 
Jagd in5ult of Sikhs on way to Delhi through Haryana during 
:; 1982 Asian games, made the Sikhs feel, perhaps for the 
fi;t tiJ:ne, tha.t they were a threatened minori~ in the cou~try. 
AJJtong these Sikhs were a number of seIVmg and retired 
ArrnY officers who felt humiliated by the highhanded and 
f uJ-mouthed policemen in Haryana. That provided fuel to 
;hindranwale's fire. Avenging insult to the Sikhs became his 
motive appeal and some of the ex-Army officers such as 

~GeneraD Shahbeg Singh and MajorGe~eral (Retired) Na~er 
Singh becaDle his followers. The Al<ab Dal now chose to align 
with Bhindranwale in a joint struggle though formally under 
the command of Harchand Singh Longowal as the "dictator" 
of the Dharamyudh morcha. 

From then on it was Bhindranwa)e who called the shots. 
Despite their evident discomfiture the Akali leaders were 
compelled to lead a militant struggle for "the final and total 
achievement of the political goal of Anandpur Sahib 
Resolution". The Sikh Intellectuals Conference on January 9, 
1983 indicated the growing swing in favourofBhindranwaie's 

• line of thought. On April 13, Harchand Singh Longowa) 
administered. an oath of allegiance to a hundred thousand 
people- described as marjeewade (oath bound to live and die) 
_ for the cause. Yet it did not imply a recourse to violent 
struggle. Nor did it seem to rule out negotiations with the 
government. 

To Bhindranwale, however, any negotiations with the 
central government was akin to begging for concessions; 
something patently dishonourable to the 'Khalsa' of Guru 
Gobind Singh. "Shastradhari bano" (take up the arms) was his 
call. He asked the Sikh youths to acquire "a motorbike and 
fire arms". Because as he put it, Ohnan di nazar tulwdi ta/war 
tt: hai, uhnan di nazar tuhadi darhi te hai' (their (i.e. the 
'Hindus' ) eyes target your sword and your beard i.e. for 
robbing the Sikhs of their Khalsa character and masculinity).14 

Bhindranwale appeared to understand that hate was a 
stronger passion than love. So, he emphasised on the objects 
of hate and directed the "Khalsa" to slaughter the "enemy" 
or die as a martyr. There was no middle path for ending what 
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f the sil<lls"·. A typical 
44 "the slavery o 

described as , 'tha · th was . as follows: d hoW it is t, m e 
exhortation ran t really understand are able to inSult (the 

I cann° ,.,""' Hin us 
nee of the Su-i..,, h w these Sikhs were born 

prese ' t know o . ls 
scriptures>- I don h they were not born to aroma , 
to mothers a~d w y Whosoever msults'. the Guru 
to cats and. bite: h~ly book), should be killed there 
Granth Sahib (S 
and then. ,s ded to Bhindranwale's call saw 

The youths who respo~ b' d Singh and felt that he had 
hi.In in the moul~ of Guru : :e besieged Sikhs, i, . 
m·ved as a savior to rescu pen'od of rune turned mto a 

a T pie over a b The Golden em rusticated weapons were rought 
sanctuary for the killers. ~p hich was allowed to become a 
and sold inSide the temp e wf modem fire arms. Armed men 

. • in the use o · f · centre for traiIUI\g . about in the pankarma o the 
were trequently seen mo~m!any SikhS that the abode of the 
temple. It was an~th::~ serenity, should evoke honor in 
Guru, 1<nown for its 

5
. h a well known journalist, went on 

the devotees. Tavleen IJ\g ' Sikh she felt ' ashamed. of the 
fess that as a . 

reco~ to con . ·t f ie . Bhindranwale was furious and 
sacrilege to thehspm ho Psu!equently went to interview him. 
· ulted her w en s e · l 
~ ks t the daily congregation were typica : 
His re~~~; a the SikhS of Guru Gobind Singh. To wear 

vve are • . . . fund •~, 
. not only our nght, it JS our amen1a.1 

~~ 15
This Bibi (lady) calls herself a Sikh, and says 

s~e f~els ashamed to see weapons inside the _Golden 
Temple. One who is ashamed of weapons JS not a 
Sikh.11 

While the violence spread, the police force seemed to be 
in retreat. It had become, over a long_ ~eriod, an instrument 
for partisan ends. Indecision ~t th~ pol!_tical level_and confused 
signals from different functionanes paralysed. its command 
structure. Bhindranwale's _gunmen were better equipped 
with weapons than the policemen who chose to run for 
personal safety when retaliatory action was requ~. This 
was most evident when A.S. Atwal, D.l.G. of Pohce, was 
killed at the entrance of the Golden Temple. The incident, as 
Robin Jeffrey observed, "emphasised the disintegration of 
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PunJ·ab palice as a reliable institution".11 Appre1..-....,_ 
f -~-.. ts . to th ranks IIICl~IOns of 

infiltration o DLU.llAI• m _e or a direct complicity of 
the policemen became pervasive and contributed to the myth 
f Bhi.Jtdranwale's supremacy around the time the Darbara 

~illgh gove~ent was dismis~ in October 1983. 
Toe ~b l~de': became increasingly uncomfortable 

with the rue m violence and !he emotive appeal of 
Bhindranwale. When the dead bodies stuffed in gunny ba 
started appearin~ in the gutters ou~ide the temple wi~ 
sickening regularity, the _threat to therr own liva inside the 
temple was palpable. A JOurnal of Sikh militancy Sant Sipahi 
reported that 1.7 people we~, kill~-on the temple premises 
before "Operation Blue Star' . Political compulsiom or plain 
cowardice prompted the Aka1is to warn the government 
against the ently of the police into the temple. Imtead 
support of of_ an outfit called Babbar Khalsa was taken ~ 
provide secunty to Sant Longowal and others inside the 
Golden Temple. The Babbar Khalsa was composed of the 
members of Sant Randhir Singh's Kirtimi /atha which was 
opposed to Bhindranwale. A two pronged strategy wn at 
work: i) to negotiate a settlement of the Punjab problem with 
the Centre and ii) to capture the command of the miliwit 
movement by removing Bhindranwale from his sanctuary in 
the temple. One -:- upmanship, seemed a part of the tactics in 
the tug of war for supremacy. Therefore the Abli leaders 
tended to provide justification for violence. They also hurried 
to offer strong denials of the presence of arms and killers 
inside the temple and of their differences with Sant 
Bhindranwale. The government was blamed for the tenurist 
violence and for maligning the Sikhs. However, all the tactiC! 
of the Akali leaders to outmaneouvre Bhindranwale failed. 

In December 1983 a clash between the two armed groups 
inside the Golden Temple was, for example, stage managed 
with a view to remove Bhindranwale's men from Guru Nanak 
Niwas. It boomeranged. Bhindranwale shifted to the building 
of the Akal Takht alongwith his followers. The SGPC Chief's 
appeal to him to return to Guru Nanak Niwas was turned 
down.20 Violence escalated further in the early part of 1984. 
Thanks to a steady influx of sophisticated weapons (General) 
Shahbeg Singh was able to carry on the fortification of the 
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bOld enough. The 
snow 46 the wall wa . by the government. 

The writiJlg on ·ed for acuon ore with means temple. ubliC en cerned anyit\ ,, edia and the P . bare not con d to }ive in peace , wrote 
~ people of punJa ~nt to be anowe "~liS looked frantically 

1 .. e T}tey Wcu• hil the Ar,.r, · bl 
d methods- . lly 21 )'et w e void an inevita e an d'tona · nt to a lin the Tribune e i tiated agreeJJ\e the leaders of the ru g 

for some neg~e security forces, illing to oblige them. 
intervention by did not seem to be :nt had already worked 
Congress p~iat the Central governm 
ManY s~sp nt agenda. ew that the entry of armed 
out a diff~ 1984 Bhindranwale ~ty He is reported to have 

By Ap le was a certaU\ · 
into the temp . s under: 

forces of his close advisers aToday is April 14. In the first 
told one refully. d · d Listen to me ca . ,. ....,y will come an mva e the Indian ~... b l weel< of June, ahib I am the dar an porter, 

the ttarunandar ~ b~r Sahib and I will keep my 
careta'kerl of the a~at the other Sant will do,22 

post. I_ cannot sai w Major General (Retd.) reportedly 
The suggestion of anot er . d bloodshed inside the temple 

close to Bh~~ranw!le ;;b~i Singh recalled Bhindranwale 
met with ndicule. 'pt of a letter from the then Prime . him on the rece1 . ( consulting . dhi It was a personal handwntten two 
Mini5ter, Ind1:1'3 ?a~ on · to the Sant for talks without any 
paragra~~) U\Vlta~en the Sant pressed ~ for a cl~r 
p~~nd1t1ons: Sin h said: "If you do not negotiate, you will 
o~iroon, Dalb~ 3'_ Sikhs will take you for yet another 
die. If y~u ,, o, Th: die was cast: no negotiations.24 

opportunist. h . 1 as going to be a martyr to t e cause. Bhindranwa e w . .. • ikh' · "Singho ! oh din nazdik aagaya hat ]IS d~ ~sanoon part ta SI 
(O' Singhs! the day we have been waiting ~or ha_s come 

1 ),, the Sant called out while addressing his close c oser , kh b ild ' d . l t 
f 11 rs in a room in the Akal Ta t u mg urmg a e 0 ~ "Th ill M 1984 Bhindranwale warned them: e enemy w 
co~e .with beayy_ weaf?ns". Dalbir Singh, who w~s specially 
summoned to the meeting' was struck_ by the recita~on ?f a_ 
melancholic shabad: "Yeh panchhi akela hai, ehde magar shikan 
kaun (Here's a lonely bird, it knows not where the hunter 
lurks). Dalbir Singh recalled that the Sant gave detailed 
instructions about steps and tactics to be followed in the 
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eventuality of a military operation.25 Oearly, his chosen field 
f battle and bloodshed was inside the Golden Temple, within 0
nd in front of the Akal Takht building. Ironically, the 

~darban" had no notion of a fight outside the Golden Temple 
which would safeguard the holy temple from desecration. 
Then he turned to Dalbir Singh to instruct him that in the 
event of his 'martyrdom' his dead body should be cremated 
on the road just outside the entrance to Chowk Mehta, the 
headquarters of Damd~ Ta~L 26 Ironically, his closest 
followers of the Taksal derued him the glory of a 'martyr' that 
was so dear to his heart. 

The last minute conclave between the Central leaders and 
the A}<ali Dal was held on May 26. Did they discuss the 
unpending operation? Perhaps yes. Nobody suspected at the 
tilne that "Operation Blue Star" would tum o~t to be such 
a "fatal miscalculation". Those incha.rge of the operation had 
worked on the premise that Bhindranwale's militants would 
soon capitulate.27 The operation and its aftermath has been 
written about extensively. There has been widespread 
questioning of the wisdom of military action in the temple. It 
created a deep sense of humiliation and grievous hurt 
among the Sikhs all over the world. No wonder, violence was 
never considered as legitimate a weapon earlier as it was 
following the operation. The assassination of Prime Minister 
Indira Gandhi and the massacre of the Sikhs in Delhi and 
several other places pointed to a most threatening aspect of 
communal hatred and social disorganistion. The country was 
"swarming with otherness". Rajiv Gandhi's Congress party 
was able to win a massive mandate in the Lok Sabha election 
in December 1984 on the plank of an alleged secessionist 
threat to the country's integrity. On the other hand, the people 
in Punjab's countryside went through the searing experience 
of combing operations called "Operation Woodrose". 

When the Punjab Accord was signed between Prime 
Minister Rajiv Gandhi and Harchand Singh Longowal in June 
1985 it was like a sudden burst of light at the end of a dark 
tunnel. It was viewed as the return of sanity; "an end to the 
era of confrontation". The Anandpur Sahib Resolution was 
no more regarded as secessionist. The focus was on the 
negotiable demands not on its emotive symbolism. The 
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48 . the Assembly elections soon after 
massive voter turn-ouedt U\ pular support for the Akali Dal 

recedent po · th il C and the unp bl" choice to punish e w y ongress 
symbolised the ~u ,~~e Congress had lost the election," said 
through the balloRa. . . Gandhi "but the country had won a 

. Mini.Ster 11v , . 
Pnille . ,, In retrospect, however, 1t was no more than 
ba~l~ for uruty rin for managing a serious conflict. Petty 
political plostul tt·ogns prevailed again as the government backed 
political ca cu a f h A 

th 
. plementation of the tenns o t e ccord. 

down on e un h th 
The Barnala government was as muc reatened by 

f WI
.thin his party as by the Central government 

sabotage rom · 

M 
· ous however, was the challenge from the scattered 

ore sen , f "Op ti. W d ,, militants _ the bitter harv~t o . era on oo rose_ _ 
• h"ding, either in Pakistan or in remote areas within 

now in 1 th . . 
India. The message given by e _assas~m~tion of Sant 
Longowal in a public religious gathenng w1thm a month of 
the signing of the Accord pointed to the challenge. The 
opponents viewed the Accord as a measure ~or "fragmenting 
the unity of political purpose among the Sikhs", resulting 
from the efforts of those ruling interests among the Sikh, 
whose "power base was grounded on collaboration''_.,, Healing 
the wounds and winning the hearts and minds was not the 
task to be left to the machinations of politicians and the "law 
and order mindset". By January 1986, armed militants had 
once again regrouped to make the Golden Temple their centre. 
~ immediate pretext was the demolition of the government 
built Akal Takht. 

The Sarbat Khalsa congregation called by the Damdami 
Tabal on January 26 attracted thousands of saffron turbaned 
angry men shouting for revenge and "Khalistan". Two recent 
studies by Joyce Pettigrew and Ram Narayan Kumar based on 
interviews with the policy makers, organisers, and activists of 
Khalistan movement provide fairly authentic( view of the 
process of thinking, linkages and working during the period 
of the struggle.29 

Both Pettigrew and Kumar refer to "conflicting 
enthusiasms" among the leaders of the AISSF, Damdami 
Taksal and the United Akali Dal of Sant Bhindranwale's 
father, Baba Joginder Singh. Differences over policy and 
tactics were marked by the competition for capturing the 
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leadership of the miJitant struggle. The a 49 
by Mohkam Singh of Damdami T nnouncemen1 Inad 
appointment of the Panthic Com.mitt aksaJ regarding the 
of the SGPC appointed Jathedars ee ~d the replacemen~ 
came as a surprise to some of the proby . t e new appoin,~ 

mment il. = 
The members of the Apex Committ m Hant leaders. 
Manochaha], Wassan Singh l.affarwaJ ~u~chan Singh 
Singh and Gurdev Singh-were a b, roor Smgh, Dhanna 
people, singularly lacking in politi ui;ch of little known 
convictions, and they had been chO: sense or religfous 

Th . d . n to serve as ,, 
of one group. e1r anng vengefuln pawns" 

ess and Predil . 
violence were perhaps the only qualifi· . ection for 

· ed · cations J bir 
Rode was n?minat the Head Priest of th · ~ Singh 
his brother-in-law Gurjit Singh replaced ~eAkali_ Takht and 
AISSF. A brash manipulation by the kins f 8 ~rlier chief of 
appropriate dominant positions wa 

O 
hindranwaJe to 

· s resented by 
Wassan Singh Zaffarwal objected to . t rf many. 
Joginder Singh. Zaffarwal describes his me erence by Baba 
group on the issue of leadership positio:'c:unt;rwith Baba's 
our weapons", asserted l.affarwal, the Bab ut w~en he saw 
a hasty retreat and "he left Darbar Sah"b"~ and his men beat 

On April 29, 1986, the Panthic Co~t-
formation of_ Kh~listan. Those opposed to :tmounced_ the 
move were sidelined. The declaratio 1 . ill - conceived 
the foundation of Khalistan was g·v n \alDled that the call for 
on June 3 1984 Sikh rel· • 

1 
en Y Sant Bhindranwale 

. . . '. · igion was to be ard 
offiaal rehg1on of the 'State'. Sikhs livin ~ ed as the 
called upon to migrate and settle in the g ou~1de Punjab were 
did not agree with the pr province. Those who 
,, . ogramme - the so II d 
mercenanes and sold out Kesadh . tt· d ,, -ca e . . an m us -we~w ed 

against causmg obstructions.Ji Man . . '" am 
former Nihang Singh, later a follower~~ ~gh _Chaheru, a 
was appointed commander-in-chief of Khalis:hincdranwale, 
Force (KCF). n ommando 

Reproducing the text of the decl • 
reported the violent incidents and c a ration,. the Sant Sipahi 
to leave Punjab "If th ommands 1Ssued to Hindus 
riots a ains · · ~y start~ leaving, there would follow 
to live ~heret S~: outs1d~ ~un1ab,_ making it difficult for them 

Kha]
. t · _aps, this 1s precisely what the supporters or 
is an wanted".32 
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ed nee again as the 
50 . had capitulat o ercise full 

The sere leaders_h1p of l(halistan caJl\e t? ex the SGPC 
d f warnors ft r replaang anned ban s ~ Golden Temple a e ma·orfunctionaries 

contr?l odv;:t~e;arof AkatTakhtan~o~;r w~en the Bamala 
appothm!e own militants. On A~ to th~ teJl\ple to expel the by eir r force m ted ovemment sent t~e po ice that all those who had opera 
g .

1
. ts 1·t was discovered f r .-nonths had left soon m1 1tan , 1 f r about ou ... 

from within the Tempe . 0 of l(halistan. Some of them such 
after making the declaraho~t Singh crossed over to Pakistan. 
as Wassan Singh and _GurJI into the temple was regarded by 
However, sending pohcemen tors of Chief Minister Bamala 
the SGPC Chief and other de~~ for settling factional scores 
as a sacrilege. The opportum Important Akali leaders such 
could not be allowed t~pas;- rkash Singh Badal, .Ainarinder 
as Gurchara~ Singh : 0 ;~n; their followers, a total of 27 
Singh, Sukh1mder f mg the ruling Akali Dal reducing it to a 
MLAs broke away rom_ ..-.b)y The government was . . . th legislative asse .. , · . mmonty lJl e d th Congress party support for its 
forc~d to dep:~u:~o ~plement the Punjab Accord, which 
surv1~al. . Th~ a f bad faith on the part of the Indian was indicative o , 1 • · N 

t h d a lready reduced Bamala s egitimacy. ow govemmen , a SGPC · ted 
h f reed to undertake punishment by the appom ewas o h · f d' th 

d f th Akali Takht to atone fort e sm o sen mg e Jathe ar o e Chi f Minis' r' 
1
. · t the te"'ple The spectacle of the e te s po ice in o ... · . . humiliation and helplessness triggered further demoralisatiOn 

f th lice at a time when many of the 700 detenues released 0 epo 1 · · ed h mil'ta b his government earlier had reported Y JOID t e ! nts. 
y In March 1986, J.F. Ribeiro had taken over as Director 

General of Punjab Police. He soon discovered the near 
impossibility of his task. Beside their fire power and high 
motivation the well armed terrorist groups appeared to enjoy 
significant support in the co~unity. 0~ the da~ ~~ ass~ed 
office, one shoot-out in Ludhiana had left 13 ovibans killed 
and 17 injured. Soon after Manbir Singh's group, in a daring 
operation, killed six escorting police constables in the civil 
court at Jalandhar and secured the release of 4 dreaded 
terrorists from police custody. In July another group killed at 
Khudda 22 Hindu passengers travelling in a bus. In November, 
24 bus p,!ssengers were killed near Hoshiarpur. The killing of 
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the former Chief of the Army Staff, Gen. A.S. Vaidya in Pune, 
an aborted attempt on the life of the Prime Minister Rajiv 
Gandhi at Raj Ghat, Delhi, on 2nd October and the escape of 
DGP Ribeiro and his wife from a well-planned attack inside 
the Punjab Armed Police Complex the next day were some of 
the other prominent and disturbing actions. By the end of 
1986, the number of people killed during the year rose to 520. 
Most of those killed were Hindus. Nearly double the number 
were killed the following year. The then Governor Siddharth 
Shankar Ray conceded in a talk with V.N. Narayanan that the 
government was paralysed. It were the terrorists who ruled 
by fiat and killings.D "Bullet for Bullet", Ribeiro's controversial 
remark, symbolised the desperation of the police force. The 
policemen resorted to hiding during the night, and raiding the 
villages in the morning. Plain liquidation of a suspect was 
described as an escape or an "encounter". The escalation of 
terrorist violence continued until the middle of 1992 after 
which it started declining. According to a retired Director 
General of Police, "The violence and terrorism which 
accompanied militant politics were unparalleled in the world 
in their sweep and lethal effectsH.34 However, once the 
movement collapsed, one was left wondering how could it 
disappear so suddenly and without leaving any trace of 
cultural sympathy for the "fighters". 
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The Fighters : A Profile 

. be tal<en as a purposive social act. It is 
Terrorist violen~ayconsciously in opposition to the state 
generally resort 

1 
. 
0 

meant to realise certain ends. The 
and its laws. t 

15 
of the specific terrorist movement in 

1 · ed purpose . 
pro~ aun th hievement of Khalistan: A section of the 
Pun1ab w_as . e ;~ding intellectuals and political leaders 
community mc · · tru 1 · d f . red ·t desperate but legitimates gg em e ense,of 
cons1de 1 a · th " · I d' . unity interests agamst e oppressive n 1an 
their comm li . Th 11 ,, d ·ts institutions and po aes. e genera y approved 
State an 1 'Sikh mil' term used to describe the phenomenon was ~tancy' 

• ly 'militan"'" Those who resorted to such violence or sunp ... , · . 
Warriors or freedom fighters to one section of the people. were . ,, T . . bo 

To the others, they were "terronsts . erronsm 1S th a 
descriptive term and a political label. Its use involves a moral 
judgement. However, man~ of ou~· 1;5pondents used ~o 
expressions interchangeably extrenusts (atwadi) and terronsts 
(atankwadi). Most of the ~ommon people who did not want to 
use either of the two expressions, chose to call them Kharku 
(combatants, militants), Kharku Singhs (militant Sil<hs) or just 
"mundey" (literally, boys). The term "mundey" acquired a 
specific meaning in the given socio-historical context. We 
debated which would be the appropriate term to describe 
them; initially deciding to retain the term "militant''. Our 
field experience persuaded us that the particular l<ind of 
violence may be termed as terrorism and that the "boys", we 
came to know about, may be appropriately termed "terrorists" 
because of their manifest intent, traits and activities. 

The field study was focussed on their composition, 
their impulses or reasons for the course they chose, their 
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behaviour traits and preferences during the period of their 
operations. 

1. Period of Recruitment 

A total of 323 participants in terrorist violence were 
identifi~ by_ ou_r responden~ spread over 28 villages in the 
four pohce d1Strtcts as belonging to their villages. The largest 
112 were listed from the 7 villages of Tam Taran police 
district. The largest number from any one village was 41 (Sur 
Singh in the same police district). The number of the 
participants from the 7 selected villages each from the other 
police districts were: Amritsar 70, Majitha 77 and Batala 64. 
Among these 3 were women, all in Majitha police district. 

Table II: Recruitment of Militants 

Year of Amritsar Majitha Tarn Taran Batala Total 
Recru-
itment 

1979 1 1 
1980 3 2 5 
1981 1 1 1 3 
1982 
1983 1 2 3 
1984 4 7 4 15 
1985 2 1 5 2 10 
1986 7 8 15 8 38 
1987 11 8 14 4 37 
1988 14 15 22 17 68 
1989 7 12 30 13 62 
1990 12 19 12 6 49 
1991 7 8 5 4 24 
1992 3 2 5 
Year Not 2 1 3 
Known 

Total 70 77 112 64 323 

The first one identified as having taken to terrorism in the 
area of our study was in 1979 from villa~e Khojala in Batala 
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· o"'.1• 4 of theJJ\ mg rom the one 

56 · t o ' d of 1 0v, f th . diStflc tlle ell l{ll.ojala was one o e earliest p0:::JXlertt ~p;~ village: act of the teachings of Sant 
~i,ove-JXlert~~cll felt _the :klling of some of its inhabitants 
viJJages ::.ale followillg tween his followers and the Sant 
a1ti.Jldra" ed c}ash ~ April 1978. Another 15 took to th . we arJXl .. ..,ritsar J.l'\ "0 t· Bl e i.Jl riS in ~~- year of pera 10n ue Star" 
Ni.fa"}(.a 1984 the d th ti" sa, L ' d uri.Jlg ' . dranwale an e an - JJ\.ll riots in 
~:artYrdoJXl" of 13~~a1<sal leadership had rej~ted the report 
oethi-TJle DaJll

1
~~~eath. It was propagated ll\Stead that he 

f Bhilldranwa . rganise and lead the struggle from there 
0 p ldstan to O td · 1985 · was i.Jl a "bO s" joined the moveroen unng . . Broadly 
Another 10 Y 

90
ur. of those who took to terronst violenc kill ab<>Ul ,o . . tha . e spea g 

1986 
onwards indicating t 1t was not a case 

eJl\erged !roxn otional reaction againSt the cataclysmic events 
of ilJUiled 1ate exn 
of 1984- 1- years of recruitment to terrorist operations were 

The pea,-. · dha · bharl. h . " 
1988 

and 1959_ ,, Ohanian dian niadn i ? ~aiyan , (hordes 
of riff-raff got recruited) as a respon ent put 1t, others nodding 
. confirll\ation. About 41 per cent of the total terrorists 
~ ined during those two years, followed by another 15 per cent 
: 

1
990. Thereafter the number of fresh entrants declined. (See 

Table II). Over 70 per cent of those who took to the gun upto the end 
of 1985 belonged to villages in the two police districts ofTam 
Taran and Batala; 40 per cent being from only 3 villages in 
these districts out of a total of 2~ included in our study. 

2. Lif~ Span of a Militant 
The life span of a person as a participant was short. By the 

beginning of our field study in 1996, 256 of the total who had 
joined the movement, i.e. over 79 per cent, had been killed; 19 
of them died in "inter gang warfare: (Jats 16 and Mazhbis 3). 
A total of about 11 per cent, i.e. 34 had been arrested. Another 
24 had reportedly surrendered to the police; 5 of the 
surrendered were identified by the respondents as having 
been working as "Cats" of the police. Only 7 miltants were 
reported to be still at large. (Table IV) 
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58 who i•oined terrorism during the 
Y as those 9 99 Almost as roan killed during 198 -1 0. About 

peak period of 1988-8~ we: killed within one year of their 

3o per cent of the tot: w; cent within 2 years. (Table Ill).· so 
joining and another 2. t:J from one village (Sur Singh) in Tarn 

per cent of thos~ ~rot re killed within one year of their 
Taran police dist?ct we 
. . . the operations. • th 
iouung . on them who lived longest m e terrorist 

Of the 12 am gor more all had joined before 1984, half 
troggle i e 8 years ' B . 

s ' b ·. originally influenced by hmdranwale's 

of the~ emg reaction to "Operation Blue Star" . One with 

Preaching or as a l d ill 
t : .... ;ngs of 12 years in our se ecte v ages was 

the longes uu..._., · • 1983 d kill 
"Charhat Singh" who had taken to 1t m an was ed 

in 1995. be d . f h. 
T kinds of implications may rawn rom t lS short 

:; active life of the terrorists. One, that the police and 

~r:erpara-military forces chased them effectively killing them 

in encounters or after arrest. Secondly, that relatively young 

boys who joined were inexperienced in terrorist activities and 

were trapped because of lac~ of maturity. ~ a corol~ary to 

these one may talk about mtergang nvalnes resultmg in 

Table IV: Present situation of those who joined Terrorism 
(according to Police District) 

Sr. Present Amritsar Majitha 

No. Situation 

1 Arrested 13 6 

2 Surrendered 3 7 

3 Still at large/ 2 4 

No whereabouts 
4 Killed 51 59 

5 No information 1 1 

Total 70 77 

Tarn Batala Total 
Taran 

14 

2 

1 

95 

112 

1 34 
(10.53) 

12 24 
(7.43) 
7 

(2.170) 
51 256 

(79.25) 
2 

(0.62) 

64 323 
(100) 
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mutual killings or in giving an advantage to the police to 

liquidate rivals. It however seemed that both the factors 

contributed to that phenomenon. Our field view indicated 

plausibility of a particular killing by rival groups being 

claimed as achievement of the police and a killing of a suspect 

by the police attributed to or claimed by a militant outfit. This 

would become clearer after the discussion of other related 

dimensions. The small number of those who joined before 

1984 evidently planned their movements carefully staying 

beyond the reach of the police for long; some of them having 

escaped from the Golden Temple at the time of "Operation 

Blue Star" and following declaration of Khalistan in April 

1986. 

3. Caste 
A predominant majority of the participants, 264 out of 

323, i.e. 81.73 per cent were Jat Sikhs by caste. (Table V) The 

closest other cast~ to which 7.42 per cent of them belonged 

was that of Mazhbt (scheduled caste) Sikhs. Two per cent were 

from Ramgarhia (carpenter) caste, and a smaller number from 

Kumhar, Nai, Jheer and Chhimba castes, and, Christian dalits; 

all those belonging to the backward castes constituted 7 per 

cent of the total. Interestingly, two of them were Hindus too. 

As for the leaders of the militant organisations or their cells, 

barring one, all were Jats. 

. If we look at the caste composition of the Sikhs, then we 

f~d that Jats _form an overwhelming majority almost two

thirds of the Sikh population.1 From this perspective too the 

Jats a~ong the ~itants were more than their proportion in 

the _s~ _population. What is noteworthy is the lack of 

participation of Khatri and Arora Sikhs who are part of the 

upper castes among the Sikhs. One reason could be that since 

the ~atri and Arora Sikhs are mostly city dwellers the 

terro~ts from th_ese castes were not expected in a study 

focussing on the villages. However, villages such as Mattewal 

h~d some ~opulation of Khatris and Aroras and some of the 

villages, VIZ. Bhikhiwind, Guru Ki Waldali and Sultanwind 

had strong urb~n basis. It is plausible to argue that the 

~bsence of Khatn and Arora Sikhs in our list is not accidental· 
it represented a pattern. ' 
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60 und of Terrorists 
V. caste Backgrc> Table · =-=---~-:-~-;;::;::;:-7.,..:;:;:;-~ Ma ··tha Tarn Batala ,otal ---- Amritsar J1 Taran Sr. Cast£ 

No. ----~ 58 1. Jat 

2 . .AJ'Of3 

3_ Ramgarhia 3 

4. Kumhar 2 

5. Jheer 1 

6. Chhimba 

7. Nai 

8. Mazhbi 6 

9. Brahmin Hindu -

10. Khatri Hindu 

11. Christian 

12. Other (Kash
miri Sil<h) 

Total 70 

64 88 

1 

2 3 

1 3 

1 

1 

5 

5 9 

1 

1 

1 

3 

77 112 

54 

2 

1 

1 

264 
(81.73) 

1 
(0.31) 

8 
(2.48) 

6 
(1.86) 

4 
(1.24) 

2 
(0.62) 

6 
(1.86) 

4 24 
(7.42) 

1 
(0.31) 

1 
(0.31) 

2 3 
(0.93) 

3 
(0.93) 

64 323 

4. Family Landholding 
Though caste wise most of the armed fighters belonged to _the dominant agricultural caste group (Jat), the class 

-
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61 onfiguration sho~ed that only 14 per cent of the total 
~JI\ families ow~g land holdings of 10 acres or more.~ ast majority, that is 64 .. 41 per cent came, on the other hand ~JI\ the poor underprivileged strata of the rural socieri About 20 per cent of them being from the families of ~ iandless and over 45 per cent from those owning small and Jl\arginal ( upto ~ acre) land hol~ings. About 23 per cent belonged to nuddle class famung families owning 6-lO acres of land (Table VI). Broadly similar was the economic background ~f the leaders: 66 per cent of them being froJl\ the small, marginal or landless agricultural families. Only 5 of the 21 leaders we~ ~m the families owning 10 acres or above; 2 of them being nch, owning between 25-50 acres (Table VII). 

Table VII: Size of Land and Caste of the Leadeis. 

Sr. Caste No Upto 5.1-10 10.1-15 25.1-50 Toflll 
No. land 5 Acres 

1. Jat 1 12 2 3 2 20 2. Chhim.ha 1 
1 

2 12 2 3 2 21 

It may be noted that the landless terrorists included mainly non-Jats. The size of landholdings provides a clue to the class situation of a person alongside other indicators such as father's education and occupation. From the perspective of these indicators it could be reasonably stated that these "boys" belonged to the lower classes as their families depended largely upon farming. The ownership pattern given here provides data on family landholdings. The proportion of land coming to the share of these boys particularly the unmarried ones would have come down further. 
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62 Id' gs of the Terrorists (Police 
Table VI: Landho an . ) 5. f amily Size 

Oistrictw1se The average size of the family they belonged to was 6. 

Amritsar Majitha Tarn Batala Total Whereas 53 per cent came from families having 6 members 

Sr. Size of Taran 
or Jess, 32 per cent had 7 or 8 members and 15 per cent came 

No. I.And in from very large families of 9 to 16 members (Table VIII). 

Acres Interestingly, from the p olice district of Tam Taran alone 

1. No Land 14 15 20 13 62 which contributed the largest number of terrorists, 75 per cent 

(19.20) of the total had a family size of 9-16 members. Keeping in 

2 .. 25-1 6 8 5 4 23 mind the average landholdings, one could estimate the 

(7.12) economic conditions of their families. 

3. 1.1-2 5 10 11 1 27 Table VIII: Size of the Family of the Terrorists 
(8.36) (According to Police District) 

4. 2.1-3 6 11 14 8 39 
(12.08) Sr. Size Amritsar Majitha Tarn Batala Total 

5. 3.1-4 9 11 9 4 33 No. Taran 
(10.22) 

6. 4.1-5 7 6 8 3 24 1. 1-2 3 2 5 3 13 

(7.43) (4.02) 

7. 5.1-6 2 1 6 11 20 2. 3-4 10 8 15 9 42 

(6.19) (13.00) 

8. 6.1-7 1 13 3 17 3. 5-6 29 34 31 22 116 

(5.26) (35.91) 

9. 7.1-8 2 4 2 6 14 4. 7-8 24 25 33 21 103 

(4.33) 
5. 9-10 

(31.89) 

10. 8.1-9 ·1 6 7 'l 
4 7 19 7 37 

(2.17) 
6. 11-12 

(11.46) 

11. 9.1-10 4 1 4 4 13 5 1 6 

(4.02) 7. 13-14 
(1.86) 

12. 10.1-15 2 5 7 4 18 1 4 5 

(5.57) 8. 15-16 
(1.55) 

13. 15.1-25 5 3 6 2 16 1 1 

(4.95) (0.31) 

14. 25.1-50 8 1 1 10 Total 70 77 112 64 323 
(3.10) 

Average size of family = 6 
Total 70 77 112 64 323 

Average land holding (in acres) = 5.3 out of 261 

6· Age at the time of Join ing 

age ~r;e~:~'.~an! majority, 80 per cent were young: average 
Y bemg 22 years at the time of his joining an 
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64 . There were 2 per cent tenorists who 
armed organisation. f l4-l9 years whereas 52 per cent e group o ' be were in the ag and 25 years. 15 per cent were tween 26 
were between 20 less than 5 per cent were above 35 years 
and 35 years and f 15 "boys" above the age of 35 • · ed 10 out o 
when they JOUl · olice district of Tam Taran (Table IX). 

. years came from one p . . . . 
f the Terrorists Pohce District wise Table IX: Age 0 

Amritsar Majitha Tam Batala Total Sr. Age Taran 
No. in 

(Years) 

5 13 9 6 33 1. 14-17 
(39.39) (27.27) · (18.19) (10.22) (15.15) 

2. 18-19 12 11 22 12 57 
(21.05) (19.30) (38.60) (21.05) (17.65) 

3. 20-21 16 12 20 12 60 
(26.67) (20.00) (33.33) (20.00) (18.58) 

4. 22·23 14 15 21 11 61 
(22.95) (24.59) (34.43) (18.03) (18.89) 

5. 24-25 11 14 11 11 47 
(23.40) (29.80) (23.40) (23.40) (14.55) 

6. 26-35 11 10 19 10 50 
~22.00) (20.00) (38.00) (20.00) (15.48) 

7. 36-50 1 1 8 1 . 11 
(9.09) (9.09) (73.73) (9.09) (3.40) 

8. 51-63 1 2 1 4 
(25.00) (50.00) (25.00) (1.23) 

Total 70 77 112 64 323 
(21.67) (23.84) (34.68) (19.81) (100) 

Average age in years = 22 

7. Level of Education 
Contrary to the general belief our data pointed out that 

whereas 24 per cent of those who took to arms were illiterate 
another 26 per cent had been in school upto middle standard, 
half of them having dropped out after primary level. Another 
41 per cent had gone upto or completed matric level education. 
Only 2 per cent had graduate level education and just 3 of the 

, . 
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total were reported to have acquired a profes . 
65 

d · MA sionaJ or a graduate egree. one I one LLB, one MBBS <Table xrt 
Table X: Education of the Terrorists (Pol' 0 . . 

ice istrict wise) 

Sr. Education Amritsar Majitha Tarn Batala Total 
No. Taran 

1. Illiterate 12 13 43 10 (15.38) (16.67) 78 (55.13) 02.82) (24.15) 2. Primary 12 6 7 3 28 (42.86) (21.43) (25.00) 00.71) (8.67) 3. Middle 14 10 14 17 55 (25.45) (18.18) (25.45) (30.92) 07.03) 4. Matric 23 40 40 . 30 133 (17.29) (30.08) (30.08) (~.55) (41.18) s. +2 Level 4 7 7 1 19 (21.05) (36.84) (36.84) (5.27) (5.88) 6. B.A. 5 1 1 7 (71.42) (14.29) 04.29) (2.17) 7. M.A./LLB/ - ·1 2 3 MBBS (33.33) (66.67) (0.92) 
Total 70 77 112 64 323 

Tam Taran police district which, as we know, contributed 
the la1?~t number of recruits had the largest, i.e. 55 per cent, 
of the illiterates among them, only 1 having studied upto B.A. 
level. 

The data on the educational level of the terrorists, do not 
only defy the general thesis of educated unemployed youth 
but also present a pattern contrary to the established notions 
about who become tenorists. Various studies have found that 
the tenorists are generally middle class university educated 
youths.2 This is not the case here. What it points to is 
educational failure working as an impulse for taking to 
something exciting. 

8. What were they doing before joining? 
What kind of work/job was a particular person doing 

before taking to the new role? Our findings were that 37 per 
cent were associated with farming operations. Another 7 per 
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66 . famil business or trade, as paathis 
cent were self exnpl~ed :Oly scJpture), Registered Medical 
( •wal readers of e fessions. One of them was an 
;ractitioners or ill other p; one photographer. About 8 per 
MBBSdoctor,onel~wyera~oyed in police, army, SGPC and 
cent were in service, _e:" and 2 per cent were ex-service 
Class JV governxnent JO t'worl<ed as Ric~haw /tonga/mini ther 6 per cen h • xnen. An° mason carpenter, motor mec aruc, 
bus/trUC~ drivers, obrt5 :endor e;c. and S per cent as casual/ 
barber miJk/vegeta e 

ch~ labourers (Table XI). . . . atta th thers 4 per cent of the total were identified Among e O ' illi' ·t d' till ti' . 1 ed . the business of smuggling, c1 15 a on of as mvo v 1ll d ts tud · · . d thi·every and 6 per cent were stu en s ymg m hquor an . 25 t f th 
ch I 

d colleges. Interestingly, _per cen o e total s oo s an . ,, th . 
rted to be "doing nothing ; e colJ\IJ\On expressions were repo I bl . used by the respondents being Vehlar (unemp oya e; doing 

thing) or awaragard (loafer; vagabond). For such boys who ... 
fa0iled both in terms of education and jobs, ~e ~ew oppo~ty 
offered something more gainfully engagmg m terms of loot 
and thrill. The pattern was similar among the leaders of various 
organisations in our area of study. Most of them came from 
the families of poor, small or marginal farmers and engaged 
in unexciting jobs before the new opportunity was offered. 
The Babbar Khalsa International (BKl) prominent leader, 
Dharam Singh Kashtiwal's family, for example, had settled in 
village Kashtiwal not long ago and was allotted 10 marlas (250 
sq. yards) of village land under the focal point scheme. 
Dharam Singh worked as tractor driver for ploughing the 
fields of other farmers before he took up the new role. Satnam 
Singh alias Satta Chhina of Harsha Chhina who became Lt. 
General of BTFK (Sangha) worked on the 2 acre family land. 
He also acted as a tractor driver like Kashtiwal and was also 
a partner in running the business of illicit distillation of liquor. 
Balwinder Singh Shahpur who became a leader of Dashmesh 
Regime~t after the death of Sital Singh Mattewal was an 
apprentice to a tailor in Butala before he was lured into 
t~rmrism by a Nihang who used to frequent his shop. Rav ind er 
Singh B_hola, KLF Chief . after the death of Gurjant Singh 
l3uddhsmghwala, was a hneman with Punjab State Electricity 
l3oa rd when he deserted to become a terrorist. 
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Table XI: Occupation Before they became T • erronsts 

Sr. Occupation 
No. 

1. Farming 
2. MBBS/Lawyer 
3. Foreign Returned 
4. Flour Mill Owner 
5. Shopkeeper /Small 

businessmen/ Contractor 
6. Workshop Owner 
7. Cattle/Grain Trader 
8. Pathi 
9. Policeman 

10. Soldier 
11. Oerk S.G.P.C. 
12. Govt. Seivice (Lower) 
13. Photography 
14. R.M.P. 
15. Ex-seivicemen 

I.T.B.P./ Anny (Retired) 
16. Tailor 
17. Mason/Carpenter/ 

Blac~mith 
18. Motor Mechanic 
19. Weaver 
20. Barber 
2l. Auto-Rickshaw Driver 
22· Mini Bus/Truck Driver 
23. Tonga Driver 
24· Milkman/Vegetable Vendor 
25. Factory Workers 
26· Casual/ Attached worker 
27. Smuggling 
28- Illicit liquor distillers 
29. Thief/Looter 
30. Doing Nothing 
31· Not Applicable/ 

Students 

Total 

Number 

118 
2 
3 
1 
6 

1 
2 
6 
7 
9 
2 
5 
1 
5 
5 

1 
5 

4 
1 
1 
2 
4 
1 
3 
2 

14 
4 
7 
1 

80 
20 

323 

Percentage 

3653 
0.62 
0.93 
0.31 
1.86 

0.31 
0.62 
1.86 
2.17 
2.79 
0.62 
1.55 
0.31 
1.55 
1.55 

0.31 
1.55 

. 1.23 
0.31 
0.31 
0.62 
1.23 
0.31 
0.93 
0.62 
4.33 
1.23 
2.17 
0.31 

24.77 
6.19 

lOQ 
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Sr. Causes of Amritsar Majitha Tarn Batala Total 

68 eJReason for Joining No. Joining Taran 

9. PrimatY Jmp~s th runary i.Jnpulse or reason for a 
7. Terrorist leader 2 The identificatt~n ::fn ~ the operations, as given by our 6 4 12 

particular person's JO {s villages was revealing. Something in the village C3.n> 
respondents sp~~d ov!iate attention is that 38 per cent of the 8. Influence of 1 3 3 4 11 
that draws ones ~o have joined for adven~re, thrill or the Bhindranwale (3.41) 
total w~re ~po~n boys were fascinated w1~ the modem 9. Harassment by 2 6 8 
'fun of 1:,· S~~ra~ naal moh ho giya see. Hold~g a weapon Terrorists_ (2.48) 
wea~ons · f being someone to reckon with. Whereas 10. Harassment 4 1 2 1 8 
providt ~ s~~dents referred to an additional second o~ by Police (2.48) 
some O e ls iin rtant for our pwpose was 11. Operation 4 1 1 2 8 
complementary l"E;aso~ a f 

0
ctor ~'Shaukia" (out of fun) was Blue Star (2.48) the primary motivating a · 

12. Due to Elder . • ly a prominent expression used by our respondents 2 3 2 7 
surpnsmg tifi ti f th brother in different villages for iden ca ~n o . e reaso.n or (2.17) 
motivation. 74 per cent of those from villages m Tam Taran 13. Emotionalism 2 2 4 

Ii e district were listed in that category. The closest other (1.24) 
po ~n identified in the case of 21 per cent related to influence 14. Failure of 3 3 
:3~ersuasions of other ter.ro~ts.: Contact ~th ~ose ~ho financial (0.93) 
were already involved in operations; relatives including companies 
brothers or and a leader from one's village became a major 15. Unemployment 1 1 2 
factor. For 12 per cent of them the moving impulse was (0.62) 
identified as smuggling or "looting" or making money. Half 16. To seek 2 2 
of those in that category were from the villag~ of Tarn Taiiln revenge (0.62) 
police district (Table XII). 17. Personal or 2 2 

Table XII: Reasons/Motives of Joining Terrorism ., family problem (0.62) 
18. To get 1 1 2 

Sr. Causes of Amritsar Majitha Tarn Batala Total married (0.62) 

No. Joining Taran 19. Delhi Riots 1 1 
(031) 

1. Out of Fun 22 31 51 19 123 20. Fear of 1 1 
(38.09) Court Martial (0.31) 

2. Smuggling/ 9 7 20 4 40 21. To get his -1 1 
Looting (12.38) land back (0.31) 

3. Contact with 7 8 12 7 34 22. Beaten by 1 1 
Terrorists (10.53) upper caste (0.31) 

4. For Khalistan 5 3 5 4 17 class fellows 
(5.26) 23. Not known 2 2 1 5 

5. Inter-family 6 3 1 6 16 (1.55) 
enmity (4.95) Total 70 77 112 64 323 6. Relations with 6 3 6 15 
Terrorists (4.64) 
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70 kin for I(halistan was identified as 
The purpose of wor ogf 5 per cent the influence of Sant 

· the case ' the main reaso~ rn of 3 per cent; anger or emotional 
Bhindranwa!e 1~, 

thee:~:n Blue Star," Delhi's anti-Sikh riots 
reaction agarnSt Op in the case of 4 per cent. Reaction to 
and other such ::so:iice was reported as the reason in the 
harassment by tand to harassment by the "Kharkus" or 
case of_ 2-~, ~erthceencase of another 2.5 per cent of the the total 
"terronsts rn 
recruits. f It was reported that among those 11 per cent o ~e total 
who had joined upto the end of 1985 abou~ half consisted of 
those who had either come under the mfluence of ~t 
Bhindranwale and/or who took that course as a reaction 
against "Operation Blue Star". Of the 89 per cent who joined 
after 1985, less than 2 per cent were reported to have taken to 
the gun because of the above reasons. The data defy another 
prevalent notion that most of those ~ho to~~ to armed 
struggle joined as a consequence of police atrocities on them 
or the members of their families.3 Whether or not some 
individuals were impelled by apprehension of their arrest 
and torture by the police is difficult to fathom. But if we go 
by what their fellow villagers thought, the proportion of 
those who joined as a reaction against police atrocities was 

marginal. 
In fact larger proportion were seen to have been motivated 

by reasons of inter family enmity, seeking revenge, or getting 
back one's land. Such were the identified reasons in the case 
of 6 per cent of the total. Personal or family problems, 
economic distress and other similar reasons were reported to 
be the basis in the case of another 5 per cent. 

Case histories, as constructed in public gatherings of our 
respondents, brought forth curious reasons of the boys for 
joining terrorism. In village Mattewal, for example, Sital 
Singh, who later founded the Dasmesh Regiment, and his 
close ally Tarsem Singh were reported to have graduated to 
the new role from an earlier crime. Both of them were 
involved in the murder of a criminal, referred to as "history 
~hee~er" of the area and were tried and punished to 
lIIlpnso~ent for life. During the period they were lodged in 
Ce~tral Jail Gurdaspur, they reportedly came in contact with 

CDS 
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some fellow prisoners who had been activists of AISSF Wh 
the two ~ere rel~- on parole, they took advantag~ of t~: 
opportunity for Jumping the parole and joining Gurbach 
Singh Manochaha_l'~ BTFK. Some of the respondents re rt: 
that the tw~ had Joined Sukhdev Singh Jhamke's grou'; first 
and then shift~ to BTFK. A sharp conflict with Manochahal 
led to the founding of a parallel organisation called o hm h 

. Afth ases Regiment. er e was killed in what the respo d ts 'bed ,, . n en 
descn as a genuine encounter" with the police a rt 
mentioned that Sital Singh had been trained in Pa~tan rep~ 
people from his village did not confirm the report. · e 

In_ one village for example, Hardev Singh, turned to 
tei:rorism due to reasons related to his family. It became 
evident from the fact that after becoming a terrorist one of th 
first things he did was that he murdered his mother beca e 
of his shame over her alleged "loose character''.· Later he::: 
reported to have pressurised a friend to many his sister to 
Hardev's younger brother. The friend refused to give in to 
~~ press~ but felt ~atened as a consequence and, therefore, 
JOID~ a nval terronst organisation KCF (P). Later Hardev's 
cousin~,~ rep~rtedly _raped by another terrorist of the village, 
namely Billoo Balwinder Singh. Billoo's family now faced 
a threat from Hard.ev's group. So Billoo's father Hamam 
Singh sought saf~ty by joining another terrorist group. Hardev 
wa~ murdered in 1990; Hamam Singh surrendered to the 
police.4 

. In village Udhoke Kalan, Paramjit Singh became a terrorist 
~ order to save his family from the threat which Sukhdev 
Singh Jhamke and Chanchal Singh posed. 

1:1' ano~er village one person took to terrorism following 
continued ill treatment from his widowed aunt whom his 
father had married after the death of his mother. A son of a 
lower caste chowlddar of the same village, known as Kebi, was 
reported ~o have_i?~ed a terrorist group to avenge his beating 
and pubhc humiliation by his class fellows in the Government 
College compound in the presence of girl students. 

10. Kinship Relations . 
It was sigruficant that a total of 66 "terrorists" were close 

relatives; 45 of them being real brothers; others were cousins, 
\mcle-nephews, brothers-in-law, and in two cases son~ and 
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T bl XIII). In one village, Sultanwind, 9 of the 30 

fathe~-~ ;er: identified as belonging to two families related 

terro~s h' All the three brothers of Gurbachan Singh' 

by kinhs hip.I had i·oined terrorism. Chanchal Singh Udhoke a 
Manoc a a . . 
leading terrorist and chief of KLA was mamed to the SISter of 

Surjit Singh Penta, Lt. General ?f BTFK. Penta w~s relat~ to 

H 'inder Singh Jinda - the killer of General Vaidya. Jmda 

w:; the son of Penta's maternal uncle. Reliance on bonds of · 

kinship or personal frien?sh!ps implied. alternati~e to 

ideological basis of orgamsation. Our field expenence 

underlined a prominent emphasis on personal power and 

control of the leader in each group. The preference for 

allocating other important positions to a brother or relative . 

appeared to ensure loyalty and control. Often it led a 

disgruntled leading member tp form his own group, when his 

claim was ignored, or to rivalry resulting into the killing of 

another. · 

Table XIII: Kinship Relationship among Terrorists (Police 

District wise) 

Sr. Nature of Amritsar MaJ'itha Tarn Batala Total 

No. Relationship Taran 

1. Brothers 11 16 12 ·6 45 
(68.17) 

2. Uncle-Nephews 5 s 
(7.58) 

3. Father-son 2 2 4 

4. Brothers, Uncle 
(6.06) 

4 4 
and his Sons (6.06) 

.1. Cousins 
and Uncle 

3 3 

6. Brothers and 
(4.55) , 

son of one 
3 3 

of them 
(4.55) 

7. Cousins 2 2 

Total 
(3:03) 

20 16 20 10 66 

LO 
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11. Militant Organisations 

Whereas 10 different ~ilitan! organisations operated in 

our villages, the most promment m on:ier of strength of their 

members were KCF {.Zaffarwal) - 85; KCF (Panjwar} 73; BTFK 

(Manochahal) 46; KLF 34, BKI 28, BTFI< (Sangha) 21 and 

oashmesh Regiment 19.(Table XIV) The dominant pattern 

showed that each of the organisations had pockets of exclusive 

control particularly in villages to which the Chief of ·the 

organisation or a deputy leader belonged and extended to one 

or more neighbouring villages. It was found that in 10 villages 

all the terroris~ ~ each _ca~e were members of only one 

particular orgarusation, while m another 10 villages 70-90 per 

cent of the participants in each one belonged to only one of the 

organisations. For example, in Naushehra Panuan and Rataul 

in the Tarn Taran Police district, Gurbachan Singh 

Manochahal's own village and the village of his in-laws, all 

the participants belonged to his organisation B1FK In the 

nearby village of Sur Singh, however, not even one militant 

was a member of BTFK (M); instead 39 of the 41 were 

identified as members of KCF (Zaffarwal). All those from 

Mianwind and Bhikhiwind belonged to KCF (Panjwar}. 

Similarly in the villages of Amritsar police district all of them 

in Basarke Bhaini belonged to KCF (Z), those of Thande and 

Guru Ki Wadali to KLF, Harsha Chhina to BTFK (Sangha), 

Sultanwind mainly KCF (P} and those of Meerankot to BK.I. 

In 8 out of the total 28 villages included in our study the 

participants were divided between two or more organisations. 

But_alll µt Majitha police district, for instance, was a village in 

which the participants were more or less equally divided into 

four rival organisations; one of the participants was a member 

of a fifth organisation. · KCF (2.affarwal) had a dominant 

strength of members in five villages, KCF (Panjwar) and 

BTFK(S) in four each; and BTFK (M), KLF and BKI in three 

. ~ach. On the other hand, whereas two-thirds of the participants 

m another village Cheema Khudi were members of BTFK 

(M), the small group of one-third members remained dominant 

because of their leader Jugraj Singh alias Toofan Singh Toofan 

of KLF. 
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Table )(IV: ors Oistrictwise) 

Amritsar Majitha Tarn Batala Total 
Sr. Name of the Taran 
No. Organisation 

2 2 
l. All India (0.62) Sil<h Student 

Federation 
1 · 1 

2_ Akhand J(irtani 
(0.31) Jatha 

10 2 2 14 28 
3. Babbar Khalsa 

International (8.67) 

4. Bhindranwale 3 9 28 6 46 

Tiger Force (14.24) 

of K.halistan 
\ (Manochahal) 

4 7 21 5. Bliindranwale 10 

Tiger Force (6.50) 

of Khalistan 
(Sangha) 

13 6 19 6. Dashmesh 
Regiment (5.88) 

7. Khalistan 25 17 20 11 73 
Commando (22.60) 
Force (Panjwar) 

8. Khalistan 5 17 50 13 85 
Commando (26.32) 
Force (Zafarwal) 

9. Khalistan 4 4 
Liberation Army (1.24) 

10. Khalistan 15 9 2 8 34 
Liberation Force (10.53) 

11. No information 1 4 3 2 10 

'-.. (3.09) 

Total 70 77 112 64 323 
(100) ,_ 

' 
\ 
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It may be noted that the villages where more than one 

organisation w~re .working had special !ea~. Butala is one 
f the unique villages where four orgarusations had bases and 

~perated simul~neously. This w~ reportedly. due to the 
location of the village. We have pointed out earlier, that this 
village forms a hub of five to six villages, this being their main 
marketing village. Thus the people of the surrounding 
villages, viz. Khanpur, Jamalpur, Chillari., Yodhe, Ghoge, 
5erone etc. would come to Butala for various economic 
reasons. As a result the terrorists belonging to all these 
villages made Butala their headquarter and in the process 
inspired some young boys to join them. On the other hand, 
in Udhoke Kalan and Cheema Khudi the presence of more 
organisations was due to serious inter-family feuds which 
were related with land control, not of the kind the 
anthropologists mention as Jat factionalism. However, in the 
case of Sultanwind, the other organisations vanished after 
KCF (P) captured the village. 

The young boys appeared to opt for a particular 
organisation due to personal contact and convenience of 
working with familiar "boys" who were already active. 

12. The Leaders of Militant/l'errorist Organisations 
The prominent leaders of these organisations who belonged 

to or operated in villages of the present study included 
Gurbachan Singh Manochahal, Chief of BTFK (M), Kanwarjit 
Singh, the chief of KCF before Paramjit Singh Panjwar became 
its chief and thus making it KCF (Panjwar). Manochahal was 
a member of the Panthic C::ommittee, the apex body of militant 
organisations established in April 1986 which had announced 
the formation of Khalistan. (See Table XV) He was also 
appointed the acting Jathedar (Head Priest) of the Akal 
Takhat. Kanwatjit Singh was later one of the five members of 
the Panthic Committee. After the split he became a member 
of the rival Panthic committee led by Dr. Sohan Singh. 
Following the death of Sukhdev Singh Sukha alias "Sukha 
Sipahi", alias General Labh Singh, Kanwatjit Singh took over 
as Chief of KCF. His relative Harminder Singh of the same 
village was appointed member of-the Panthic Committee in 
his place. Among other imoortant leaders in our area of study 
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76 tiwal, Majha region Jathedar (ChieO The Fighters 
Dh raxn Singh J(ash ) Chhina who became Lt. General n 

were: a · h (Satta · s· h >. 
f sKI· SatnaJl'l SU'lg d th of Sangha; JugraJ mg , popularly 'o- oO 

0 Ill >. 
- i:;:::; C 

~f BTFK (S) after th~ e; Toof an, Deputy. Chief of KLF; Sital ' 0 El 'o.,i:: s:: .E f E cc Ill >- ·.c = .2 :; a ... 
1cnown as roofan SU'lg d r and Chief of Dasmesh Regiment· i .5 . Qj=;i•tiicici'i ·.: !: 

I foun e · s· h ' c.:: .Q,_ 8~~Q.>~ lllt QJ :: (/) 

Singh Matt~wa ' leader of AISSF; Balwmder mg Shahpur, ..J E .5 :a cf 8"~ 8'~ II Ill 

Dharamvir SU'lg~, f f Dasmesh Regiment after the death of _z,, 8'~ 
·- E ~ 

who became c~e d 
O 

Pal Singh Bhola who became chief of ij " " t--. 0 '° E ,.Q ... 00 

Mattewal; :ea;;the:f Gurjant S~gh Budhsinghwala; Manjit 
t..., Lt, 

.., ~ .z, s:: 'ii N ..,. 
N 0 

KLF after KLF who was earher a close ally of Avtar Singh c,, 1; 'o- 'iE ;: t; ... CT) 0 .... ""1' ,a or IO 

Singh Lt. ~~d Ch~nchal Singh Udhoke, Chief of KLA; ! 
" Br~h~~er Singh alias Charhat Singh, Jathedar of BKI; and 

u 

~ 
E- E- I- I-:S· < < < < I-

RaJ~U'l s· h (Bhikhiwind) Area Commander of KCF (P). A c,, -.. -.. ..... ....... < .... -. 
sunnder mg · . . 0 s:: 
few of them had shifted from one orgarusation to another. 0 ~ >. .!! 

GI -::: .. cc ftl ftl 

0 1 four of these leaders were known to have had a u a .§ E 
.. . .. -~ < 

sembl:Jce of an earlier politi~al orientation or party affiliation. 'o ;;:,t ;E ~ &:: s cii < 
P-o4 t,.;i cii 

M hahal a former army iawan who was sentenced to one 
._, 

anoc , . . ~. s -~ year's imprisonment for ~ssaultmg an officer, became a follower GI N 01) CT) 0 
,t, ... - °' 00 q- °' 

.... 
i! 'o-] t!. -b ~ 

C\ 

of Sant Jamail Singh Bhindranwale and wa~ report~dly a part ftJ 
..,. 

rl:, 
GI 00 00 00 

of the jatlia which had marched to the Sa_nt Nrrank_an Samagam . ,..:i ;;:,t "-' °' °' °' °' 00 
C ~ .... ..... ..... ... Q\ 

ti 
.... 

in Amritsar on April 13, 1978 and was involved m the violent ·c ~] :.:; :.:; 
clash. He had remained a part of Bhindranwale's militant 0 :.:; :.:; ...... ...... 

t:: ~~ ::i ::i ~ 
struggle. Dharamvir Singh of Kamoke (Butala) was knowu to ~ oO 

" s:: 
have been an activist of the AISSF, and an effective mobiliser - 0i0- ·- IO II') t--. ..,. 

C ~ or .5 N N ... N 0 

among students. He was a candidate of Akali Dal (Mann) in GI ,!:.. 
(Tl 

C 
~ the aborted Assembly election of June 1991 from Beas ·a ~·Es N en i5:; ' 

Constituency. Kanwarjit Singh of Sultanwind belonged to a e 0 or -- 6 ~ ~ ti:' 
i5:; 

t: ~i t:: ii. ir 

family having old Congress party affiliation but had veered 
P-o4 ~o ~ a:l !ti ~ u .... ~ 

round to Bhindtanwale's morcha during 1981-82. Sital Singh 
0 a.. C1I 
GI Ill C1I - si ~ ~~ 

'-- ..._ C = L.. '-

Mattewal had some affiliation with the Congress party before ;i:: .§ 0 jl «i u ·- cu cu 

e 0 0 CJ t 
._: ..c:..c::.c E'tl ..c 

he murdered a person in 1979 and was sentenced to life 
:::: atJ "tl ~~ l>C "i; E § ~ P-o4 "' j ~ ,:'.j .. «i ~ i:: E ._ .s Ill 8 0 ~ 

imprisonment. He had reportedly contested an election to the ~ 
...J- 111 OVl0.. 1-l-

Board of Directors of the Amritsar Coo.perative Bank. All the 
" 

Ill Ill ftl ftl ' 
respondents thought he was not a supporter of Khalistan nor 

GI t>o "ti "ti ~-= i:: C. - i:: i:: ,.Q ~ lll 'tl Ill 'tl «I Ill .. ..c: ,:= C 

did he project a political cause, though they would not know ~ ~ i= ~ :ro .::: C 

Jl 'i :I ·-
(/) ~ 

whether and what he discussed with members of his group. ..c: ..c: 
There was no evidence that any of the other leaders had any 

bl) 

~ ..c: !>0 

political leanings or affiliations before taking up the guns. 
bl) .s ftl t 

a: "' E j (/)_ 'tl ·;::-
E E] ~ .S 

Barring two from one village (Sultanwind) belonging to a < ~ 
ftl 

Ill 

rll ..c: 'ii' ftl C E ..c: ~ ..c: 

family of district Congress leader, none of the 323 came from I- £ 
... .s .s e ; ~ ; C 

ci: ~ Jl;; :t ui ~ iii 
~ 

~~ ,....; ,-.i rri ,,i, Lri < 

....-.:; .. 
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Sr. Name Village Position Te"orist Age Marital Dunuion Educalion Caste Land Family &iisonof ~ 

No. Organi- at Status of of mem- joining 
sation Joining Activit~ family bers 

(in 
acres) 

ofSohan 
Singh 
Pan thic 
Committee 

MAJITHA 

6. Bhupinder Butala Lt. Gen. BTFKCM) 22 U/M 1986-89 +2 JAT 4 7 For 

Singh 
I<halistan 

alias 
Bhinda 

7. Bikramjit Butala Lt. Gen. BTFKCM) 18 U/M 19~91 Matric ]AT 5 7 Links with 

Singh 
Terrorists 

[ 
8. Ravinder Kaleke Otlef of I<LF 25 M 1987-91 Matric JAT 2 4 Links with 

Singh KLP•• Terrorists a-
Bhola :I 

9 . Surjit Singh Kaleke Lt. Gen. KLF 20 U / M 19~92 Matric JAT 3 5 Out of Fun :i' 

(now CAT 
"ti 
C 

after ..:!. 
surrender) 

,::, 
er 

I 1 r 
Sr. Name Village Position Te" orist Age Marital Duration Education Caste Land Family Reason of ;i 

"' 
No. Organi- al Status of of mem- joining .,, 

sation Joining Aclivil~ family bers 
()(j· 
:;: 

(in "' 
acres) 

v\ 

10. Sital Singh Mattewal Founder Dashmesh 35 M 198~92 Middle JAT 5 13 Political 

Otief Regiment Ambitions 

11. Bikramjit Sehnsra Founder BTFKCM) 25 U/M 1980-86 illiterate JAT 16 8 For looting 

Singh Member 
ofBTFK 

TARN TARAN 

12. Chanan Gharyala Founder BTFK(M) 63 M 1983-91 illiterate JAT 25 10 lnlluence of 

Singh Member Bhindran-

of BTFK wale 

13. Nirmal Mianwind Lt. Gen. KCF(P) 25 U/M 198~91 +2 JAT 12 7 To make 

Singh money 

14. Gurbachan Naush ehra Founder BTFK 35 M 1984-93 Matric JAT 1 13 Influence of 

Singh Pannuan Chief Bhindran-

Manochahal wale 

BATALA 

15. Jugraj Singh Cheema Deputy KLF 17 U/M 1984-90 Matric ]AT 12. 8 Influence of 

alias T oofan I<hudi Chief Bhindran-

Singh T oofan wale -..:, 
\C 

• I 
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faxnilY of or was related to a political leader of - -5 the any party 

'o-l>O 0 I bO 5 § .i sarpanch or a panchayat member or a social notabl Th ' 
i:: ~; -E any Gha l ill e. ree 

Jl .B ·.c j IL, ll 
of the 'boys' in rya a v age ~ere reported to have been 

1 ii -a 8 !II .... 't .c 
... 0 

:::, ] 41- 41 41 - .fl 0 associated with _Students Federation of India, [the students' 
~Q '.f .; ~ 8'iil 8 8~ C0 3: IL, . g of CPI(M)) in Government College, Patti. The observ ti 

::,,,. I wm . d Ids a on ~;i 'Of' 00 'Of' 'Of' 'Of' I--. of one of our ~mor ~po~ e~~ ey kharkoo di siyatlSi dhaak 1 .; hone da gull lei~ ~na• nahin_ dtth (l~ was nowhere heard that 
..,. ::,,,. ---

tf') N :::: 
§ 

any militant ca.med any lillpress1on of political sense or s::-== s:: ¥1 :::: 1/) 1/) ·.c 
:30E;:t; ... z z N Ill 

-l!.. o:r .!!) . f}uence) summed up the prevalent opinion. 

~~~ 
C: 

JJl The terrorists conferred upon themselves the honorifics of .. Ill 

i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ < Ei ~ < 0 'Baba' (as for Gurbachan Singh Manochahal or Ceja in u ...... ...... -. -. 
-~ 

1 vi !l DyaJgarh) or "Bhai" (for m,?5t of ~em) and the media dutifully 
41 41 I iii u :a :a u t mentioned them as such. Baba , the term of deep veneration 

iii ·.s "C "C ·.s 
for a distinguished and protestant person was used for Guru ;:a 

~ 
!II 

~ ~ 
Ill :=l l1 ~ ~ ~ r::::i -5 NanaJ< and his contemporary Baba Buddhaji. "Bhai" was 

0 

-~ ] "- generally used for a pries~gnifying respect due to a sober ... 1/) N &l 0 -~ 0 

°' °' °' °' ] J~! ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l2 religious person. Our respondents generally mentioned the 

°' °' °' °' °' °' ~ names of the "boys" alongwith the honorific. "Babe aiye ney ... ... ... ... ... ... 
1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 'ij (It is Babas who have come) was the introduction that they 

....... ....... ....... ....... ....... gave while commanding the inmates of a house to open the ~! ::, ~ ::, ::, ::, ::, 3: 'o 
..c:; ... gate/door during the night. However, in no case was any of 

::0 !IC ti .. II) tf') 0 1/) 0 -~ iii the 'boys' known for a semblance of social concern or for any e.o- ·- 1/) 
~ o:r .s N tf') N N N N 

,2. :§ ·s religiosity. As our respondents saw them, 90 per cent of the - ... 16 2' 'boys' including those who were amritdharis (baptised) had 
-~ .& .§ 

~ S2 S2 ~ ~ 
~ ~ :i little familiarity with Sikh scriptures. Whatev~r the-occasional ~ai ~ .s 3: 

reference to social codes they could not be regarded as C0 C0 1/) >.. 
a: ... -5 

religious fanatics or fundamentalists. ; .. 
-~ ]~-i c-- : di: ii li1- . ·3 ~ Yet it was possible to make distinctions. DhararnvirSingh 

'ti O 8 I= I= 1l ~~: -5: l:) la~j t:) :.2 of Kamoke was viewed by the respondents as one who, ·;; ~~8~ -5 !II til !II til ,w ..c: 'o sz 
~ ~(.f)-."C -."C ,_J bO,fj IXl unlike the rest, articulated a political orientation towards a 

!3 -; 1: I'll j m .s Sikh state and also one who was not directly associated with 
.e- ~ -; 41 Ill ~..c:; 'ti ~ .. 

~ 
... ..ll; bO any killings. Extortion of money from well-to-do traders, r ·;;; - 0 .; C ,.o ill] ..c: ·s-Ill "' :§ >. ~~fs described as "protection payment", did not appear repugnant :::, ..c: 
~ ~ 8 I~ IC l:) ::, 

00~.!, to an onlinary farmer or worker. Jugraj Singh alias "Toofan 
..c: ..c: -5 -5 ... 'o 

Singh" of Cheema Khudi, who was played up in the press as t)I) 
~ bO 

!II Ill ill 

~ 41 ill 

8 
r:: 

j :u .; .sj ~ 'ti 'ti -~ "popular'', carried an image of one who did no harm in his 
Ji -; .5 ill ill ·~ 

E ~ "C -a ~ I= 1~ 
(./) -5-5eS own village and who had successfully pursuaded 4 families i~~; ... _ ...... 

li1 li1 ~ C), ~ j :~ 
... Ill of Hindu migrants to return to the village giving assurance ·-.o ,t: -= ill 

~jt55 oJl 
i:: I'll <<i:cl= for their safety. An exceptionally large gathering at the 'Bhog' ~ ~~ •••• ceremony after his death was, however, viewed by the ••• 

~~ '° ts: 00 °' c:i ,....; • • • ... ... ... ... N N 
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82 ed' •'--ugh "calls for attendance" l 'coerc uuv . 
respondents as large Y . surrounding villages. As some 

h Gurdwaras in • ed 
given from t ~ "No one wanted to be notic as a non-
of them explained,_ d s· gh 'Bhinda' was considered a sort 

. t" Bhupm er m . . Th 
conformis · , d . the earlier part of his operations. e 
of a 'role mo~el /i;nglarge number of specific cases of 
villagers pomte torti·on by him and regular extortion of 

'd ings for ex o 
ki napp ders particularly in nearby Rayya Mandi. But 
money fromktra as p, art of the business. He was, however 
that was ta en · d kill tt· ' 

h 1 'dentified as the first to target an a mdu 
more s arp Y 1 · · f f · · · 
family in Butala with the clear ob1ectiv~ o orang nu~tion. 
"Sabh to pehlan ohde kolon Hindu marwa_iye ,t;'n Butale vtch (~t 

of all Hindus were got killed thro~gh him) w~-~e expression 
implying his exoneration from direct respons1bili_ty. About 40 
families of Hindus were repo~ed to have. nugrated !mm 
Butala in panic soon after. Yet it was recogrused approvmgly 
that he did not, in normal course, do harm to or threaten an 
ordinary person: "Aiwein turey jaande noon tang nahin see 
karda". That spoke loudly of the mental make-up or the sense 
of discrimination of the respondents from the village. 

In the case of all the others, the key markers of the images 
held by the respondents from their villages were that they 
were wayward adventurists, or were there for thrills, or had 
criminal instincts, or lust or/and revengefulness. 

13. Traits 
A description: Ehnan vichon koi vee khaandey peendey gharda 

nahin see, summed up a general low estimation of the ''boys". 
A penchant for identifying the dominant traits of the leading 
terrorists was, however, prominent in the descriptions given 
by the respondents in public gatherings. Rajbinder Singh alias 
Charhat Singh, Jathedar of BKI, for example, was considered 
"the greatest extortionist"; an other with a similar reputation 
being Gurbachan Singh Manochahal. Billa of Varpal was 
mentioned as "the most notorious hater and killer of Hindus". 
This was revealed while discussing Balwinder Shahpur's and 
Bhinda's killing of the people of that community in Butala and 
adjc=~ing villages. Satnam Singh Satta of Harsha Chhina was 
described as the "most lustful" adventurist having two wives 
and a mistress. He was also a "high stakes mercenary who 
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operated in the Terai region of U.P." and was reputed th 
0 . t 1 bo . as e 

killer of 1 m1gran a urers ma shootout in Gujarpur ilia 
near Ajn~la. The you.pg girl 'Shammi's' home where sh: liv: 
with a widowed mother and three young sisters was mentioned 
as the 'adda' where different gangs halted for rest and sexual 
exploits. 

The descrip~on ~f some terrorists as 'bhangar' (an addict 
of hemp) _or aml1 (opium eater) revealed the image of recruits 
as belonging to the lower castes. Debu chowkidar(watchman) 
a ,nazhbi of Sathiala, discovered a new surge of his ego atte ' 

k t . "H r 
his son too t~ ~rronsm. e COmmanded sons of Jats to 
bring from their fields green fodder, carrying big bushels on 
their heads and feed the mazhbi's catties". It was a·lowe 

I • r 
caste man s sweet revenge against the traditionally dominant 
and commanding Jats. 

Barring reference to only two of the terrorists, none of the 
others was known as a consumer of liquor. But opium eating 
was not uncommon. It was mentioned in a number-of cases 
that co_nsumptio~ of a variety of cough syrups such as 
Benedril, Glycoge~e and Phencadryl, with a high content of 
codeine, became a 'craze'. The chemists/druggists in Baba 
Baka.la, Butala, Sathiala and Kaleke when consulted in this 
regard, confirmed that large quantities of the cough 
syrups (full crates in some cases), were ordered by the 
'boys' . 

What particular demands did they make apart from food 
and beds when groups forced themselves on families for 
spending nights'? "Almonds" was one of the items. The 
vulnerable households were advised to keep a ready stock of 
the believed aphrodisiac. With an impish smile, one or the 
other respondent occasionally volunteered an explanation: 
"for the kind of night life they lived how could they sUIVive 
without almonds and desi ghee mixed milk". 

Did the police have information about these hideouts? 
"Of course they did", believed the respondents in Sathiala. 
"But the police never dared to enter the village after sunset''. 
After the 1989 Lok Sabha elections in which the terrorist 
s~pported candidates captured a majority of seats, many 
villagers, as we were told, came to believe that the future was 
with the "boys" and that following a settlement with the 
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84 . ·tants xnight we~l become the 
t of India the xnili en were believed to have 

Gove~;'un1·ab. So the policesU:ppropriate for them when 
rulers 11\ t what wa • 11 be(Oxne sceptical abou . the I(harkus. Inodenta y a few 
they were dealing wi°! such homes to be amenable t6 

ls found a ieW Policemen a O b .be or lust for sex. 
their own demands of ~ ts lil<e "Satta" Chhina and Bhola 

Whereas some_ te~~ties to the Terai region of UP and 
later extended thell' activ~ per cent of the total "boys" were 
acquired land there, overlled beyond their district boundaries 

kn n to have nave · not ow . th ath of adventure. 
before they ch~se ifi:a~t trait came to be identified with 

Another sign where the victiJI\S decided to confront 
referen~e to ~e oC:nesweapons. A prominent case related to the 
them with !ll' tation and resistance by the family of Mangta 
~ed co W dnl Kalan in Majitha Police district. (See Chapter 
Smgh odf taailsa) aAfter the terrorists killed Mangta Singh and 
VI for e · his killed th f th . 'red f his sons, another of sons e a er 
miu one o ed th 'bill' of one of the terrorists and own e respons1 ty an~ 
" red"t" ublicly. The other sons armed themselves and let 1t 

C i p ·t t . ts . th . be known that they would not pemu any errons ~ err 
village. They got a silent but firm s_upport ~m the _vil~~ers 
· their resistance against the terronsts. In village Bhikhiwmd 
: Tam Taran Police district two Sandhu brothers, with the 
support of their family members, repulsed 18 _major attempts 
(besides about 30 minor attacks) from vanous groups of 
terrorists. On the other hand, our respondents believed that a 
large number of such ~dividuals or families who compromised 
with the terrorists for safety became the sure victims of 
continuing blackmail and were often killed. The terrorists 
were basically "cowards", our respondents observed in two of 
our village gatherings. On the other hand, one case of killing 
of a school teacher in Rayya Mandi points to another trait of 
the "boys". Why was the teacher on a bicycle made the target? 
Did the killers know him? Was he an informer? No. "The 
press reports gave the impression that the terrorists were on 
the run and that the police had an upper hand. We wanted 
to make a point that we are alive and kicking", one of the 
t~rrorists ~ as reported to have remarked. Untargetted murder 
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served as propaganda as well as intimidation tactics for 
extortion of money. easy 

14. Role of Women 
nuee women, as mentioned above, were identified as 

part of the t_errorist groups in tw~ villages of Majitha police 
district. Toeu role related to canymg messages and arms but 
more impo~tly ~ a cover for safe commuting by closely 
related terronsts. With a woman on the pillion of a motorbike 
or one walking beside him, a terrorist could often safely drive 
or walk through a police check-post set up for routine 
interrogation, passing for a hamtless couple. The respondents 
identified them as either virtually mania! or tiai by emotional/ 
sexual relations with particular leaders. Kulbir Kaur, popularly 
known as Malka (Empress) was, for example, considered to 
have been married to Joga Singh, Lt General of KCF (Z) who 
belonged to the nearby village of Khanpur. According to our 
respondents, she reportedly insistai on being killai with him 
when he was targetted by the police. Similarly Harpal Kaur 
died in 1993 in a "real encounter" alongside the one she had 
"an affair" with. 

A total of 18 cases of marriages by terrorists were reported 
by the respondents - making a distinction between 7 cases of 
marriage by consent and 11 forced ones. Dharam Singh 
Kashtiwal, Majha region Chief of BKI, for instance, was 
reported to have coerced a Jat Sikh family of a nearby village. 
As described earlier, Satnam Singh alias Satta Chhina married 
twice and was believed to have another mistress. Toofan 
Singh of Cheema Khudi, on the other hand, married by 
mutual consent one Sangeeta Sandu5

, reportedly a ''beautifuJ 
S'x 7' girl who had participated in the national basket ball 
school competition. After his death in a "real encounter'', 
Sangeeta started living with Balwinder Singh Shahpur, then 
Chief of Dasmesh Regiment, reportedly on condition that 
'Shahpur' would liquidate the person allegedly responsible 
for information given to the police which led to the killing of 
her husband Toofan Singh. Later, when Balwinder Shahpur 
suspected her of infidelity/ or 'illicit' relations with another 
"terrorist", as our respondents believed, he "cut her into 
pieces". Meanwhile the suspected informers relating to 
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Status of the Terrorists (Police 
"''I· Marital . " table "'• · Oistrlctwise, 

Amritsar Majitha Tarn Batala Total 
Sr. Marital Taran 
No. Status --24 20 35 19 98 (30,34) 

1 Married 46 57 77 45 225 (69,66) 
2 UI\Illarried 

77 112 64 ---Total 70 323 (100) 

Toofan Singh's killing had been similarly "cut ~to pieces" by 
Shahpur's comrades. Totey totey /car ~ marya (killed by CUtting 
li.Dlb by wnb) appeared ~~ express10~ common ,to the Sikh 
peasantry in a revenge 1?1lmg as pu_rushment for dishonour. 
The respondents in two unportant villages referred to sexu 1 
exploits of the "boys" who had made several homes the~ 
"addas" (centres for night stay). A case of an adjoining villa ir 

was identified as the one which policemen and tenon:~ 
visited by tum leading to suspicion and finally the murd 
of that woman by the terrorists. er 

The emerging picture of the fighters for Khalistan points 
to the predominance of virtual social dropouts who came int 
the business of terrorism for their own personal reasons 0~ 

adventure, and making money. "Shaul<ia" - out of fun/ 
fondness was a telling phrase that was often used at least fo 
those who joined the movement after 1987. Hardly 3% we~ 
found to have taken to violence out of anger against som 
kind of injustice. Over 65% came from the large families 0~ 

landless labourers, marginal and small farmers; most of the 
young ~en of les~ than 22 years of age and 'unemployable' in 
the white-collar Job market. Because of little or no formal 
education a~d perhaps because they were not well equipped 
or well advised for self employment, terrorism provided to 
them a promising opening. No one, including the leaders of 
various organisations (barring two boys) came from a well-to
do _family. Twenty five percent of them were identified by 
their· own people as vagabonds or riff-raff among what was 
?es.cribed as ~ndheer ral gayee -see. No wonder that a high 
incidence of indulgence in forced sex was reported by the 
people. Around 82 per cent of the "boys" in our area were 

a 
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. Jats by caste; the post-Green Revolution crop disinclined 

5~ the Jowly manual labour even on their own farms. 
10. ~ - connections, 45 of them being real brothers, were 
~~ent. The ground reality was at odds with the general 
P tion that it were the educated unemployed who took to ~~:i:~ce. VirtUal_ly none appeared to ha~e ~d a po!it~cal _or 

r •ous orientation or was concerned with issues of mJUs tice re_l1 the Si.J<h.s and the problems facing the agriculturist t ers which were normally associated with the "Punjab 
~;:'is". The definition provided by the Government of India 
to these "fighters" as secessionists appeared, in retrospect, to 

be equally far-fetched. 

Notes 

'Joginder Singh, Sikh R.tsurgtna, National Book Organisation, 
Delhi, 1997. Joginder Singh's data is largely based on the 1931 Census 
of India. However, the proportions have remained the same as there 
was Jess likelihood of any demographic interruption. 

15ee, for instance, Olarles A. Russel and Bowman H. Miller. 
"Profile of A Terrorist", in Freedman Lawrence and Alexander Yonah 
(eds.) Ptrsptd ives on Turorism, IIPC, New Delhi, 1985 and Patricia G. 
Steinhoff, "The Portrait of a Terrorist", Asian Suroty XVI.: 9 (September 
1976). 

3See Joyce Pettigrew's argument in Tht Siks of lht Punpb: Unhtard 
Voices of tht Statt and Guerrilla Violtnct, Zed Books, London, pp. 4 and 
139. 

4The names in this case have been changed by us. 

% e name of the girl has been changed. 
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Villages During Terrorism 

In this chapter we propose to examine our vilJages in tenns 
of their general location in ~he terrorist violence. The 
purpose is to look for co~ections be_tween the occurrence 
of terrorism and its setting. The f1!5t part deals With 
the quantitative information which includes certai 
common and not so common features of the villages and thn 
violence by the terrorists in these villages. The narration 0~ 

certain cases is taken up in the second part, in order to 
illustrate some aspects and a back up is provided through 
qualitative data. 

Our discussion in Chapter 2 was focussed on those 
terrorists who belonged to the villages under study. But their 
operations were not confined to their own vilJages. The area 
of their major activities lay, in many cases, outside their own 
villages. So we include here those activities also which had 
been undertaken by the terrorists who did not belong to these 
villages. For example, a well-known terrorist Sukhdev Singh, 
of village Jhamke, a Lieutenant General of KCF, and his band 
carried out a number of terrorist activities in the village 
Udhoke. Since Udhoke was one of the villages studied, his 
actions would form part of our discussion here. Similarly, 
Balwinder Singh of Shahpur and Joga Singh of Khanpur 
villages (which were not a part of our study) remained largely 
active in Butala. Their activities in the villages of our ~tudy 
are discussed in this chapter. Some of the significant issues 
such as forced migration and organized resistance to terrorism 
in our villages have been taken up in separate chapters. 
Narration of cases and anecdotal evidence available from our 
villages has, however, been restricted in order to keep the 

focus on major aspects. 

s 
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villages and Terrorist Action 

I. References to some dimensions of the villages studied 
h ve been made in"the earlier chapters. Some other important 

apects may be described here. One relates to the division of :~e village population between scheduled castes and non
heduled castes, and another to the number and types of 

sc ill Th ligioUS places in the v ages. e percentage of the scheduled 
~stes in Amritsar and Gurdaspur districts was 28.00 and 
~4_70 respectively. It is interesting to note that with the 
exception of Miran Kot (22.88%) and Gharyala (20.27%) all 

villages of district Amritsar in our study had a higher 
proportion of the scheduled castes than the district average. 
Village Thande, for example, had a Scheduled Caste population 
of 43% and Harsha Chhina 38%. On the -other hand, in 
Gurdaspur district, with the exception of Ghasitpur (29.51 %), 

all villages had a lower proportion than the district average. 
An extreme case was that of Dayalgarh which had as low as 
2.68 per cent population of Scheduled Castes due to the large 
scale conversion of the former untouchables to Christianty. 
Christians have been classified in Punjab as one of the 
backward classes. (A detailed picture is available in Table 
XVII) It is also important to note that the villagers' view of the 
profile of their own village was normally presented in terms 
of caste and sub-caste categories of households (ghar). For 
example in one of our vilJages the description, wherein 
practically each one of the 9 member group of respondents 
volunteered to give the information in our first meeting, 
proceeded as under: 

Total households (families) about 500. Mazhbi 
households - about 140 families; One mohalla (street) 
Teli, Darzi, Lahar, Nai househol~ (Oilseller, tailor, 
blacksmith, barber castes households) about 15 families; 
Arora Sikh - 5 families; Chhimba Singh 
(Calico-printer sub-caste group of Sikhs) -,-
12 families. 
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Table XVII: Total population of _the Scheduled Casts and 
their proportion in each Village (1991 Censu~) 

Sr. Police Village Scheduled Percentage 

No. District Castes of the 
Population total 

Population 

I. Amritsar 1. Basarke 820 35.22 
2. Harsha Chhina 1991 38.00 
3 . Jheeta Kalan 547 34.75 
4. Miran Kot 764 22.88 
5. Thande 757 43.23 
6. Sultanwind Urban 
7. Wadali Guru Urban 

II. Majitha 1. Butala 2310 36.51 
2. Kaleke 805 35.57 
3 . Mattewal 630 27.68 
4. Sathiala 2241 30.94 
5. Sehnsara 1524 38.07 
6 . Vadala Kalan 1226 29.21 
7. Vadala Veerum 1126 29.10 

III. Taran Taran 1. Bagrian 882 35.56 
2. Ghaxyala 1307 20.27 
3. Mianwind 673 33.85 
4. Naushera Pannuan 2063 34.61 
5. Rataual 877 32.42 
6. Sur Singh 2839 33.44 
7. Bhikhiwind Urban 

JV. Batala 1. Butter Kalan 289 20.75 
2. Cheema Khudi 552 21.74 
3 . Dayalgarh 56 2.68 
4. Ghasitpur 352 29.51 

5 . Kashtiwal 135 10.71 

6. Khojala 709 30.71 

7 . Udhoke 1000 39.31 
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Bahman (Brahtnin) - there were 5 families earlier, now 
one is left; 
Khatri Monay (Khatri, clean shaven to distinguish 
them from Khatri Sikhs) 5 households; 
Sahnsi - 2, Mirasi 2, Mochi 1-

The rest it was· assumed were Jat households. It did not 
quire a mention. Only when you enquired about the Jat 

;:milies they would say, "all the rest were Jats" . Then 
someone adds: " All Jats are Chahal; one family of Randhawas" . 

What were the consequences of such a caste composition 
and distinctions for terrorism? This is a moot question which 
would be examined in the subsequent pages. 

The second dimension on which quantitative information 
appeared significant related to the number and kinds of 
religious places in the villages. Their prominent presence in 
large numbers drew instant notice. As many as 302 such 
places were listed in the 28 villages including those which are 
now included in urban areas. (See Table-XVITI). Expectedly 
the Gurdwaras, 213 in number were the most numerous. The 
terrorists used such religious places for shelter or short stay 
and often for announcing commands for the public on the 
loudspeakers. Occasionally the priest was resourceful, as for 
instance in Kashtiwal, in recruiting young boys for the 
movement. The largest number of Gurd.waras in any village 
to be found was 28 in Sur Singh which had a total population 
of 8491, over 33 per cent of whom belonged to the Scheduled 
Castes. In addition to the presence of some historical 
Gurdwaras, as this region remained the hub of Sikh religious 
activities, there were many others which reflected the internal 
structure and dynamics of the Sikh community in the village. 
Each village was invariably divided into various pattis, an 
equivalent of mohalla or locality. However, each pat ti consisted 
of single caste households. Thus there were separate pattis of 
Jats, Tarkhans, and Mazhbis. It is generally argued in the 
present context that such Gurdwaras also served as places for 
soci~l-functions. However, separate Gurd.waras for a separate 
pattr, m effect, for a separate caste conglomeration, pointed to 
the ca~te dynamics in religious affairs as also to the marking 
of social distinctions. 
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Table XVIII: Religious Places (Police District-wise) 

Sr. Religious Amritsar Majitha Tarn Batala Total 

No. 
Taran 

t. Gurdwara 59 53 72 29 213 

7 
(70.53) 

2. Temple 10 8 1 26 
(8.61) 

3. Church 2 2 
(0.66) 

4. Mosque 1 1 

5. Dera 4 4 4 2 
(0.33) 
14 

6. Pir's Mazar 10 5 12 8 
(4.64) 
35 

2 
01.60) 

7. Nishan Sahib 2 3 2 9 

by Terrorists 
8. Gurdwara by 1 1 

(2.98) 
2 

Terrorists (0.66) 

Total 86 74 98 44 302 
(24.48) (24.50) (32.45) (14.57) 000) 

The presence of Pir's Mazar, visited by large numbers of 

devotees from Hindu and Sikh communities, on the other 

hand, symbolised a continuity in the composite folk religious 

tradition of Punjab even fifty years after the Muslims left this 

region. Such places, a total of 35 in our villages, were second 

in number after the Gurdwaras. 

What drew the attention of a visitor was a Gurdwara 

constructed by the efforts of the terrorists (or.a Nishan Sahib, 

the sacred flag of the Sikhs, on a high pole), raised in me~ory 

of a slain terrorist of the village. In Naushehra Pannuan, for 

example, Gurbachan Singh Manochahal, "General" (Chie0 of 

BTFK, started construction of a new Gurdwara. The process 

stopped immediately after his death in an "encounter'' with 

the police. More noticeable was the "Nishan Sahib", installed 

in several villages, in anticipation of the coRstruction of a 

Gurdwara at that place. It has been a somewhat common 

► 
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..,ethod of announcing reservation of public or even p . 
u• G , bod In trus· nvate 
1and for the uru s a e. case, more important 

. f . 1 f , was 
the reservation or a memona o a martyr' apparently f th 

G ''Th p th" or e 
cause of the uru or e an . The removal of the flag 

alllounted'-t~ bla~phemy. It may be mentioned, however, that 

with the exception of one such Nishan Salub in villa 

Dayalgarh in Bata~ police district all others have been remov: 

by the polic~. Designated as 'ma~' by their comrades, the 

killed terronsts were sought to be included in the trad·ti 

of great martyrs of Sikh history. In the light of this trad;ti on 

the constructio~ ~f a Gu~wara was viewed as a signifi~~ 

source of providm~ legitimacy and status to the leading 

terrorists, and ~p~ _status to their living supporters and 

melllbers of their f~es. The terrorists could get away with 

it during the penod when they were dominant in these 

villages. But when the tide turned against them these Nishan 

Sahibs came to be perceived differently. In the case of 

Dayalgarh, the Nishan Sahib was erected on the . private 

property of the family of a terrorist and thus could not be 

removed. 
Of the various activities of the terrorists such as 

kidnappings, extorti~ ns, lootings and killings, only the last 

could be quantitatively estimated. In all other cases, while 

there was little disagreement on a very high scale of such 

activities, a proper count was not possible. In most of these 

cases, the respondents were not clear, however, about the 

number of kidnappings for extortion or who looted how 

much fro~ a particul~ person or bank. Our respondents 

came up with mventones of assets built up by the prominent 

ones, such as Gurbachan Singh Manochahal, for example. His 

father owned less than one acre of land before he took to the 

business of terrorism. Then the assets piled up; 17 acres of 

~~nd,_ a brick kiln, a big house, a truck, lots of cash and so on. 

. W~e making a small payment of 10 rupees at a shop he 

mvana,?ly took out huge bundles of notes to display his 

wea_lth ., ~ported an old hand in his village. In certain cases 

!he mdiv1duals kidnapped from outside the village were kept 

~ ~~mebody's house in the village. However, fewer 

individuals were reportedly kidnapped by them from their 
own villages. 
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Regarding the persons killed by the terrorists or the police 

in each village, our respondents almost vied with one another 

in clearly naming and counting all the cases. Altogether 327 
i.e. about 86 per cent of the total of 381 persons killed in these 

villages by the terrorists were clearly identified by caste 

religion and many by other local identifications such a~ 

kinship and/or traits. The other 54 were identified by the 

social position of the killed. Prominent features of terrorism 

available in the data may well be discussed. 

Among the ~27 people killed and identified by their 

religion, 254 (approx. 78%) were Sikhs, 62 (19%) Hindus and 

11 (about 4%) Christians. By c:aste, Jats 186 (57%) were on top 

of the list of those who were killed in these villages. The next 

in line were Mazhbis 16% and Brahmins 13%. (See Table XIX). 

With the exceptions of a few victims who were visiting 

relatives or friends, all of these persons belonged to the 

villages of our study. That is why it was possible for our 

respondents to identify the killed by their caste and religion. 

It was different with regard to incidents of rape. The 

respondents volunteered information about cases in which 

the women of Mazhbis or Kumhars were involved, and less 

inclined to discuss cases relating to women of Jat families. Yet 

they mentioned a high incidence in different villages. A 

prominent government doctor in one village provided a 

generalised picture of young girls brought for termination of 

pregnancies from surrounding villages every week and in 

deference to social honour referring the cases from that 

particular village to private hospitals/ clinics in Amritsar city. 

The religion and caste of the terrorists' victims raised a 

question regarding the ideology and practice of this movement. 

Were such actions in tune with the objectives of the movement? 

Had the activities been in accordance with the goal of the 

movement, wouldn' t Hindus-Brahmins or Khatris-have 

been major targets rather than Sikhs, particularly Jats? ls it 

that the "renegades" or "opponents" of the movement were 

identified as the first major enemies who needed to be killed? 

The respondents were asked about the cases of the people 

killed in this regard. It was found that the killed included 

sympathisers or supporters of the movement; many of whom 
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Table XIX: Caste and Religion of the People killed by the 
Terrorists (Police District wise) · 

Sr. Caste/ Amritsar Mlljitha Tarn Batala Total 

No. Religion Taran 

1. Jat Sikh 

2. Khatri Sikh 

3. Ramgarhia 

Sikh 
4. Suniara 

Sikh 
S. Chhimba 

Sikh, . 
6. Kumhar 

Sikh 
7. Jheer Sikh 

8. Sansi 
Sikh 

9. Mazhbi 
Sikh 

10. Brahmin 
Hindu 

11. Khatri 
Hindu 

12. Bania 
Hindu 

13. Bazigar 
Hindu 

26 48 58 

(13.98) Q5.81) (31.18) 

2 1 

(66.67) (33.33) 

4 
(100) 

2 
(100) 

1 1 1 
Q5.00) Q5.00) Q5.00) 

9 
07.31) 
13 

Q9.55) 

16 
(30.77) 

18 
(40.91) 

1 3 
(25.00) (75.00) 

15 
QB.BS) 

9 
Q0.45) 

13 
{100) 

54 186 

Q9.03) (56.88) 

3 
(0.91) 

1 

1 
000) 

1 
Q5.00) 

1 
000) 

12 
Q3.07) 

4 
(9.09) 

1 
000) 

C0.~1). 
1 

(0.31) 
2 

co:61> 
4· 

(1.22) 

4 
(1.22) 

1 
(0.31) 

52 
05.90) 
44 

03.46) 
13 
(3.98) 

4 

(100) 

(100) 

(100) 

(1()()) 

000) 

000) 

(100) 

(100) 

(100) 

(100) 

000) 

(100) 

000) 

14. Christian/ 
Masih 

10 
(90,91) 

1 
(9.09) 

(1.22) 

1 
C0.31) 

11 
(3.36) 

000) 

15. Total 56 89 106 7 6 327 000) 
07.13) (27.22) (32.41) (23.24) (100) 

• Row-wise percent th 
ages; e last colum shows the colum w· 

h 
. - 1se percentage. 

ad given shelter t th . 
wavs. Not many : e terronsts or served them in other 

ter;oric;tc; in the ideol/1: ~uspected to be opponents of the 
g1ca sense of the term. Respondents in 
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at least one third of the villages confirmed that those who 
tended to show appreciation or sympathy for the terrorists 
were more often the victimS as against those who were 
known to be opposed to the terrorists. On the other hand, one 
could make some sense why a larger number of Hindus in 
these villages were not chosen to be killed. There were, of 
course, well known cases elsewhere of the killings of the 
Hindu passengers travelling in a bus, often after proper 
identification and after separating them from the Sikhs. That 
had great symbolic effect manifesting propaganda by deed 
So was the impact of the killing of Hind us in our villages. Ye~ 
Hindus were not specifically targetted in these villages to the 
extent that the others were. Perhaps the fighters aimed largely 
at creating such conditions as would force Hindus to leave the 
villages where they had been living for generations. This 
actually happened following the killing of some Hindu families , 
as we will see in Chapter 5. 

But how do we explain the fact that the Jats constituted a 
majority of the victimS? Does it conform to the logic of the 
movement? To an extent, no. If we cannot locate the reaso 
for explanation of these killings in the ideology and goal~ 
struggle for a Sikh State or I<halistan, we need to look f~r 
causes elsewhere. We may recall that among the terrorists· 
our villages the Jats constituted a preponderant majority of; 
per cent. It may also be useful to recall that the Jats constituted 
an overwhelming majority in our villages and that more than 
two thirds of the total population of the Sikhs were Jats. That 
the participants and victims were largely in accordance with 
their preponderance in rural population cannot pass for an 
explanation. Upon closer investigation it was found that the 
inter-fa~ily rivalry, inter-gang rivalry, suspicion of betrayal, 
and notions of revenge or vendetta were the major reasons for 
the killings. In any case that came out to be the ruling 
percepti~n a_mong our respondents. The degree of killings of 
the Jats indicated that such conditions were all pervading. 
Some of these aspects have been taken up in the second part 
of the chapter. It may be pointed out however, that on the 
basis of certain indicators available during our meetings with 
the groups of respondents, one could notice the element of 
family disputes as a major determinant. The nature of 
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J affilia
. . f 97 

orgaiusationa tion o the terrorists provided 
ill Wh th t 

. some clues 
lJ\ the v ages . ere e erronsts had got affiliat . · 
.,.,

0
re than one different organisations it was I ed with ..,.. . th uld . an a most clea 

iJtdicaoon that ere co be a history of inter fa ii . r 
in the village. This needed investigation Wern y conflict 

Th · · were rarely 
proved wron~- . e exceph tiOns existed only in the form of lack 
of siJnultane1ty, Le. w ere there was a time · · · difc sequence of 
terrorists ,oirung 1erent organisations at different tim 
That did not, however, mean that all families · 1 ed ~ -. mvov m 
feuds, contnbuted or could have contributed a m be · ttl . em r to 
terronsm to se e peISOnal scores. There were excepti 
the rule. ~ ~ur Singh village, f~r example, Gu.ran Sin;::~ 
his son efuninated a whole family. Only one member 

ped Th 
. f , a son, 

esca . e sUTV1vor pre erred to migrate to the city, h 
d 

. . b 1or e 
was omg a government JO . 

The data on the killings of the Jat Sikhs by the terrorists 
tended to suggest that one cannot ignore the internal dynami 

\ of this caste while trying to make sense of the terro~ 
\ movement in Punjab. In Dyalgarh, for example, a prominent 

landlord, apparently friendly with the Area Commander of 
one of the organisations, told us about the problem which a 
coJI\DW\der faced in keeping his flock in control. Among the 
40 odd members under his control, each one was a master of 
his will and had modem weapons. "How can I control their 

· activities?", he is reported to have asked his benefactor. 
The evidence on socio-economic background of the 

terrorists (Chapter 2) pointed to class differentiation within 
the caste. Economic inequalities among the Jats existed earlier 
t~, but the prevalent incidence and nature of inequalities 
which emerged after the experience of the Green Revolution 
were different The su\Ktivision of land holdings and the 
changes in the work culture put a large number of young 
persons of the peasant proprietory caste at the periphery of the 
social relations. The increasing role of capital in agriculture 
widened the gap between the classes of peas-1nts. That, 
however, did not result in a manifest class conflict within the 
landowning Jat Caste, though it was in many cases the cause 
of conflict with the Mazhbi agricultural working class. The 
advent of "consumer culture" sharpened the perceptions of 
differentiation within the caste as also the urge for short 
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Ccu ..... uJation. m uenc the • ·ttn· recourse to a .... . cl.J'Cm g. f section of the religious leaders as also 
militant dISc~~rse 

0
in adifferent ways. An inclination for quick 

then?~ ~o rehfgious ey and property by individual terrorists acqu1S1tion o mon th th h - ed prominent tendency. On e o er and, the was notic as a arded th well-to-do landowners and traders reg _ e emergent 

1 1 ed groups as a source of secunty by payment of oca arm . . "d f rd 
ti. ......0 ney in a situation of brea,.. own o o er. protec on ..... h h d imil" Th Mazhbis and the Masihs w o a a s ar caste 

t tus e constituted as we have described the second largest 
~~ber among the victims. Among the Mazhbis were included 
four women who were stated to have been killed ~a use they 
were "loose characters". Those who were perceived by the 
terrorists as police touts ~~e more. m_arked targets. An 
affiliation of a Mazhbi kamtn with the family of a landowner 
with whom a particular terrorist had_ f~y ~va1Ir ~ade him 
a more likely victim. In a shootout_ incident in Sur Singh, for 
example, a Maz~bi was accompan~g the Jat_Iandowner who 
was the primary target. The Mazhbi was killed along with 
him. The killing of such a Mazhbi as a soft substitute was not 
uncommon. The cultural formation involving the relationship 
between the Jat who is a landowner and Mazhbi who is a 
landless worker has been described in the Introduction. 

So far as the police districtwise variations are concerned, 
we find that more Hindus were killed in the villages of Tarn 
Taran and Majitha police districts. In all other cases, except 
the killings of Mazhbi/Masih, there was a uniform pattern. 
Overall, Tam Taran topped the list of the killed in the area of 
our study. This finding was in accordance with the general 
perception that this police district was the most 'disturbed'. 

The social position of the persons whose caste and religion 
were not known (could be Sikhs or Hindus), but who had 
been killed in the territory of the villages studied, is given in 
Table XX. These were identified as police and CRPF personnel, 
migrant labourers or simply "terrorists" killed by other 
terrorists. Among them the police and CRPF personnel 
constituted over 72 per cent of the total. It seemed natural that 
the men of the police force deployed for the suppression of 
terrorism would be the targets. Thus, the occurrence of 
'encounters' between the police and the terrorists was 
inevitable. 

-
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Table XX: Social position of the people whose caste/ 
religion is not known but killed by the tell'Orists 

(Police District wise) 

Sr. Amritsar Majitha Tarn Batala Total 
No. Taran 

1. Police 1 8 14 23 
Personnel (4259) 

2. CRPF 3 10 3 16 
Personnel (29.63) 

3. Migrant 1 1 2 4 
Labourers r (7.41) 

4. Terrorists 1 4 5 
(9.26) 

s. Now Known 5 1 6 
(11.11) 

Total 11 20 19 4 54 
(20.37) (37.04) (35.19) (7.40) (100) 

It was evident that the tenorist movement had pre
organisational character. Groups based on personal following 
which emerged in the wake of opposition to the state power 
were shaped by the dynamics of the customacy patterns of 
allegiance and enmity. As the movement prolonged, the 
number of organisations multiplied. Out of ten organisations 
in the area of our study, killings were attributed to eight 
terrorist organisations. The data on the number of persons 
identified as killed by a particular organisation showed that 
KCF (Z) and KCF (Panjwar) were reported to have killed the 
largest number of persons in our villages (See Table XXI). The 
Bhindranwale Tiger Force of Khalistan(BTFK-M) and Babbar 
Khalsa International (BKI) were the other prominent 
organisations. These four organisations were the most active 
in both Amritsar and Gurdaspur districts. However, we 
found certain noticeable patterns in the activities of these 
organisations. Each of the organisations had distinct pockets 
of influence and operation. As already described the BKI 
was, for example, active in certain villages of the Batala police 
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100 ific villages of Tam Taran and 
d. tn·ct and the KCF (~) in spec 

15 d" tncts Amritsar p0lice lS • 
. umber of Persons killed by a 

l XXI· Sex-wise n . 
Tab e · Militant Organization 

Sr. Name of tht 
No. Organization 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

KCF(Z) 
KCF(P) 
BTFK(M) 
BTFK(S) 
BKI 
KLF 
Dashmesh Regiment 
KLA 
Not Known 

Male 

74 
74 
50 

6 
47 
44 
13 
9 

16 

333 . 
(87.~%) 

Fmulle 

13 
9 
3 
2 
8 
9 
2 
2 

48 
(12.6%) 

Total 

87 " 
83 
53 
8 

55 
53 
15 
11 
16 

381 

The women, according to our data, constituted 12.60 per 
cent of those killed by terrorists in these villag~. We have 
already mentioned that some women were killed by the 
terrorists because they were accused of being ladies of 1oose 
character'. It was noticed that even in the cases ~here our 
respondents had no independent knowledge or evidef\~ of 
the charge, none of them appeared to reject or q~~~o~ the 
allegations against these women. In most of the ~th~~ cases, 
they were killed when their families were attacked. because 
their husbands, fathers or brothers had been pro~o':fficed as 
enemies or affiliates of the enemies, by the terrorists. On such 

'l • . . 1, 

a labelling of men, however, our respondents in some .. cases 
pronounced the allegation to be patenfl.y wrong or that the 
killing resulted from a particular terrorist's feeling of personal 
hurt or grouse rather than from any ideological opposition. 

A probe into the connection of such ~ings with the 
internal dynamics of the vi)lages in Punjab in general_!J)peared 
necessary. This dynamics is related with the horiz(mtal and 
vertical integration of castes. Dominated by own.1ef ~tiva~g 
castes, such as Jat, Saini, Kamboj and Labana tl(e villages in _ 
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punjab had s~ch caste-cl~s co~gurati~ns as appeared to 
forlI\ hierarchi~- The honzo~tal mtegra_tion among the Jats 
had a different kind of .dynanucs because inter-family conflicts 
had been further reinforced by. the sharpening of class 
differentials among those belonging to the caste. Much of 

hat is called "the Punjab problem' may be difficult to 
:nderstand with~ut a socio~ogi_sal ~tudy of the terms of the 
riSis in this leading class differentiated caste group. 

c Quantitative information alone may be inadequate for 
nderstanding the pattern of relations. It may even hide 

uertain significant dimensions in the aggregation of data. 
~alitative data through case histori~ and o~rvations may 
therefore be necessary and helpful. This constitutes the subject 
matter of Part 11. 

11. Three Faces of Terrorist Activities 

Only three cases covering as many villages have been 
taken up for illustration and discussion here. These villages 
are Basarke Bhaini, Udhoke Kalan and Rataul; one each from 
the three police divisions of Amritsar districts. Udhoke Kalan 
covers both the Majitha and Batala police districts since a part 
of it falls in the administrative district of Gurdaspur. All the 
three villages acquired prominence during the high tide of 
terrorism. 

1. Basarke-Bhaini 
These twin villages are located near the south-western 

periphery of Amritsar. Basarke has some distinctive features 
in comparison with all other villages studied. Firstly, this 
village is numerically dominated by the Kumhars who are 
Sikhs. The second most numerous caste is that of Mazhbi 
Sikhs. On the other hand the village Bhaini had a 
preponderance of Jats. There are no clear boundaries 
demarcating the two. That led to a joint name (two-in-one) of 
Basarake-Bhaini. Secondly, a large number of men from 
Basarke go frequently to the city to transport goods by mule
driven carts mostly owned by them. Some young people from 
the village also own or drive auto-rickshaws in Amritsar. 
Thirdly, the out-migration of Jats from and in-migration of 
Kumhars shaped the existing composition of the village. There 
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th factor IJ\. the distinct demographic composition of wasano er . . 
Ba k Owing to the proxinuty to the city many men from 

sar e. 'ed bel · outside the village who mam women . ongmg to this 
village moved here because of _greater. JOb opportunities 

ilable here than in their own villages situated at a greater 
~:atance from the city. A kind of functional matrilocal 
marriages were taking place among the ~ower caste and lower 
class Kumhars. The poor Jats were moving out of the village. 
All Jats settled in the village are landowners. Finally, in the 
surrounding region there are more than the usual number of 
brick-kilns. A good part of the land in the village, which 
means upper layers of th~ soil measured by feet and acre, was 
sold to the brick-kiln owners by the landowners. That became 
a major source of income for them even while retaining 
ownership of the land. One could generate income even 
without cultivation of that land. 

The story of the terrorist violence in the twin villages 
leading to the killing of 35 people in all may be largely 
traceable to and rooted in the above factors. It is centered on 
the land attached to a graveyard. on a mound. This place is 
known as the mazaar of "Pir Baba Shah Dal Wali". ·1t is part 
of the composite religious tradition of Punjab in which Sufis 
and their burial places were revered by people belonging to 
different religions. One of the important actor, in the story 
was Jagir Singh of this village who took to terrorism and 
joined KCF (Z) when he was thirty years of age. He was 
educated upto primary level and was helping his father in 
farming about ten acres of land. A part of the family's land 
was adjacent to the mound of Pir.Baba's mazaar. He had four 
brothers and three sisters. Jagir Singh's brother Shahbeg 
Singh who was younger to him by seven years also joined 
terrorism. Both of them we~ Khalistan Commando Force 
(Zafarwal). Shahbeg Singh rose to be the Area Commander 
of the organisation and was killed by the police early in 1992 
in an "encounter". Jagir Singh, however, surrendered before 
the police during the same year. 

The second character in the story is Giani Piara Singh who 
used to sell illicit liquor and was known primarily as a police 
informer. In the vocabulary of the rural areas, he was a 
"police tout". In other words, he was a low level gangster 

a 
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Id inform the police about various illegal activities, 

Who wou . . ,, . h d as a "prosecution witness -m- reseJVe w enever 
and se;e required his services in a court of law. As a result 
the po ic~ed a certain dubious influence in the village. 
he exe~ he also controlled the holy place of the sufi saint 
80;:;: land attached to it known in_ the village as theh, 
an d) On • every thursday, a considerable number of (moun · 

tees visited the place to light the earthem lamps and :::e some offeril}gs. Giani Piara Singh used to have some 
. come trom this source. 
in During the discussion with the group of our respondents 
in Basarke, it came to our notice that Giani Piara Singh and 
J • Singh used to be friends. It was also observed that most 
;g~e farmers including Jagir Singh who owned a piece of 

1 d surrounding the theh, had gradually encroached on parts 
a; land of the theh which was legally attached with the 
:ligious shrine. The area of the theh was about five acres. The 

rocess of encroachment which can also be observed in other 
~illages where there is common or government (public) land 
was that at the time of every tilling of the land, the farmer 
would shift the tiller a few inches or feet towards the adjacent 
land. It remained unnoticed at the time but within a few years 
a good slice of land got included into his possession. Jagir 
Singh was accused of grabbing a part of the theh land. 

When asked about the genesis of terrorist killings in the 
village, all the people of the village in the group gave the theh 
as the reason for the development of enmity between Jagir 
Singh and Giani Piara Singh. As the conflict sharpened and 
factions developed, Jagir Singh joined the KCF (Z) to avenge 
the accusation or to confront the possibility of an armed 
threat. Though it is difficult to make Jagir Singh directly 
responsible, yet the killings of a number of persons in the 
village by a group belonging to KCF (Z) was generally 
attributed to the factional conflict between Jagir Singh and 
Piara Singh. A total of 16 persons were killed by the terrorists' 
in a series of incidents. All those killed who included ten Jats, 
three Brahmins, two Kumhars and one Mazhbi belonged to 
the faction of Piara Singh. 

Giani Piara Singh had already secured the protection of 
the police. Since the late eighties the state had adopted a 
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104 . c olicy according to which it provided counter-msurgen Y P who were threatened by the terrorists 
th Persons . th h · arms to ose . Singh received e arms e started The moment Piara orters of Jagir Singh. The violence in the · g the supp · f th · threatenlJ\ . lunax on the occasion o e marrtage of 

vill~ge_ rea~~e~~:g:r brother. Before the ~ge party was 
Jagir Smghf Y the bride's place, Piara Singh reached Jagir 
t~ d~~:~o=e with his gang. Without any Warning they 
Smg ed fire leading to the death of 19 peISOns on the spot 
?pend_ J girSingh's father and his~n. Mostof theperso~ mclu mg a . killed at the spot were close relatives. 

This kind of activity could no! be defended_by the police. 
Giani Piara Singh was arrested, tned and ~nVIcted; He was 

rded capital punishment by the Session Judge, but the awa ·ec1 punishment has not yet been cam out. 

2. Udhoke Kalan 
This village presents a history of feud and a mosaic of 

social forces that worked later through the terrorist violence. 
The location of the village is unique as it is situated at the 
border of Amritsar and Gurdaspur districts. Most of the 
village area is in Amri~a_r ?istrict and !alls _in ~e Majitha police district; a part of it lS m Batala police district area. But 
throughout the terrorist phase it was mainly the police under 
Batala police district which conducted frequent raids in the 
village. Two of the prominent terrorist leaders belonged to 
this village, one of whom Chanchal Singh became the chief of 
Khalistan Liberation Army (KLA). 

The story of this village may be started from the seventies 
when neither the Khalistani ideology nor any religious activism 
was present. The narrative is confined to Jat Sikhs only. 

A well-to-do landowner Tarlok Singh was the Sarpanch of 
the village and one of his close friends Tarsem Singh was a 
panch. The friendship between the two had ce~ social 
consequences. Tarlok Singh not only had a strong influence 
in the village but he also had enemies. Tarsem Singh had a 
serious dispute with his uncle (elder brother of his father) 
over sharing of land . His uncle and cousins considered Tarlok 
Singh as a bigger threat and enemy because of his clout and 
his support for Tarsem Singh. Another 'enemy' of Tarlok 

► 
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s · gh was a landowner in the adjacent village Jhamke whose 
5
:n sukhdev Singh emerged later as an important terrorist 

1 
der in the area. Both of these and two other similar cases 

:: familY feuds ove~ land con~buted _to the alliances and 
. alries of the recrmts to terronsm dunng the mid 1980s. In f;82, Tarsem Singh's c~usin kil~ed Tarsem's friend Sarpanch 

Tarlok Singh. The culpnt was tried by the court and punished 
to life unprisonment. 

Following the dea~ of Tarlok Singh, Tarsem Singh 
ucceeded him as the village Sarpanch as he belonged to the 

~fluential group of Tarlok Singh. With the result he became 
the most unportant target of his opponents. By that time 
sukhdev Singh Jhamke, whose father had enmity with Tarlok 
Singh, had become an important leader having a good 
number of followers recruited from his village. Soon thereafter 
two successive murders were committed in Udhoke. The first 
to be killed was Tarsem Singh the new Sarpanch. The other 
killed later, was one Santokh Singh.- In the second case the 
involvement of the terrorists belonging to the village became 
evident. Some of the subsequent occurrences in late eighties 
were a direct outcome of these three murders resulting fro~ 
inter-family disputes. 

Our respondents recalled that the fust among the boys of 
Udhoke village to join terrorism was Labh Singh who joined 
Sital Singh Mattewal's Dashmesh regiment. He was married; 
had a comfortable life and, as reported, seemed to have no reasons to become a terrorist except perhaps fun and adventure. 
He was killed in 1991 by the police in an alleged encounter. 
But in the meanwhile he had initiated a process which led to 
the joining of 14 other persons belonging to Udhoke in 
broadly two different organisations. The reasons and 
motivation for their joining could be linked with the social 
dynamism of the village. . 

The most prominent from the village was Chanchal Singh, 
20 years of age at the time of joining KCF initially. His family 
owned four acres of land which was expected to be shared 
among four brothers. After joining terrorism he married the 
sister of another well-known terrorist Surjit Singh Penta, Lt. 
General of BTFK (Manochahal). (Penta consumed cynide and 
died during 'Operation Black Thunder' in 1988) His younger 
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brother Chanan Singh also joined him. Later, _Chanchal Singh 
formed his own organisation n~ed ~ahstan Liberation 
Army. Four more ~erso~ of the ~~lage, ~lZ. Harbhajan Singh 
Marwaria, Harbha1an Smgh, Hal')ll\der Smgh and Bakhshish 
Singh joined Chanchal Singh. . 

Whatever might be the motives for all these persons 
becoming terrorists, our resp?ndents thought that these 
related mainly to fun and looting. They began to align With 
the families and individuals opposed to the faction of the 
deceased Tarlok Singh. 

When Sukhdev Singh Jhamke joined Chanchal Singh it 
sent a danger signal to the family of Tarlok Singh. What were 
the alternatives before the sons of Tarlok Singh? One was 
seeking police protection; the other, jo~ing a rival terrorist 
organisation. The elder son Paramjit Singh, 25 years old, Who 
was married and had two sons and one daughter at that time 
joined a rival terrorist group KCF (l.affarwal). His younge; 
brother Kebu, who was a small contractor, also joined KCF 
(Z). Another one to join with them was Ranjit Singh who 
faced a similar threat because of a family dispute. They did 
not commit any murder in the village. The respondents 
narrated how Paramjit Singh was capl'ured and killed by the 
police in cold blood, and then announced his death in an 
"encounter" with police. Kebu, soon after, surrendered himself 
before the police. 

The village-view of Chanchal Singh centered on his 
involvement in the land disputes of the village, particularly 
relating to families inhabiting his patti, and its violent results. 
Those closer to him began to use his services for their personal 
ends. Joginder Singh and Hatjinder Singh, two real brothers 
were, for example, engaged in a dispute over land. Joginder 
Singh, reportedly because ·of vendetta and also in order to 
grab the latter's land, involved Chanchal Singh in the dispute. 
As a result, Chanchal Singh, Sukhdev Singh Jhamke and their 
fellows together killed eight members of Hatjinder Singh's 
family. The killed included a real sister of the two brothers. 
Joginder Singh later took possession of the entire land. 

The second case involved a dispute between another 
two brothers, Pritam Singh and Makhan Singh. Makhan 
Singh was close to two of the terrorists Labh Singh and 

-
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Harbhajan Singh. He reportedly told them that his brother 
Pritam Singh was a police informer. Whether that report was 
trUe or not, what is known is that Pritam Singh was killed by 

those terrorists. 
The third case was related to Chanchal Singh's own 

familY• His brother Mohinder Singh had occupied four acres 
of common village land. In addition, he had also been 
cultivating eight acres of land belonging to other families 
including that of his brother. He was accused of manipulation 
and coercion in such deals. The rivalry became sharp when 
the brothers began to demand the control of land occupied by 
hi.Jn. When Mohinder Singh did not budge, Chanchal Singh's 
group attacked his brother and members of the family. As a 
result, Mohinder Singh, his wife and their two sons were 
killed. Another murder which Chanchal Singh's group 
committed was that of Sulakhan Singh. Enquiries revealed 
that this murder was related to the old feud with the faction 
of Tarlok Singh because Sulakhan Singh was a friend of Tarlok 
Singh's son, Paramjit Singh. 

Many more persons had been killed by the terrorists in 
this village. The villagers were able to count another 8 
murders. All, except one of the killed, were non Jats. The 
information about non Jats killed appeared less newsy. These 
were also not linked to family feuds over land disputes. The 
murder of a lone Brahmin, for instance, was not, as the 
respondents added, a calculated murder: "A terrorist wanted 
to test his gun". 

3. Rataul 

This village falls un~er Tam Taran police district. It 
became famous for two reasons. Firstly, in an encounter with 
~e terrorists in this village a DIG of Police, Ajit Singh was 
kill~. Secondly, Gurbachan Singh Manochahal, the General 
(ChieO ~f BTFK was killed in this village in an encounter with 
the pohce. It was the village of Manochahal's father-in-law 
;nd wa~ a stronghold of BTFK. We have chosen this village 
. or sp~l focus due to another reason. Some of the occurrences 
m the village resulted in the split in BTFK. An attempt has 
been ~a~e to trace the history of the split in a major terrorist 
0rgamsahon. 
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108 . . the sense that landowning 
· 1 village in ed b M hb· 

Rataul is a typica_ 11 the largest, follow Y az lS. 

te of Jats is nuxnei:ica Yth third position. A total of 12 
cas nstitute e h · · • 
I<uxnhar Sikhs co ill were identified as avmg JOined 
persons of this v aafgfil~ . ted with the BTFK Manochahal 

ll were ia infl · 
tenorisxn; a . h Manochahal had stron~ uence m 
group. Gurbachan J~g to our respondents and the police 

the village. Ace~ ~lilage as a shield and shelter. When the 

reports, he used bout i·t an attack was launched leading 
. e to know a , . 

police cam hange of fire in an encounter with the 

to a prolong~h exc tinued for 72 hours. It resulted in the 
t norists whic con . d ill 
e Ive licexnen, seven terronsts an one v ager. 

death of twe 1. po en killed was a Deputy Inspector General 
One of the po icem .. . 

p · b Police A)lt Singh. 
of unJa h th 8' TFK men killed some persons in the village 

· Thoug e f h ·11 • u rao Singh Sarpanch o t e vi age, yet 
including m ' k · l h 

h h l S known to have ta en specia caret at no Manoc a a wa 
d e to the people in the village. Naushera Pannuan, 

harm was on h ·a1 ill 
ill f his mother was another sue speci v age 

the v age o ' . 
h all the terrorists belonged to. BTFK. The terroflSts 

w ere . t other organisations were not allowed. This 
belonging o . . 

ed Ci.al for his reputation and acceptance in the appear cru 
villa e. The common man was spared from unnecessary 

g t Therefore the village people resented the harassmen . , 
behaviour and activities of one of the members of BTFK, 

named Kaku who began to rob the well-to-do people and 

became notorious in the village. Reportedly when Manochah~l 

came to know about it, he got ve~ angry and the leadership 

of the BTFK ordered the liquidation of Kaku. _There ~angs a 

This came out vividly in our meetings with our 
story. ct· 
res ondents and may be narrated as un er. . 

PA person who negotiated with the BTFK _leadershi? 

including Manochahal himself, to save Kaku's life was ~ 

friend Dharam Singh. Dharam Singh stood a surety for Kak~ s 

good behaviour in future and Kaku was asked to pay ~ fine 

of Rs. 25,000. However, Kaku could not pay th~ money till th: 

· deadline. The BTFK therefore asked Dharam Singh to pay the 

amount. As Kaku fled the scene, Dharam Singh became th t 

focus of BTFK's attention. But Dharam Singh _also_coul~ :e 

pay the amount. The question now was of violation o 
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uarantee or trust. One night a group of 8TFK men ... _ ... 
g · h ' f h f reac,IQ.I 
Dharam Sing s arm ouse, orced the men and wom 

come out and punished them by asking them to keep s~n- to 

in the village pond for the whole night. This happened in:: 

month of December. Another day was fixed for the paYDlent 

and the family ~embers we~ told to keep the money ready. 

Dharam Smgh and his family dreaded the next 

punishment. Ultimately, he contacted Sukhwinder Singh 

Sangha another well known terrorist of the same outfit B1FI( 

(Manochahal). In retrospect it seemed that Sangha was not 

aware of this case. Dharam Singh was reportedly able to 

convince Sangha that there was a threat to his family and that 

some looters were coming to extort money from them. On the 

appointed day, Sangha reached Dharam Singh's house 

alongwith another comrade and hid himself at a vantage 

point. About ten O'clock in the night, two representatives of 

Manochahal arrived to get the money. Perhaps, as our 

~pondents believed, Sangha identified the intruders as 

Mohinder Singh, younger brother of Manochahal and Dr. 
Gurnam Singh Butter, both belonging to his organisation. 

Sangha was sitting in the dark and immediately shot at 

Mohinder Singh who died on the spot, Gurnam Singh managed 
to escape. 

It was alleged that Sangha had resentment against 

Mohinder Singh because instead of Sangha, Manochahal 

had made his own brother the Area Commander of BTFK. So 

Sangha was believed to have killed Mohinder Singh with a 

clear intent. When Gumam ·Singh told the entire story to 

Manochahal, the latter took the matter to the chief of the 

Damdami Taksal at Chowk Mehta which was an apex centre 

of the Khalistan movement, perhaps considered to be above 

the I>anthic Committee. Sangha was called and he reportedly 

accused Dharam Singh of misinformation. But Manochahal 

was not convinced since Sangha knew Mohinder Singh well. 

Before the issue could be resolved Sangha escaped from the 

Taksal headquarters. Later he formed his own organisation 

BTFK (Sangha). The mere fact that the above case against 

Sukhwinder Singh Sangha was taken to the Damdami Taksaal 

may suggest 'General' Manochahal's dilemma as the Chief. 

f erhaps he recognised the political cost of precipitate action 
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110 fter a few days of this occurrence, againSt Sangha: Ho~:::r:embers of the family of Dharam Manochahal l<ille:Ur of soft targets , so natural to such Singh. Vende~a 

1 
mg nsidered appropriate against Dharam was evident y co h a~tors, bolically against Sang a. . . Smgh and sym d the illustrative cases discussed above Th~ data a~ nificance of the social dynamics which is underl~e the =i~rian relations and rural society of Punjab rooted Jl\ .tet g to the understanding of the phenomenon of and c?n~ ul ese Important to the sociological context is the terronst vio enc · d · · l trad· · . . f the Jat community an its socia itions. domJl\ation o . th ul The deepening of class d~fe~~tials ~nd d~ci~~me: c ~re among these "possessive individuals ten . 

1 
od ~g erronsm · of their struggle for socia ommance and in the service 

Political power. . 
P • 's evidence showed that after this event one of ettigrew . . l d li 'd . h hahl's maJ·or ob3ecnves re ate to qui: ation of Manoc a s· h f u~h Chhin h d his protege Satnam mg o u:1n:, a a. Sangha an allegedly liquidated at Manochahal's behest.1 Sang a was li . 1 d ' . I the village level reality was qua tative y istinct n sum, . I ill th from that of the macro-level disc?urse. n ?ur v ag~ . e · t ti· on got interwoven with the social and political terrons ac . rd t lati dynamics of the local character. Int~ rega _cast~ re tions l ed a significant role, particularly m mapping e ac ons ~tLazhbis whose close and traditional links with !he. Jat 
d had Si•gnificance. In terms of caste dynamics it is Ian owners . b th · obvious that the Jats beca~e the roam targ~ts~ ut . lryerr becoming so had non-ideological reasons. I1:'-ter- a . Y nva and dispute over land were two major non-ideological fact~rs which led to various murders. Rivalry amo~g ~e terrons~ and the related or unrelated presence of pohce informers m their midst were other reasons for the deaths. It see~ ~at 

h mainly the terrorists as well as the victimS Jats w o were . f t rism• constituted the most important factor in the nature o erro ' its course and its scale. 

Notes 
•Joyce Pettigrew, The Sikhs of the Punjab: Unheard Voices of State and Gumilla Violence, Zed Book, London, pp. 91-92. 

4 
The State and Counter-Terrorism 

It is one of the continuing dilemmas of democratic states hether or not terrorism can be fought without altering the ~ bric of normal democratic legal structures and procedures. 
1: was considered necessary to be careful as Stansfield Turner, former Director of US Intelligence Agency, emphasised during the proceedings of the US Task Force on combatting terrorism that "in the name of defeating terrorism we don' t become terrorists".1 A whole corpus of what may be descnbed as "counter-insurgency'' or "counter-terrorism" literature is now available.2 Terrorist crime is viewed as a special kind of crime which required an apparatus and procedure different from the normal to deal with it. . 

' The central weapon of terrorism ~ ear and as a Scottish scholar Wilkinson emphasised, its widel'\target is the public. So the victims may largely be noncombatants who are soft targets and the terrorist actions may have the most dramatic intimidating effect. Their actions are unpredictable. Terrorism also denies to the state's prosecuting agency hard evidence; evidence that would stand up in a court. It tends to operate by intimidation of the police and the magistracy, as also by penetration in their ranks which is the greatest scourge of the state. When its avowed purpose is separatism, it is taken as a threat to the security of the state. The state is therefore inclined to view it as anti-national "warfare" rather than crime. But it is not fought in the open. Terrorism thrives under the cover of public support.That support may be the r~ult of fear and inti.Inidation or it may be based on sympathy with the cause and appreciation for the heroism of those taking on the state. The social construction of the struggle, the cause for which the terrorists claim to be fighting, plays a 
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1
~ rt The prevalence of anti-

1 . wiJ\I\U'g public s_upp~f ~hich this may be the 
crucial roJe Ul . a conununity, . ns· m If the struggle militancy Ul f arattst terro · state . th life blood O sep the msulation against duct, 15 e rgious cause, ~ro . ted as one for a re 1 r The consequent denial of 
15 proJec y be strange · . . •ts . t penetration ma the state's agencies is i ma1or 
sthta ereqw.red intelligence t

1
° ·gnificant is the clandestine e Equal y si . . 

trateo-ic we??{>n· · rd r Another cruoal element 1S the s o · ss the bo e . . f . · suppart from aero . . or coerced publicity o terrorist . • g, unwitting f media's ~itbJ\ eeds. Propaganda is the very oxygen or 
proclamations and d 
its sway and suc~ess. enc measures by the state are aimed 

The counter-U\SU1? edy sources of support and cover 
bove mention at all the a . ts The present chapter focuses on. the 

. for the_ terron~ · lation betw.een the s.tate and K,:.halistan 
intei:act1on and m!e.rre -
te~rism, - . ·. ent of India defined the problem in 1984 as 

The Go~e~ essionist and anti-national movement'' .3 

"the matunng O; s~th Longowal indicated a shift in such 
The 19~ Ac~ ~e Akali leaders described it as "the end 
perceptions. vnfen tation" But the militants felt cheated or of the era of co ron . 1 1 ed Th d · d not consider that the prob em re at to 
betrayed. eytranSi fer of Chandigarh to Punjab and release issues of water, f d 1 f 

d t Ues The question was not o re ressa o of Jodhpur e en · . . . but of creating a separate sovereign state. some gnevances, rded "tra'to ,, The Akali signatories of the Accord were rega as i 1:' . 
f Sant Longowal was liquidated. The massive There ore, . f d 

d t th Akali Dal received for its agenda o peace an man a e e . negotiated settlement in the 1985 Assembly election was an 
th t them They seemed to have a fundamental ana ema o • . . 

distaste for and a fear of people's democratic verdict. On the 
other hand, as it appeared, the ruling perception of the state's 
intelligence agencies had not basically altered. Naraya~an 
noticed the choice of words "they" and "us" in his c~nversation 
with Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi's officia~ advisers,- The 
" People analysing the Punjab problem deh~ratly h1d_e, ~.r 
inadvertantly ignore one basic historical fact: Sikh separati.Sm , 
remarked one of them and traced the sentiment back to Anglo
Sikh wars, the Gurdwara agitation, etc.4 
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The "Proclamation of Khalistan" , on the other hand 
described the struggle as akin to a " total war'' against ~ 
Indian State, though it desisted from a formal declaration of 
such a war. The main tactical weapon for the insurgents was 
terrorism or guerrilla war. J.F. Ribeiro, the Director General 
of Punjab Police· 1986-88, known for his infamous "bullet for 
bullet" remark, described it as a "battle" . Policy prescription 
and the nature of state interv~tion followed the definition of 
the problem. A flawed perception and definition could order 
measures and force which were excessive, extra legaJ and 
counter productive. 

It may be understood that the demographic and political 
profile of Punja~ was a major fa_ctor ag~t the success of 
terrorism. The Hindus who were ideologically excluded from 
the movement constituted about 37 per cent of the population 
of Punjab. About 20 pef cent of -Sikhs were settled outsid e 
Punjab. In the contemporary context, it was not possible to 
create conditions similar to those of 1947 when millions of 
people crossed the border or died in communal carnage. 
Secondly, though the Sikh community was feeling w idely 
alienated after the events of 1984, it did not mean the 
community was a homogeneous unit or that its vast numbers 
were behind the struggle for Khalistan. The leaders of the 
Akali Oal(s), the most dominant political voice of the Sikhs, 
remained ambivalent towards it. Some of the important 
leaders had openly condemned it. The Sikhs, belonging to 
other political parties categorically opposed the demand as 
anti national and asked for strong state action against its 
protagonists. Practically all the lower caste Sikhs were opposed 
to it. So were many of iliE!•relip1ous heads of various sects 
having considerable following in~ community. On top of 
all this, the terrorists were themselves a divided lot. Thus, it 
was highly doubtful and erroneous at any point of time to take 
a position whereby terrorism could be understood as Sikh 
separatism versus the Indian s tate. 

As the terrorist violence escalated in Punjab there were, 
however, periods when all political parties and other ~~ctions 
opposed to terrorism were marginalised in the eyes of the Sikh 
masses, as for example, after the Operation Blue Star and the 
atlti-S1kh riots in 1984. This happened not due to the d oings 
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1 as a consequence of the actions 

h but large Y f th th 1· f ilitants as sue ed m· volvement o e en ru mg o m he alleg . h h 
f the state and t se it was evident t at t e nature o . In any ca f I d' arty in the nots. b the Government o n 1a and its 

~f intervdntion made Y crucial determinant of the shifts in fl s became a I ls 'd t · security . ._o,rce f the struggle. t a o e emunect nd course O d b · il ed b the nature. a f Sikh political class woul e pnv eg y it 
which secnon ° ~ However, there were obvious limits to 
to gain ascenctanie: of action by the state agencies since 
the power and ~ °cl~~ uphold the law and its constitutional 
thef '":ere ref:: to the fundamental rights of the citizens. 
obhga~o.ns ~ co~text that the counter insurgency .and anti-

It .1s U\ ures adopted by the Indian State need to be terronst meas . rts I th . . d Th chapter is divided mto two pa . n e fl.J"St exarnU\e · e I d' st· t th b · d 'be the role of n 1an a e on e as,s of Part we escn . 
d urces In the second part we discuss the data and secon ary so · f' ld · · · ill stran·ve cases relating to our 1e expenence m the certam u 

villages of our study. 

I 

In retrospect it seems that the handling of the terrorist 
movement on the part of the state was lacking perspective as 
well as effectiveness. It seemed particularly so when a low 
level violence with high emphasis on the distinctness of the 
Khalsa identity began from 1978 leading upto Operation 
Blue Star. This has been discussed in Chapter I. Despite the 
massive mandate in favour of the democratic alternative to 
violence in the 1985 Assembly election, the Barna la government 
was not allowed to consolidate its position to win over and 
deal effectively with such elements as were "sulking and 
feeling injured to the core". Rajiv Gandhi's government at the 
Centre either did not have a clear agenda or had a dubious 
secret agenda. It is not known whether serious notice was 
taken when the runaway undergrounds of "Operation Blue 
Star" and "Operation Woodrose" returned from Pakistan or 
their other hideouts to coalesce together under the command 
of the Damdami Taksal. As the militants constituted a 
Panthic Committee, entered the Golden Temple, replaced all 
religious appointees of the SGPC and also proclaimed the 
fom1ation of Khalistan, the government agencies appeared to 
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have been shaken out of the existing weak balance. All 
political leadership in the community stood discredited at that 
ti.Jne. It appeared to be beyond the capacity of the police force 
to deal with the difficult situation. The situation was summed 
up by Govemo~ Siddharth S~ Ray _as unde': _ 

There is a Government m Pun,ab, but 1t is not in 
Chandigarh. It is in Amritsar. Rooms No. 45,47, 48 
of Guru Nanak Niwas. Like the Jizhia of the MoghuJ 
day, the militants are sending show cause notices to 
people demanding money. These people, both Sikhs 
and Hindus, do not go to the police or to the O.C. 
They straight go to the militants, pay the money and 
go off. The situation is simply this. If the tenorists 
want something done; it is done; if they don't want 
something to happen, it is b}ocked.' 

The Panchayats, most of the bureaucracy and the judiciary 
too, were to a large extent successfully infiltrated or cowed 
down by the terrorists and their sympathisers. The nature of 
state intervention was reflected in the imposition of President's 
rule in the state which was continued for 5 years. Other extra
ordinary measures taken by the state may be seen as follows: 

t. Extra-ordinary Criminal Laws 
These allowed the police to operate more or less 

unhindered by normal constitutional legal constraints. 
Important among such measures were the National Security 
Act with further amendments to enable the government to 
detain any person without trial for 4 years and the Tenorist 
Affected Areas (Special Courts) Act of 1984, which allowed in 
camera trial of suspected terrorists. The infamous TADA 
(Terrorist and Distruptive Activities (Prevention) Act allowed 
the police to use "confessions" during police interrogation as 
evidence. Further, if it was proved "that the accused had 
made a confession of the offence to any person other than a 
police officer'', the Designated Court "shall presume the guilt 
of the accused" (Section 21).7 It could award death sentence 
for terrorist crimes involving murder. A former DGP K.S. 
Dhillon stressed recently that this enactment was never really 
made use of in the courts. Actually it only meant more power 
to the police and an assault on the freedom of the common 
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1, 16 . of the suspects detained without trial 
man.' The ~fficial_ ff:Se upto 14,457. The 59th Amendment 
upto 1993 JJ\ P~nJa_ on in l 989 practically abrogated the 
of the Cons~tu; to life and liberty for the suspects. The 
fundamental n(gP ni·ab and Chandigarh Special Powers) Act 
Anned Forces u . 11 · · •ty forces practica y an lDlDluruty from gave the secun 
pro~ecution. 

2. Settipg up Vigilan~e G~ups . . 

Th 
included Police supported constitution of outfits 

~ d . . ..: .. g of dismissed policemen an terronsts-turned 
cons1Suu "Al Se ,, ed b rovers for example the am na, creat y SSP 
~tsar Mohammad Izhar Alam and the "Black Cats". It 
became difficult to identify which terrorist action was 
ommitted by which organisation as invariably the public 

~redit for action was taken or given to one of the known 
terrorist gangs.' 

3. Infiltration into Terrorist OrgiJI\isaqOI\$ 
Given the intelligence available about the character, motives 

and lust for power, money and flesh among the terrorists, 
infiltration into their organisations by the state's agents was 
not very difficult. Undercover agents succeeded in 
accentuating and manipulating distrust leading to inter-gang 
rivalries and killings among the terrorists. The existing 
interpersonal problems of Sardari (dominance), and mercenary 
interests of criminals-turned-Khalistani terrorists were 
exploited to the maximum. The divisions were reflected in the 
constitution of 4 competing Panthic Committees (five, 
according to KPS Gill), three sets of Singh Sahibs, (the religious 
appointees of the Golden Temple and Akal Takht) and over 
160, more or less autonomously operating and competing 
outfits. Relatives of Sant Bhindranwale, Jasbir Singh Rode, 
who was appointed Jathedar of Akal Takht by the "Panthic 
Committee in 1986, and Gurjit Sigh of AISSF came to be 
particularly suspected of acting as Government agents. "Rode's 
betrayal" became a primary concern. after he was released 
from jail in February 1988. Wassan Singh Zafarwal claimed 
that their Panthic Commi,ttee had removed both Rode and 
Gutjit Singh from their positions.9 
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After Operation Black Thunder in May 1988 theideol • 1 mouthpiece of militants, Sant Sipahi cried ~bout th ogica 
· be f th d · e utter confusion cause o e es1gns of Panthic traito and 

govemroent agents who had "destroyed the movement.~ The 
dehshatvadi ( terrorists) centred in ~e Golden Temple were 
condemned as dangerous for the Sikh community. Panthak 
Gaddar te Sarkari Agent lvlun? (Who are Sikh traitors and 
govemroent agents~) ~~e a major question. Jt became 
difficult to make a d~tinc~on between the two. l.Aggda hai aes 
hamam vie~ sar~ 

1
hee t~ Jehey hun, koi Jcisey ton pichhty Tlilhin 

(It seems m this 'bath , all are the same. None is second to 
the other).10 So much so that the declaration of Khalistan was 
itself considered to be a game played by the government to 
make a fool of the Sikhs.11 Mutual liquidation by gangs 
followed soon after. 

4. "Operation Black Thunder" 
A meticulously planned and televised operation to flush 

out the terrorists from the Golden Temple in May 1988, 
proved a master stroke for the demoralised police force. The 
ignominy of surrender by the terrorists coming out with 
raised hands, the evidence of desecration 9! the temple and 
the later discovery of 57 dead bodies from under the debris of 
the demolished Akal Takht caused massive revulsion and 
shame in the Sikh community against Khalistani terrorists. 

5. Increase of Strength and Improvement in Organisation 
of Security Forces 
The strength of Punjab police force was raised from 

around 35000 in 1989 to more than 70,000 in 1993. In addition, 
as the_ ~GP Punjab reported, 15000 troops and 40,000 
paramilitary men were engaged in the "anti terrorist 
offensive" .12 A reorganisation was reflected in the constitution 
of "police districts", each headed by an officer of the rank of 
Senio~ S~perintendent of Police, and making the police 
organisation largely independent of the control of civil 
administration. Amritsar district was divided into three-
Amritsar, Majitha and Tam Taran-in April 1988. 

6. Measures to Reduce Outside Aid to the Terrorists 
Cutting external support of "safe havens" and traffic in 

arms was of critical importance. Besides the sealing of the 
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border Operation Rakshal< I launched by the Army in May 
1990 a~d Operation Rakshal< II_towards the end of 1991 had 
two objectives: one, to effectiVely seal the cross border 
movement and supply of a~ and second, establishing mutual trust between the secunty forces and the people in the border districts through public _contact _darbars and meaningful 
social service in the area. The diplomatic efforts for Extradition Treaties signed with UK and Canada and winning gl'eater 
support from other western countries in curbing the terrorist 
crime was another step. 

7. Rewards, Promotions for Apprehenshion of Terrorists and Extra-Judicial Killings 
The Police· force in Punjab, as a retired senior officer 

observed, was known for its "servility and oppression".13 Making it an effective instrument seemed to require appropriate 
incentives. That it indulged in staging "fake encounters" was acknowledged by the Punjab Governor when he publicly appealed to the Police officers "to stop fake encounters". An 
important innovation, however, was an official order of the 
Director General of Police Punjab issued on 30 August 1989 to 
all district superintendents of police. It promised to the police 
personnel handsome specific rewards in cash for the 
"apprehension/liquidation" of 53 specifically described 
terrorists/extremists. Another similar order was issued on 1 
April 1990 but this time it avoided the word "liquidation".1s Besides financial rewards, quick promotions in rank were promised and given to the killers of the terrorists. In certain 
cases an officer of the rank of an Inspector gained two 
out-of-tum promotions in two years, soon becoming the 
head of that police district. This, as one of the officers told us, 
on condition of anonymity, led to a haste among lower ranks to liquidate a wanted terrorist, because in case of his arrest the reward was likely to be "grabbed" by some higher officer 
by killing that terrorist. 

Releasing Media from Terrorist Pressure 
By 1990, the media which was driven to panic by 

murders of mediamen, was converted into the greatest source 
of dominance of the terrorists. Narayanan described the year 

r 
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1990 as the phase of "Xerocracy". "The Press note from the 
terrorist organisations became a deadlier weapon than the AK-47 and the remote control bombs". Rule of militant press 
notes had replaced the rule of law. Bandhs, bhog ceremonies 
of fallen shaheeds, warnings to particular individuals and the morale-shattering phenomenon called spashtikarans (clarifications) by the latter in the press were the order of the 
day.16 The then Punjab Governor, General O.P. Malhotra, moved in to support the press by a novel method. In 90 per 
cent cases he allowed them discretion. In the remaining cases relating to the notices and reports by terrorists, the printed 
matter was deleted by official censor denying to the terrorists their most powerful platform for propaganda. It allowed the Press to blame their helplessness on censor by the Government. This led to a banishment of such press notes.17 
Observance of bandhs stopped. Even the liquidation of the notorious terrorists such as Sukhdev Singh of Babbar Khalsa evoked no bandhs. Bhog ceremonies of killed terrorists became a tame affair. 

Whether he was described as a "saviour" or a "butcher", it was acknowledged that in the decisive battle of the state against terrorism, in consolidation of police strength and restoring its courage and determination, KPS Gill, Punjab's new Director General of Police made all the difference. His understanding was that the situation needed tough even if unjustly harsh image of the police. That was regarded as central for commanding respect and ultimately winning the confidence of the people who were cowed down by the terrorist guns. The sway and dominance of the terrorists was attributed to the ineffective, fearful and demoralised police force. By reorganising the force with firm unity of command, by equipping them with sophisticated weapons, and by promising rewards and promotions, he succeeded in establishing ascendance of the police against the terrorists. A crucial factor that determined the nature of police role related to the political direction. The earlier reports/ evidence of government inclination to negotiate with the terrorists-with Jasbir Singh Rode in 1988 and with S.S. Mann and his supporters in 1989-90 and Prime Minister V.P. Singh's overtures to the militants-had created apprehensions in the police 
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ext overnment nught well be pro-terrorist. 
per.;onnel that then in g Chapter 2, it was in 1990-91 when 
As the data :ow as the Prime Minister that the assertiveness 
Chan~ra She an:i the killings of terrorists increased. Later of pohce began an p h 

th 1991 election the Congress arty at t e Centre on after e nrp Th k 
I t free hand to the LA.J • e measures ta en for gave a mos a "d bl · · included the grant of cons1 era e munuruty to that purpose "bed ,, . d lin olice men for what was descn as nunor e quencies" 

~uch as corruption, extortion, excesses, torture of ~uspects and 
even killings. Cases of torture of detenues, combing of whole 

ill es searches and ill treatment of a large number of v ag , b be · ocent people have been recorded Y a num r of Human 
~hts groups and media investi~ations.

19 

It may be in order to descnbe two examples of State 
dealing with terrorism. 

1. A 21 year young Sutjit Singh was picked up by the 
police from his farm house in Valtoha village of Tam Taran 
police district on 15 Octo~r }993. ,, After 1~ ~ays a . Sub
Inspector of Police brought_his ~dy to the Civil Hosp~~ at 
Patti. According to the pohce, this was the body of a militant 
who was killed in an encounter with the police and the body 
was brought there for a post-mortem examination. When the 
policemen left and the doctors began the examination it was 
discovered that the militant was not dead. Someone recognised 
that it was Sutjit Singh who had been grievously injured. The 
patient was put on life-saving devices. As the word went out 
the ASI returned to the hospital with a few constables and 
forcibly took away the patient, apparently for "better treatment'' 
at Amritsar. After a few hours the body of that person was 
brought back to the hospital. Now it was surely a dead body 
for which post-mortem was necessary. A prominent CPI 
leader Satya Pal Dang wrote to the Press and the State's 
Governor. The Supreme Court took suo moto notice on the 
basis of the newspaper report and ordered the Punjab Police 
to present a report.19 The 5.1. was found guilty and punished 
to life imprisonment. 

2. The police of Tam Taran Police district kidnapp~d 
Jaswant Singh Khalra from his residence in Kabir Park I.I\ 
Amritsar on September 7, 1995. He was an Akali Human 
Rights activist and was at that time investigating the 

QDS 
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cremation of unclaimed bodies of the terrorists by the 
olice. It was rep?rted tha_t ~,e was able to record over 

~OOO cases of "unclal.Dled bodies cremated by the police. So 
f there are no whereabouts of Jaswant Singh Khalra. The 
ar witnesses claiming that Khalra was murdered by the eye ·ct d . olice have been prov1 e seam~ on court order. The court 

has ordered that due commpensation should be given to his 
wife. 

It is alleged that the arrest of the terrorists by the police 
for prosecution and trial was considered unnecessary. It is 
also said, on the other hand, that those who were arrested 
•oined terrorism after they were released from the police 
~ustody. Raaflaub and Spaar of Swiss Workers' Assistance 
Organisation (SAH) visited Punjab in 1991 and described the 
methods of torture of the terrorists by the police.20 

It may be mentioned that the forms of torture described 
by Raaflaub and Spaar and by the Amnesty international were 
similar to those used against the Naxalites in Punjab earlier.21 

In fact, many organisations ranging from those of Human 
Rights to political parties raised the voices of protest against 
police excesses. On the other hand, most of the political 
parties which found themselves pitted against terrorism 
protested against the inaction of the police and tended to 
condone its excesses in justification of effective counter
insurgency measures. 

K.P.S. Gill had the distinction of having all the 
qualifications to head the process of suppressing terrorism in 
Punjab. He is a Jat Sikh. He belongs to a well-to-do family. 
He had the experience of handling insurgency in Assam. 
Above all, he was tall and handsome; the qualities that made 
him attractive for magazines and Television. Throughout the 
counterinsurgency period he was projected as the "super cop" 
who was planning and executing various strategies to suppress 
or "eliminate" terrorists. He was able to marginalise 
bureaucrats and politicians in public relations exercise. If the 
period between 1980 and 1984 belonged to Sant Jamail Singh 
Bhindranwale as the most talked about and feared person in 
Punjab, then KPS Gill, the Director General of Police, was a 
hero of the period 1991-96. One may, however, be reminded 
of Clausewitz' famous comment that war was too serious a 
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matter to be handed over to the generals. It may be stated th 
counterinsurgency operations and strategy are also too serio at 
and complex a business to be handed over totally to a poli~: 
officer. 

II 

Two kind~ of f~dings relat~g ~o the v~ages of our Stud 
are taken up m this part. The flI'St is quantitative infonnati y 
regarding the number and social background of the peo ~n 
who were killed by the police in these villages. This incluJ~ 
both those who belonged to these villages and those wh 
belonged to other villages but were killed in the territory ~ 
the villages of our study. The second kind of informati 

0 

th . d b . on covers. e perce~tions an . o servati~ns · of the respondents 
regarding the police behaviour and actions, killings and oth 
excesses in their villages. Certain cases illustrating th er 
perceptions are also included. Before we proceed to disc:e 
these dimensions, it may be worthwhile to share certa· s 
general observations on the basis of the field experience. m 

Overlooking specificity involved in the case of each village 
three broad patte~ ~f resp~nses ~ere noticed with regard to 
the role of the pohce m_ dealing with terrorism. The response 
patterns helped us during the latter part of field work even to 
anticipate the response in a particular village. To comprehend 
this dimension it may be appropriate to comment upon the 
political sociology of Punjab villages. 

A stereotypical understanding suggested by 
anthropological writings underlined the presence of factions 
competing for pow.er in Punjab's villages. However, a 
signficant dimension is overlooked regatding the village as a 
politica.J ti11it. In spite of factional competititon, a village is 
identified as a stronghold of a particular party. Thus we have 
the Communist, Akali, or Congress dominated villages as per 
the leanings of a signficant majority even though one could 
find supporters and voters of most of the major political 
parties in every village. However, when we started the field 
work it was noticed that a dominant pattern of affiliation of 
a village with a particular party was an important aspect of the 
people's perception. 

_ ,,,, .... r., 
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our respondents in the Communist dominated villages 
ded to regard the police force as initially indifferent to the 

ten · O · · II th three threat of the terroris~. ~~tiona . y ere were 
es of communists m PunJab, viz. CPI, CPI (M} and groups 

~ Naxalites. All the communists, irrespective of the party 
alignments of _those_ ~overed by the su~ey, were highly 
i;tical of the Sikh militants and the terrorists. Most ·of them 

~lai..Dled to have confronted the terrorists openly (See Chapter 
S). It was alleged that the state targetted the communists as 
enemies of the system. When the terrorists started attacking 
the conununists, the state, according to the latter, remairled 
inactive, creating apprehensions of convergence of the state 
interest with the irlterest of the terrorists. Towards the later 
phase however the state and the Punjab police discovered 
that the communists were a suitable ally in fighting terrorism. 
Thus the communists were provided arms and other help. 
The police also protected and assisted the newspapers 
belongirlg to the Left. Of all the communists the CPI came 
closest to the police and appeared to justify some of the illegal 
actions of the police in dealing with terrorism. 

There were many villages irl our study which have been 
the strongholds of the Akalis. Prominent among these were 
Butala, Sathiala, Khojala, and Sur Singh. Some of these villages 
are located at a very close distance from Mehta - the 
headquarters of Sant Bhindranwale. ln some of the villages 
there was a strong influence of the Sant as for instance, in 
Khojala and Sathiala. The people of all the Akali dominated 
villages were highly critical of the police. Our respondents irl 
such villages were clearly more inclined to narrate irlcidents 
of police excesses and cruelty. 

It ~ay be pointed out that irl no village did the people 
appreciate the way the police conducted itself. However, we 
came across people who tended to suggest that there was no 
soft method of suppressirlg terrorism; the police had no option 
other than what they followed. In some cases the members of 
those families irl which relatives had been killed by the 
terrorists app~ciated the harsh measures taken by the police. 
Such perceptions were situationally conditioned and lacked 
perspective. 

We may now focus our attention on the different 
dimensions of the police activities. 
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1. Encounters and Killings 
Two of the widely held beliefs among the people were (i) 

that most illegal activities flourished because of a soft attitude 
of the police or/and tacit complicity ~ause of monetary 
consideration and (ii) that whenever the police was determined 
to deal with crime effectively it invariably used extra-legal 
methods. In special situations such as that of terrorism the 
police was normally expected to use extra-legal methods. 
During the Naxalite movement from 1969 to 1972, we came 
across numerous reports of "encounter deaths" which were 
fake.22 A similar pattern was observed in the case of the 
Khalistan movement. The suspects in most cases were first 
apprehended and then killed. 

Whether the encounters were real as in some of the 
significant cases, or fake, the police shot dead a large number 
of people including the terrorists. The data given in Table 
XXII shows only those killings which occurred within the 
territory of the villages of our study. It is clear from the data 
that the police killed 138 people in these villages, of which 60 
( 43.49 per cent) were identified as terrorists by our respondents. 
It is important to mention that the number of terrorists who 
belonged to these villages and were killed by the police was 
much larger.23 This meant that some of them were killed 
somewhere else. Some of the terrorists who figured in the data 
did not belong to these villages. For example out of seven 
terrorists who were l<illed in Rataul village in April 1991 none 
belonged to that village. Later on, five more terrorists were 
reportedly brought from outside and killed in the territory of 
this village. 

Did all such killings take place in encounters? There were 
of course, cases of real as well as fake encounters. According 
to quantitative information provided by the people counting 
those killed by the police one by one, 39 were reported killed 
in "real encounters" as against 4S'killed in "fake encounters". 
The largest number of terrorists killed by the police belonged 
to Tarn Taran police district. We may first examine the cases 
of real encounters which were predictably small in number. 

Village Rataul had the unique distinction of four vividly 
remembered real police encounters with the terrorists. As 
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Table XXII: Police districtwise (A) cute and, (B) th 
features of the persons killed by police/police a:en: 

s. Caste 
No. 

t. Jat Sikh 

2. Ramgarhia 

3. Kumhar 
Sikh 

4. Nai Sikh 

5. Mazhbi 

Total 

Terrorists 

Nothing 
known 

A 

Amritsar Majitha Tarn Batala Total 
Taran 

32 12 

1 

1 

1 

1 1 

36 13 

B 

7 2 

1 

10 14 

1 2 

11 16 

44 7 

1 

68 
(49.28) 

1 
(0.72) 

1 
(0.72) 

1 
(0.72) 

5 
(3.62) 

76 

60 
(43.49) 

2 
(1.45) 

Grand Total 43 16 55 24 138 
(31.16) (11.59) (39.86) (17.39) (100) 

(Per~~ntages have been computed out of the grand total) 

already mentioned (Chapter 3) Rataul was the stronghold of 
the BTFK led by Gurbachan Singh Manochahal. The terrorists 
belonging to ~e BTFK ~sed to take shelter in this village. 
Ab~ut 37 families had migrated from the village during the 
penod of terrorism. Among these were ten families of 
~ra~mins most of whom w_ere shopkeepers and landowners. 
w h~rr houses were located m the centre of the village, one of 

hich was a big two-storey house. These houses vacated by 
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h'd ' Be' l . e the ideal place for i mg. mg ocated the Brahmms becam .11 ge any movement of the police could . th tre of the v1 a , . m e ~en d f the raid. Surprise attack PY the pohce was be noticed ahea O 
most other adjoining houses were also t sy Moreover, no ea . d th the escape routes were many. vacant an . uAs ril 1991 that the police detected that some It was m P Th li • . h d been taking shelter there. e po ce came in terrorists a ill Th t · b S and encircled the v age. e erronsts were large num er fu d · · bli 1 asked to surrender but they re se and firing pu t cdy It led to the death of a DIG, Ajit Singh, and eleven star e · f ll d d fin other police personnel. Reinforcement o owe. an ally the army was also called. The encounter continu~d for 72 

h Seven terrorists died. One person from the village was ours. . h' 'od th also killed in the crossfire. During t is pen e common eople of the village were the worst sufferers. They were p ted from the village and quartered and cordoned in a evacua . . f f od M place without any facility or prov1Sion or o . . any · l ding women and old men were harassed and insulted. me ~he second encounter took place in October 1991 in which H a Singh Waryam and his two terrorist comrades of BTFK w:: killed by the police. In 1992, the police killed four terrorists in an encounter. The _fourth encounte~ involved Gurbachan Singh Manochahal himself. The police got the information that he was hiding in the village Bagrian. When the police raided the village he managed to escape. He ~as chased by the police and when he reached Rataul: the police could encircle him. The firing started and the Chief of BTFK 
was killed. 

There had been real encounters in some other villages as reported by our respondents. Bikramjit Singh of Butala village died in one such encounter. A popular version was that he was a frequent visitor to a family of smugglers in Butala. On one day 5-6 policemen came to the smuggler. ~ey were a~o frequent visitors. They had come to co~ect their regular bn~ money. Bikramjit and his comrades decided to flee and while trying to jump the wall one of them fired at a police co~stabl~, killing him on the spot. Other constables fired and Bikram11t was killed. It was later termed out as an encounter. The respondents narrated that his body was dragged by the ~olic.e in the streets of the village. Sital Singh Mattewal alongw1th his 
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comrades died in an encounter in Mattewal. The encounter ontinued for two days. The police brought into action bullet ;roof tractors which finally led to those deaths. ln village GhUJ-yala 21 terrorists were killed in three separate encounters. Similarly the people of Khojala village reported another real encounter in which three terrorists were killed. However, in comparison with the number of terrorists claimed to have been killed by the police in the so-called encounters, the cases of actual enc_ounters reported by our respondents were rather small in number. It is likely that they were not sure about some other encounters. However, it was evident that many of the other cases of reported encounter deaths did not seem to be correct. At least so our respondents appeared to believe, be(ause of reported arrest of the particular boys by the police before they were declared as having died in encounter. But there is another dimension of encounters as became evident from the example of Khojala. Four terrorists were hiding in a house in the village. Instead of forcing them to come out of the house, the police according to our respondents set the house on fire. All of them were burnt alive. 

Another example of a fake encounter was that of Paramjit Singh who belonged to Udhoke Kalan village. As mentioned elsewhere he became a terrorist in order to save his family from a known organisation of terrorists.24 His father had already been killed. He himself was killed in an "encounter'' in 1993. However, an eye witness account of his death was different. He was arrested by the ASI of the local police post on a tip-off that he did not possess any weapon at that time. It was reported that the ASI had joined the police as an SPO. He was an athlete and showed skill and courage in arresting terrorists. So he was quickly promoted to the position of ASL This ASl ran after Paramjt Singh and caught him. He took him to the police headquarters and the officers gave appropriate orders regarding what needed to be done with Paramjit Singh. A_n old man whose land was contiguous with that of Paramjit Singh was perhaps the last one to see him alive. It may be noted that this old man also had a son who had joined a t~rrorist group and was killed by the police. Be saw Paramjit ~mgh sitting in a police jeep. From Paramjit's face and looks 1t seemd that he had been severely tortured. After stopping 
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th • near the fields, a police officer came out and asked the 
e Jeep if h ts " An 

old man, "Give him some water ... e wan . d added: 

"This is his last hour". The old man asked Paramjit Singh 

whether he wanted water and gave him some to drink. After 

that the police took him a _little distance from tha_t place and 

shot him dead. Such stones of fake e~counters involving a 

blatant violation of law and of brutality on the part of the 

police, were many. Anot~ervari~ty ofpo~ce report~ e~counter 
was the caSP of Bhupmder Singh Bhinda. His killing in 

Government High School grounds in village Sudhar was 

according to the village respondents, planned by Bhinda'~ 

cousin (son of his mother's sister : maasi) who had also joined 

the terrorists. Bhinda was surreptitiously shot from behind. 

His body was taken to Sri Hargobindpur and it was shown 

as encounter there. It was only through the news appearing 

in the newspapers the next day that the story of "encounter" 

was circulated and thus entered in police records. 

The dominant modes of reporting an "encounter'' may be 

stated here. The first mode of reporting was the commonest 

of all. It would state that 'a police party was going in the early 

(or late) hours of the day. They saw some youngmen on a 

motorcycle/ car under suspicious circumstances. When they 

were asked to stop, they accelerated the speed and opened fire 

on the police party. The police fired in return as a result of 

which one/two of them died. The other one/two managed 

to escape. Later on, the bodies were identified and the dead 

were so and so dreaded terrorists who carried the rewards of 

so many rupees. There was a great relief that such dangerous 

terorrists were accidently eliminated. So and so was 

responsible for (fifty to hundred) deaths and (five to ten) 

dacoities'. 
The second general mode was limited and was perhaps 

confined to cases where those terrorists were killed about 

whose arrest the concerned people were aware. They might 

have been with the police on a remand from a court. The news 

of such terrorists' death would appear like the following: 

'Such and such terrorist died in police firing when he tried to 

escape from the police jeep in which he was being carried to/ 

from the court'. The police are not known to be innovative or 

creative in fabricating the reports. There could be certain 
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varieties-Of presentation of the narrative bu l29 

text re~~ by and large, the same~ t the content of the 

The terronsts were not the only ones to be . 
blood by the police. The families of th te .killed in mid 

h l th . also e rronsts and th 
giving s e ter to em became the Victims OSe 

the police. In addition to the police the of the Wrath of 
. killin" Th , agents and ,, ,, 

indulged m g. e data showed that cats 
belonged to the Jat caste. Those identified by most of them 

as terrorists belonging to the villages of our 
0
: respondents 

identified clearly by caste. The others killed~ thy we~ also 
bel · t th · · m ese villag 

but not ongmg o e specific village could es 

be so identified. These were simply descn~t: of them 

"reported terrorists". About 4 of those killed in these them as 

nobody had any knowledge and our d villages 
stated they were not convinced whether ~n ~ dearly 
terrorists. ce Y were 

Among the non-terrorists killed by the Ii th 
prominent have been close kith and kin of thepote ce_ e(Tmost 

II) Th Ii killed rronsts able 
XXth I . . e pot ce . particularly the family members of 

e pronunen terronsts.. For example both the father 
mother of G~achan Singh Manochahal were :d 

killed by the police. Similarly the wife, brother, bro~: wJe 
and mother of Resham Singh of Thande village also 

kill~. In fact, all of them were picked up by the ;~: and 

nothing was heard of them thereafter. Similarly Ragh b. 
Singh, father of Harbinder Singh, a terrorist was a1so' • ukedir 

d thin . kn ' pie 
up an no g JS own of his whereabouts. Sita! Singh 

Ma!lewal's wife and two brothers were kidnapped by the 

poll~-~d they have been untraceat,le so far. In Basarke 
Bharm 1t was a police a~ent or tout who killed 19 persons 

most of "'.'horn wei:e relatives of a terrorist. It may be noticed 

he~ that in these villages a majority of the people killed by the 
police were not terrorists but related to them. It was also 

fo~d that some of the persons killed by the police were 
neither terrorists nor their relatives. In village Sehnsara, 

Qhai:am Singh's son was killed on suspicion though he had 

nothing to do with terrorisµ1.. In village Bagrian, Piara Singh 

a~d Resham Singh were killed mainly because they used to 
give shelter to the terrorists. As related earlier, during a real 

e~cou~ter in Rataul an innocent man, Mazhbi by caste, was 
killed m the crossfire. It may also be mentioned that there 
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we body, These are Vad~ Jhee~a Kalan, Guru Ki Wadali and any ha ChhiJla, Chhin Miran Kot, t-tars e villages Harsha a _presents yet 
Sultanwind, Of thes In 1954 when Operation Blue Star · ting case. h d d b another Ulteres f this village were s ot ea y the 

f r persons o 1 f happened, ou . rds the Gold~n Temp e, one o whom 
ArmY formarc~r;:~er. In 1988 during Operation Black 
was Satta Chhlll f this village were killed irt the Golden Thunder three boys 0 

Temple. 
I. C te Background and Position of the Table XXII · as · · al f·'· .11 d by Police/pohce touts m re or cu.e 

Persons ki e encounters 

Tmorists Others Total Sr. Caste 
Real Fake Relatives No. 

Encounter Encounters of 
Terrorists 

1. Jat Sil<h 21 18 47 86 
(53.85) (40.00) (87.04) (62.33) 

2. Ramgarhia 1 1 
(2.22) (0.72) 

3. Kumhar 1 1 
(2.22) (0.72) 

4. Nai 1 1 
(1.85) (0.72) 

5. Mazhbi 1 4 5 
(2.22) (7.41) (3.62) 

Not Known 18 24 2 44 
(46.15) (53.34) (2.70) (31.89) 

Total 39 45 54 138 
(28.26) (32.61) (39.13) (100) 

2. Touts and Cats 
A tout is a police spy in a village. His services are 

sometimes utilised as a doctored false witness in cases of 
prosecution by the police. This illegal, informal ~ut we!I 
established institution was the creation of the colonial 1111 · 
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No change has occurred in this practice even after 
independence. 

It is reported on evidence that while leaving India in 1947, 
the British police officers passed on the lists of 'touts' to the 
Jocal officers who took over from them. A tout gives 
information in whatever the police is interested. Historically, 
different sections of the people who had to interact with the 
police and the law confronted the touts in various ways. 
During the Ghadar movement and the Babbar Akali 
movement, the touts became the targets of attack by the 
revolutionary terrorists as these touts were a major source of 
information to the police. The touts were also attacked during 
the Naxalite movement in Punjab. The same thing happened 
in the Khalistan movement when they became special targets 
of the terrorists. · , 

"Cats" were a creation of the Punjab police. A "Cat'' was 
an ex-terrorist who had surrendered to the police. His duty 
was to help the police in apprehending and killing the 
terrorists. They were given honorary ranks of police officers 
and during the terrorist phase they seemed to be canying a 
degree of authority. Being former terrorists they were aware 
of the modus operandi of the terrorists. A Maruti Van (generally 
with dark or tinted glasses) would be parked near a bus stand, 
a railway station platform or the main bazars of a town. 
These "Cats" would observe people and tell the police as and 
when they would see a terrorist. The involvement of the 
"Cats" in the killings and dacoities has already been pointed 
out. 

As instruments of counter insurgency the "touts" failed 
to deliver the goods because most of them were locally 
identified and were easily made targets. On the other hand, 
the creation of "Cats" was quite successful and it helped in the 
arrest of a ·large number of terrorists. In the villages of our 

' study two terrorists in Kashtiwal village became "Cats". 
Similarly, in village Kaleke, a prominent terrorist Sutjit Singh 
I<aleke turned a 'Cat'. It was believed by a few of the 
respondents that he was instrumental in the arrest of Dr. 
Sohan Singh, Chief of a Panthic Committee, from Nepal. The 
"Cats" began to notoriously dominate the village life directly 
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. . Th • mercenary orientation was often useful to 
or indirectly. err · 
the police even after the end of terronsm. 

3 Police Raids 
·. In some villages where the po_lice thought the support to 

• ts was strong, the oppression was more. Young boys 
tenons . th · ts · k 

ted of any linkage with e terrons were pie ed up 
suspec inf ti bo t th 
and tortured to extract more . o~a on a u e terrorists. 
Insulting, abusing and hitting the young and old 
indiscriminately was according to our respondents an expectec1 

or a "normal" feature of police behaviour. 
However, it was found that in most cases the police would 

raid a village only after it had received some information 
about the hiding terrorists. As the time passed the police raids 
became more and more numerous in most of the villages. 
Though most villages in our districts were raided by the 
police, yet some villages were marked f~r repeated raids and 
greater severity. Mattewal, Kaleke, 1<1_1oJala, Rataul, Sur Singh 
and Butala in our sample were such villages where police was 

more active. 
Three aspects of the police raids on the villages may be 

mentioned. . 
(a) The frequency of the police raids shot up after 1988 

and increased further in l~b the number declined after 1993. 
(b) There was also a time dimension of the police raids. 

Between 1988 and 1990, the police wo~d invariably visit 
during the day time. During the night the terrorists dominated. 
Policemen refused to budge from the police station after 
sunset even after receiving complaints of firing and •killings by 
terrorists in their areas. Later on~ th~ police with the help of 
para-military forces and a·rmy started "Operation Night 
Dominance". Subsequently the raids began during the nights. 
The police in very large numbers would invariably conduct a 
combing operation in the early hours of the day or sometimes 
late in the evening. . 

It was reported that the behaviour of the police became 
more nasty and insulting cl_uring the later phase. The families 
of terrorists and those who gave shelter were made the 
special targets. An example may be taken for purpose of 
illustration. ,' 
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J<aleke is a village which was known du · . 
1 l · nngterroram 

beeause a top eve terronst RavindeJJ'it Singh 1. 
ed his ilia ll tas Bhola 

belong to t v ge. After the death of G . . 
· I Bh la becam · UJ)ant Singh 

Budhsmghwa a, o e Chief of the KLF On d 
a tip-off that he and his associates were in th~ vm: ay on 

police assisted by the CRPF quickly cordoned off th g~ 
th

e 
and started the combing operation. The terrorists e v ge 

b th tire ilia ha 
were not 

traced, ut e en v . ge d to undergo physical and 
mental torture by the police. During the search operation all 
male membe~ were oi:<iered. to gather in the village school
ground. In this operation neither minor nor elderly persons 

were spared. They were forced to sit under the sun · 
scorching heat in the month of May for the whole day. In m 
few cases, some people including two teachers of the villag: 
High School were ordered to crawl for some distance. Some 
were command~ to do sit-ups._ This happened particularly 
to those who tried to reason with the police. In some cases 
people were mercilessly beaten. 

Another illustration from the same village related to the 
wedding ceremony of the cousin of a terrorist from the village. 
A number of other terrorists carrying sophisticated weapons-
came to participate in the celebrations held in the Gurclwa.ra. 
Some adolescent young boys from that village and a few 
surrounding villages were fascinated with weapons which 
they borrowed and joined in the dance with AK47s in their 
hands. They were perhaps also excited about the video being 
made of the ceremony and thus fondly posed before the 
camera. Next morning a police party raided the village and 
procured the video cassette. Some of those adolescents were 
arrested while others ran away from their home in fear. It was 
not known how many of them were forced to join the 
terrorists. Most others were released only after sureties given 
by elders over and above the bribes given to the police. 

The case of Kaleke has no qualitative distinction from 
what happened in Khojala and Rataul. In other villages, the 
police did not harass all the people. However, it was reported 
that whosoever encountered the police by raising some 
questions, was given various kinds of treatment, from abuses, 
kicks and beating to detention. Actually even during the so
called normal times a common man does not expect the police 
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to treat him as a citizen having some civil rights. The perio<t 
we are mentioning was perhaps difficult for everyone. The 
behaviour of the police became more "atrocious". 

We have already mentioned that under the provision of 
the TADA the police could arrest a person even on grounds 
of suspicion. This enabled the police to arrest indiscriminately 
though invariably they kept in mind the position of the 
families. In such cases in all our villages all the people 
interviewed stated that no one was released without payment 
of a bribe. The amount varied from Rs. 5000 to 50,000 
depending upon the extent of involvement of the person or his 
promixmity to the terrorist. It may be mentioned, however, 
that according to our respondents, any one who had been 
identified as a terrorist was not spared. Bribe, in such cases 
did not help. Commenting upon the extent of bribery during 
terrorism a person in Sathiala village said, "The only real 
beneficiary of terrorism is the police. They made money from 
all kinds of people. They actually grabbed even that money 
which was looted and extorted by the terrorists". 

4. Surrenders 
Besides the arrests made by the police we also had cases 

of the terrorists who surrendered to the police. The police 
used surrender as a tactical weapon. When the tide turned 
againt the terrorists, some of them began to contact the police . 
through influential persons for a safer way out of terrorist 
crime or/and seemingly sure death. Relatives in the police 
were expected to be more helpful. Surrender, in fact, became 
a ceremonial occasion. At public functions a particular 
number of terrorists would hand over their weapons to a 
public figure including IJU.1:listers and the DGP himself. In 
retrospect it seems that managing surrenders in public 
functions, skillfully projected by the audiovisual media, had 
a tremendous psychological impact on all concerned. There 
are reasons to believe that the number of terrorists was far less 
than the numbers shown in theatrical ceremonies. We came 
across this fact right at the beginning of our field work. During 
a visit to village Sathiala we thought of collecting information 
regarding the terrorists from the local police post. The Head 
Constable treated us graciously and gave all the information 
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we wanted. Later on we found that what he verbally told was 
quite correct, but what was entered in the records of the police 
was not only at odds with it but was also incorrect. Some of 
the persons who were listed in the police records had never 
joined terrorism. When the matter was further investigated it 
was found that when in a public ceremony the surrenders 
were to be stage managed, some young Sikh boys were picked 
up and they were handed AK-47 rifles that were later to be 
presented to the DGP.. One such person had a cycle repair 
shop in one of our villages. However most of those who 
surrendered in the villages of our study were found to be 
actually members or associates of one or the other outfit. In 
Sultanwind we met and interviewed a young boy who was in 
KCF(P) and had surrendered to the police. He was now 
engaged in farming. His version was that those surrendered 
terrorists who did not become police "cats" were brutally 
tortured during interrogation. He narrated cases of those who 
confessed killing of people and were later on killed in false 
encounters by the police. 

Finally, it may be added that when the respondents were 
asked to compare the behaviour of Punjab police with CRPF 
and BSF personnel on the basis of the village experience, their 
response was predictable: the police was the worst, lawless, 
cruel and corrupt. In spite of that, however, they tended to 
understand the role of the police in the "context of the conduct 
of terrorists". Invariably we would come across a comment 
such as: 'There was no other way to control the terrorists". 
Some of the terrorists who indulged in rapes earned people's 
hatred. We were told that when such a terrorist was killed by 
the police the people generally welcomed it. 
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July 31, 1989. ' 
12The Wuk 5 June, 1994. 
131<.S. Dhillon, "Servility and Opression: Twin Legacies ~f the Police 

in India"; paper presented at a Seminar organised by Institute of Punjab 
Studies, Chandigarh, 26-28 February, 1996. 

15Amnesty International, op. cit., pp. 44-45. (See copy of the official 
order ~~led 30 August 1989, in Appendix A). 

"Narayanan, op. cit., p. 53. 
17Ibid., p. 54. 
18Amnesty International, op. cit., pp. 13-33. 
19Front/ine, 17 Dec:ember 1993 and 29 July 1994. 

Nfheir legs are pulled apart to 180 degrees so as to cause intense 
pain as well as damage to the muscles. 

A heavy metal or wooden round rod is rolled over the thighs and 
ankles of the prisoner; often the police men sit or stand on the rolling 
stick in order to make it unbearably heavy. 

Electric shocks given to the genitals, to the head, ears and legs. 

Prolonged severe beatings with leather whips or metal rods. 

The victim's hands are tied behind his back and he is suspended by 
his arms on a wall or from the ceiling. 

Threat of rape or other sexual abuse of the victim. 
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Hansrvell Raaflaub and Hans Peter Spaar "Rights and W . 
. A Report'' The Sikh o-:__ rongs m 

Punjab: A SWISS gen~ . IU:UICW, Vol 41, No. 1, January 
1993_ See also All In~ Federation of Organisations for Democratic 
Rights, Punjab: Pwpk Fight Back A Report to the Nation, ~9S7. 

215ee Paramjit 5. Judge, Insurrection to Agitation: The Naxalile 
Mauement in Punjab, Popular ~han, Bombay, 1992. It may be 
mentioned that there are specific terms for different tortures. For 
example Cider Kut, Ghotna Lagauna, Putha LaJkmma etc. 

21Judge, Ibid. 

ZJP}ease see Chapter 2 for the exact number of terrorists who 
belonged to the villages studied and had been subsequently lciiled by the 
police in real or fake encounters. 

:Mptease see O\apter 3. 
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Involuntary Migrations 

Violence is one of the major factors in forcing a particular set 
of people to abandon their age old habitat and seek shelter at 
secure places. Terrorism as a discriminatory use of collective 
violence is one of the significant factors for the displacement 
of people in modern tunes. In Punjab it caused a large scale 
migration of the people from villages to the cities, from small 
towns to the big cities within the state and to places outside 
the state. Such involuntary. migrations are qualitatively different 
from other kinds of movements of the people in the sense that 
these affect people who share common traits as belonging to 
groups different from those of the terrorists. All these migrants 
were either actual or potential targets of terrorist violence. A 
high intensity of violence or threats of violence, kidnappings, 
rapes and extortions by various terrorist organizations and 
the failure of the state to protect their lives and property 
were some of the major reasons for their migration. Many of 
the migrants belonged to families which lost their dear ones 
before they d~ided to leave their villages. 

Punjab had gone through a trauma in 1947 when the 
partition of India resulted in communal riots and mass scaie 
migration of Hindus and Sikhs from West Punjab to East 
Punjab an~ of Muslims from East Punjab to West Punjab in 
Pakistan. An estimated two lakhs died in riots. About ten 
million were reported to have been displaced from their 
native places. A second phase of migration in the Indian 
Punjab started in the 1980s due to terrorism which continued 
upto the end of 1992. The anti-Sikh riots in Delhi and other 
places in November 1984 following the assassination of Prime 
Minister Indira Gandhi unleashed another wave-the 
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. tion of the Sikh families to Punjab. In this process 

uug~ had to leave their houses, shops, farms, traditional 
peop e tt·ons and were forced to resettle in new places. Violence occupa . and threat to life and property were the push factors m all 

these cases. 
In this chapter we ~iscus~ the ~gration ~ulting from 
rist violence in Puniab, with a view to socially locate the 

terro . th f th . bee . th migrants and to exanune e reasons or err ommg e 

targets. f . . . p . b be The genesis of the process o nugration m UilJa may 
traced to the violent clash between Bhindranwale's followers 
nd the Sant Nirankaris in April, 1978. But its impact was 

~arginal until the murders of th~ then Nirankari chief Baba 
Gurbachan Singh, Lala Jagat Naram and Romesh Chandra led 
to the reign of terror in the state. The people and the parties 
who condemned and challenged Bhindranwale came under 
his direct threat. His slogan that one Sikh was capable of 
dealing with 35 Hindus created a sense of insecurity not only 
among the Hindus but also others who opposed his brand of 
Sikh politics. In this situation Hindus, Communists, moderate 
Sikhs, and police personnel became special targets of the 
killing squads. The people in the rural areas belonging to 
these categories started moving to the nearby towns or cities 
which were considered safer than the villages. But the 
process was accelerated mainly after the cataclysmic 
happenings during 1984-the Operation Blue Star and anti 
Sikh riots outside Punjab-and the Panthic Committee's 
declaration of Khalistan in 1986. In the stipulated I<halistan, 
Hindus were supposed to flee from Punjab. The Sikhs from 
outside Punjab were asked to migrate to Punjab on the pattern 
of what happened in 1947. 

The hopes aroused by the Rajiv-Longowal Accord and the 
Assembly Elections in 1985 were soon shattered by the upswing 
of dramatic terrorist actions on the one hand and by the 
increasing lack of faith in the capacity of the government and 
its police apparatus to provide a sense of security to the 
people, on the other. A virtual anarchy prevailed after 1986. 
As scared policemen refused to stir out during the night and 
more and more robber youngmen took to terrorism, 
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140 . .d ings and robbery, the targets 

Ul. discriJninate l<lllUlgs, J<i nlapep Now the well-to-do families 
the Hindus a on · . 

were no more the victixnS and started moving to 
of the Jat SilchS also bee~:: outside the state for their safety 

the urban areas or t~tored after 1992. 
until normalcy ~:ade here to explain the migration process 

An atte~pt 15 
. the tour police districts of our study on 

in the 2~ vilr~es :ta collected from these villages. This 
the basJS o beee d " ·ded into two parts. The first part deals 
chapter has n ivi "th I ed 

. ti"tative data and the second w1 se ect case 
with the quan 

studies. . . bed" ed d 
The distinct features of m1grati0n may ISCUss un er 

the following sections: 

I 

1. Extent of Migration 

2_ Caste and religious context of migrations 

3. Occupational background . 
4. Pattern of landholdings of the migrants 
5. Place of Destination , 
6. Return to the Native villages 
7. Sale of property by migrants 

1. Extent of Migration 
The 1981 and 1991 Census data show that the population 

growth rate in Amritsar and Gurdaspur districts during the 
decade was 14.31% and 16.68% respectively; considerably 
lower than the overall growth rate for Punjab state 20.26%. 
The available data (See Table XXIV) points further to the fact 
that a majority of the villages had lower growth rates than the 
average growth rate in the districts. Some of these had a 
negative growth. It suggested a possible impact of the 
intensity of violence and insecurity at the village level during 
the period. Our field study tended to confirm that logic. Most 
of the villages had low and middle level business 
establishments which were generally owned by the Hindu 
traders who became the first target of terrorist violence. They 

and many other well-to-do people migrated frox'n their villages 
to safer places, nearby or distant. 
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Table XXIV: Population Growth Rates of Punjab 
.Amritsar and GUJ'daspur DistrictB and the studied 

Villages (according to census reporu) 

Punjab Tot4l 
1981 

Population Absolute 
1991- lncre.ase 

Punjab 16788915 20190795 
Ainritsar District 2188490 2501731 

3401880 
313241 

A.rnritsar Police Distri~t 

Basarke 1971 
Harsha Chhina 5011 
Jheeta Kalan 3663 
Miranl<Ot 2962 
Thande 1443 
Sultanwind 

Wadali Guru 

Majitha Police District 

Butala• 2101 
Rajpura• 1868 
Narangpur-- 1007 
I<ammoke• 1020 
I<aleke 2037 
Mattewal 2457 
Sathiala 7020 
Sehnsra 3676 
Vadala Kalan 3618 
Vadala Veerum 3146 

Tam Tai:_an Police District 
Bagrian 2146 
Bhikhiwind 7986 

Gharyala 6657 
Mianwind 1829 
Naushehra Pannuan 5354 

2324 
5229 
4076 
3339 
1751 

Urban 
Area 

Urban 
Area 

2242 
1909 
875 

1301 
2263 
2276 
7243 
4003 
4197 
3869 

2480 
sub-

urban 
6447 
1988 
5961 

353 
228 
413 
371 
306 

140 
41 

-132 
281 
226 

-181 
253 
327 
579 
723 

334 

-210 
159 
607 

Dwulal 
Grawth 
ra~ 

(Per cent) 

20.26 
14.31 

17.91 
4.55 

11.28 
12.73 
21.18 

6.66 
2.20 

-13.11 
27.55 
11.10 
-7.37 
3.60 
8.90 

16.00 
22.98 

15.56 

-3.16 
8.69 

11.34 

7 
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Punjab Total Population Absolute Decadal 
1981 1991 Increase Growth 

rates 
(Per cent) 

I 

Rataul 2451 2791 340 13.87 
Sur Singh 8542 8491 -51 -0.60 
Gurdaspur 1513435 1761834 252399 16.68 
District 

Batala Police District 
Butter Kalan 1558 1393 -165 -10.59 
Cheema Khudi 2858 2539 -319 -11.16 
Dayalgarh 1398 2093 695 49.71 
Ghasitpur 1069 1193 124 11.60 
Kashitiwal 1113 1261 148 13.30 
Khojala 2711 2309 -402 -14.83 
Uchoke** 2386 2544 158 6.62 

• All these four villages have been treated as one village viz Butala. 
•• Actually, the village falls under Majitha Police district but owing to 

its closeness with the Batala Police district, has been included in it. 

The data collected from the 28 villages, under study (Table 
XXV) show that a total of 3182 persons belonging to 494- . 
families about which we got specific information migrated 
from their native places due to terrorist violence. (Another 
700 families from just one urbanised part of a village, adjacent 
to the rural part of the village Bhikhiwin~ which was included 
in our study had migrated to Amritsar). The scale of migration 
was the highest in Majitha police district_ followed by Tam 
Taran. The lowest level of migration was in Amritsar police 
district. Two of the seven villages under study (Sultanwind 
and Guru Ki Wadali) in this district have become part of 
Amritsar city. The rest of the villages, viz. Jheeta Kalan, 
Mirankot, Thande and Basarke Bhaini are at the periphery of 
the area under the Municipal Corporation falling within 1-2 
km$ from its boundary. Only one village Harsha Chhina is 
located at 5 kms from the territorial boundary of the Municipal 
Corporation. As one of the big cities of Punjab and a place of 
Sikh pilgrimage the city was under a special protection of the 
security forces. Majitha police district constituted of two sub-
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divisions i.e. Ajnala and Baba Bakala of Amritsar revenue 
district is on the other hand largely rural Its area is widely 

read, about 80 kms from East to West and about 20 km from 
iorth to South. A large number of historical Sikh shrines and 
deras including the head~u~rters _of Bhindranwale's . Dam 
Dami Taksal at Mehta fall in its temtory. Only a few villages 
nd small towns in this area are situated on national and state 

~ighways where there_ was greater_ patrolling by the security 
forces particularly during ~e day _time. A large number of Jat 
Sikh families had settled m their farmhouses (outside the 
villages) which were not connected with any metalled road. 
Given its proximity to the border and other special features 
this area proved to be a haven for the terrorists. Police and 
para-militaiy fo~es di? n~t move ~er sunset ~ m?5t of the 
areas in this police district. All this resulted m increased 
terrorist violence or counter violence affecting the day-to-day 
life of the people and leading to a large scale migration. Tam 
Taran police district, next to Majitha in terms of migration, 
was the home of a number of top level terrorists and witnessed 
a high intensity of terrorist activities. 

Table XXV: Number of migrant families and persons 
(Police districtwise) 

Sr.No. Police District Families Persons 

1. Amritsar 60 436 
(12.15%) (13.70%) 

2. Majitha 196 1195 
(39.68%) (37.55%) 

3. Tarn Taran 162 1053 
(32.79%) (33.09%) 

4. Batala 76 498 
(15.38%) (15.66%) 

Total 494 3182 
(100%) (100%) 

Average size of the family 6.44 
Amritsar 7.26 

Majitha 6.09 
Tarn Taran 6.50 

Batala 6.55 
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2- caste and e di.tJlension of the migrations was the soeial 

A"' i.tJlportant f the migrants. Caste status of h 
ru• xnent o . d . t e 

....,,ctural pla~e us a clue to their status an influence m· th 
Su~ v1des h . e 
nugrants p~ ious background, owever, is a coronary to th 

village. Relig Ii •ous character of the movement Be· e 
· ed re gi f · U\g a 

procla11ll Khalistan one of the targets o attack wast k 
xnent for H . d a en 

xnove Je belonging to the m u community Fo . 
be the peol' .d · rcing 

to . tion of the Hindus was consi ered to be part of th 
the nugra B t th d t e 

. 1 of the movement. u e a a on caste and rei· . 
rabona e 1g1on 

th ·grants indicates an unexpected pattern. 
of e ID1 • 

The information regarding caste and religion of h 

• rants is classified in Table XXVI. It shows that 59 pe t e 
mig . rcent 
of the total mig~nts m the areathof Ho~r study_ belonged to the 

Hindu community. Among ~ mdu migrants those of 

Brahmin caste were the largest m number. It is clear th 
. f . . at a 

considerable proportion o migrants were Sikhs. But why ct· 

the Sikhs migrate? Who were the Sikh migrants? Our did 
·tut d · h ata 

show that Jats consti e a ma1or c unk of migrants 
1
· 

2 • 
I ,e, 4 

per cent of ~e total. The Sikh J~ts are the dominant caste and 

they constitute about two-thirds of the Sikh populatio 

Proportionately a larger number of migrants from the s~ 
community, of course, belonged to the lower castes. It was 

evident that terrorism was largely indiscrimina~e in its impact 

and all sections of society felt threatened by it. 

3. Occupation 

Leaving one's native settlement is not only an emotional 

and social dislocation but also an economic setback. Going to 

a new place implies starting a new life. As against the pull 

factor of new economic opportunities, the well known reason 

for immigration of Punja bis to foreign lands and other places 

within India, the logk- of1 he exclusively push factor of 

migration works differently. Yet th~ economic condition and 

resources have a connection with the cruciafdecision regarding 

the migration of families to an uncertain and less hospitable 

new environment. It was considered important to look int_o 

the economic condition of the migrants on the basis of their 

occupations and landholdings in their villages. 

sm:·:an 
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The long list of different occupations of the migrants 

(Table XXVII) is suggestive both of their differential economic 

status and of the threat perception among the villagers of the 

different strata. It may be noticed, however, that about 80 per 

cent of the migrants belonged to the families involved in six 

major occupations, namely shopkeeping (37.66%), farming, 

and/or dairy farming (16.41%), government service (14.18%), 

police or para military service (6.68%) and school teaching 

(4.86%). Looking at these occupations may help us to make 

sense of what sort of villagers were not only more vulnerable 

targets of terrorism but were also more capable of a flight from 

the villages. Though most of the village population was 

engaged in the cultivation of lands, the number of the 

farming families which decided to or were able to migrate 

to cities was small. A family which was engaged in dauy 

farming in addition to agriculture, not only had an available 

access to but also enjoyed a level of familiarity with the urban 

life. This factor, as our respondents articulated, facilitated 

their decision to migrate to cities or nearby towns as these 
were considered relatively safer than the villages . 

Table XXVII: Occupation of the Head of the 
Migrant Family 

Sr. 
No. 

Occupation 

1. Factory Owner 
2. Transport 

3. Commission Agent/Businessman 
4. College Teacher 
5. Farming/Dairy Farming 
6. Shopkeeper 

7. Emigrant/Foreign returned 
8. School Teacher/Farming 
9. RMP Doctor/Vaid 

10. Flourmill/Sawmill 

11. Police/BSF /CRPF Service 
12-. Govt. Service (low level) 
13. Grain Trader 

Number Percartage 

3 
3 

16 
1 

81 
186 

4 
1 

11 
10 
33 
70 
2 

0.61 
0.61 
3.24 
0.20 

16.41 
37.66 
0.81 · 
0.20 
2.23 
2.02 
6.68 

14.18 
0.40 



Sr. 
No. 

5chool reacher 
14. 'th 
l5. Golds?'1 
l6. ttalvat 

Tmuris,n · 
1n p">tjflb -------::-:---

Number Percent 
cige 

17. Tailor . 
18. Electrician/Mason 

19. Astrologer 

24 
2 
3 
6 
5 
3 
1 
5 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 

4,86 
0,40 
0,61 
1.22 
1.01 
0,61 
0.20 
1.01 
0,40 
0.20 
0,40 
0,40 
0.20 
0,40 
2.83 

20. Mil}anan 
21. Ex-Serviceman 

22. Deed Writer 
23, Watch maker 
24. Cycle Repair 
25, Weaver 
26. Cobbler 
27. Vender 
28. Casual Labour 

Grand Total 

14 

494 -100 

As we noticed, the largest number of migrant fami.li 
were engaged in shopkeeping. The heads of all these fami.li: 
were low to middle level shopkeepers, selling items of daily 
needs like grocery. It is noteworthy that, with few exceptions 
this occupation was under the control pf the people of vario~ 
Hindu castes. Their concentration was higher in the big 
villages having greater trading/business activity. Given the 
ideological distancing from the shopkeeping Hindus, it was 
believed to be easier for the terrorists to single them out as 
targets. It · was also found that after their migration, the 
enterprising people of the other community found it opportune 
to enter into this occupation. 
• Four villages of our study are worth mentioning with 
regard to the above mentioned phenomenon. These are Butala, 
Gharyala, Mattewal and Naushehra Pannuan. Geographically 
these villages occupied a central place in a clust~r of six to ten 
villages each. By the late 60s, in the wake of the Green 
Revolution, these villages emerged as centres of middle level 
trade and business. CQ_mmission agents and shopkeepers 

slll!:r:tr 
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eeds of the farmers in the 
flourish~ to ~ater to the ne';an that the emerging class of 
surrounding villages. It ~m ikh) " th~ villages 
enterprising farmers (~y Jat S f r:- traders (mainly 

.ed the ns· ing economic power o 
env1 ilia mainly belonged Hindu) The terrorist boys from these v ges . 
to the jat caste. Our field experience threw u~ ~uggestive 
evidence of their encouragement for terronzmg these 
shopkeepers and traders to flee. There were, to ~e cont:raiy, 
significant instances of individuals ~~ families of one 
community standing up to protect famili~ of trad_ers and 
persuading them not to migrate. ~ut the evidence pointed to 
the play of variant impulses and interests. However, ~ large 
number of Hindu businessmen from these four villages 
migrated to the cities and towns. At the time of our study, 
most of the trade and business in these villages were in the 
hands of Jat Sikhs. 

The third largest number of migrant families belonged to 
low level (Class III and IV) government employees. A total of , 
70 migrant families belonged to this category. The heads of 
these families were employed in electricity and health 
departments, municipal corporation, agriculture department, 
telecommunication departments; etc. Their work place was in 
~e urban/sub-urban areas which enabled them to have a 
direct access to th~e areas. Secondly, they did not seem to 
have much s~ke _m the village politics or economic system. 
The .cost of migration of families in their case was outbalanced 
by the urgency of ~vo~ding risk involved in daily commuting 
and ~e threat to life m the village. In the case of families 
of pohce personnel, the threat to security appeared to be 
more powerful push f t • . a · . ac or, lll'eSpective of the cost of the 
migration. However, the constru'ction of ho . 
accommodation by the Ii using 
at district h d po ce department for their personnel 

ea quarters may hav · d' facilitated the d · • . e, as m icated in our study 
ec1S1on to migrate in a few cases. , 

4. Pattern of Landh9ldings 
The castewise siz f 1 . 

(Table XXVIII) h e o andholdmgs of migrant families 
. s ows as expected th 

Sikhs as the main cate o ' e preponderance of Jat 
other castes such as Ra g ryhi?f landowner cultivators. The 

mgar as Chhimb d . . expected to be landless artis , Th . a an Suruana were 
ans. e differentiation in terms 
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5 
among these castes gets reflected 

f 
the size of landhOld g Margtn· al and small farmers being o . pattern. · t th · . the xnigratio11 less in proportion o eu numbers lJ\ . rate were th . less able to nug 

1 
ti n conversely, e proportion of the in the rural popu a 

O 
·the small number of middle class '-'II\ among migrants ~iv ldin s of 10 acres and above was large. The farmers with ho lgy a-1. ..... ;nQ and Khatris owned land in tes name nuu, .... - . upper cas ' they did not generally cultivate the land some cases but as 75 families of Brahmin, Khatri and Arora direCtly. As man~ng the migrants were owners of land; a caste groups~~ of them were in' the category of small and 

large~:ia:diwnir-6 strata. It may be P?ssible ~o speculate marg h the threat posed by terronsm seemed to have that w ereas diff . r· 1ess evenly spread over erent categones, the been more o . th f · • iff ti. ti' on in their capacity to pay e cost o migration d eren a h' h f mill' uld was a crucial determinant of w 1c a es co take the 
plunge to escape the threat. 

Table XXVIU: Castewise size of landholdings of the migrant families who owned land (in acres) 

Sr. Caste Below 2.5 2.5-5 5-10 10-25 Above 25 Total 
No. 

1. Brahmin 16 13 9 12 3 53 
(26.24) 

2. Arora/Khatri 12 4 4 1 1 22 
(10.89) 

3. Jat 9 27 27 37 16 116 . 
(57.43) 

4. Ramgarhia 1 1 2 
(1.00) 

5. Kamboj 1 1 
(0.49) 

6. Chhimba 2 2 2 6 
(2.97) 

7. Suniara 1 1 
(0.49) 

8. Nai 1 1 
(0.49) 

Total 40 48 44 50 20 202 
(19.80L (2~76) (21.78) (24.76) (9.90) (100) 

PerP!ntage of landholders out of total migrants = 40.89. 

--,:t..,, ••• 
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s. Place of Destination 

our respondents a~peared to have intimate knowledge of here a particular family went to settle, except in the case of ; of those families which had moved out of Punjab. A total f 310 (about 63 per cent) of these families were identified as 
~aving settled. in n~ tow~ and citi~ within the area of these four police districts; 60 m other neighbouring areas in the state and 124 (about 25%) as having migrated to areas outside Punjab. (For details see Tables XXIX-XXXD. Out of the l3 specific d~tinati~ns in 1:1te fust category 10 fall in Amritsar revenue distnct and three m Gurdaspur revenue district. The largest number of 188 families migrated to Amritsar city, 26 to Batala town and 22 to Pathankot in district Gurdaspur. Delhi and different towns in Haryana attracted a number of those families which migrated out of Punjab. It was evident that for 75 per cent of the migrants the choice of a new place for settlement was within the state, largely the places close by and familiar. Perhaps because they did not have to face the problems which arise from cultural conflict. That is how our respondents appeared to rationalise the high incidence of migration to nearby towns. 

6. Return to Native Villages 
It was speculated that most of the involuntary migrants might have returned to their native places following the return of peace. However, this was not the case. According to the information available upto the middle of 1997, only 12 per cent of the total migrants in our area returned to their villages. These (Table XXXII) were mainly Jats and Brahmins. Most of the migrants did not return to their villages. Was it because of some breach of trust and bonds with their old fellows or because of better economic opportunities and attractions of the life in the city or town? Perhaps both, so thought our respondents. But the second appeared to them to be a weightier reason. Many of the migrants had sold their property and business in the village and the others were able to enjoy better living conditions and to look after their property w_ithout actually living in the village. Yet as we found in our discussions, different sets of people were affected in distinct ways .. Those who had returned did not evidently express any grievance against their own village people. In most of 
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the villages it was reported to us that the people continuect 
to visit their fellows who had migrated to the cities due to 

T ble )(XX: Place of destination in Punjab out of these 
a police districts 

terror. - Amritsar Majitha Tarn Batala Total 
Table XXIX: Place of destination of the migrant fatnilie Sr. Place 

within these Police districts 
8 No. Destination Taran 

1. Bathinda 1 1 Amritsar Majitha Tam -Sr. Place of Batala Total (1.67) No. Destination Taran 
2. Dina Nagar 1 1 

1. Ajnala 1 2 3 
(1.67) 

(0.97) 3. ttoshiarpur 2 1 3 
2. Amritsar 38 98 . 42 ,10 188 (5.00) 

(60.65) 4. Jalandhar 8 5 13 
3. Batala 1 25 26 (21.67) 

(8.39) s. Kapurthala 2 2 
4. Beas 2 3 5 (3.33) 

(1.61) 6. Kesgarh Sahib - 1 1 
5. Dera Baba 1 1 (1.67) 

Nanak (0.32) 7. Ludhiana 2 1 4 2 · 9 
6. Dera Beas 5 5 (15.00) 

(1.61) 8. Malerkotla 1 1 
7. Jandiala 1 5 6 (1.67) 

(1.94) 9. Mansa 1 1 
8. Mehta 1 1 (1.67) 

(0.32) 10. Mukerian 3 3 
9. Patti 19 19 (5.00) 

(6.13) 11. Pathankot 14 8 22 
10. Qadian 16 16 (36.65) 

(5.16) 12. Patiala 2 2 
11. Raja Sansi 1 1 (3.33) 

(0.32) 13. Phagwara 1 1 
12. Rayya 16 3 19 (1.67) 

(6.13) 
Total 2 30 13 15 60· 

13. Tam Taran 20 20 
(3.33) (50.00) (21.67) (25.00) (100) 

(6.45) 

Total 40 130 87 53 310• • Out of 494 families ::; 12.15%. 

(12.90) (41.94) (28.06) (17.10) (100) 

• Out of 494 families = 61.57% 
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Table XXXI: Place 

O
to police districts 

Sr. Place of 
No. Destination 

1. Chandigarh 

2. Haryana 

3. Delhi 

Amritsar Majitha 

4 

10 

1 

4. Uttar Pradesh 3 

21 

41 

2 

3 5. Madhya 
Pradesh 

6. Rajasthan 

7. United 
Kingdom/ 
USA 

8. No infor
mation 

1 

2 

3 

Tarn 
Taran 

2 

28 

17 

2 

3 

2 

8 

Total 18 36 62 
(14.52} (29.03) (50.00) 

• Out of 494 = 26.10% 

Batala Tot;-

1 

7 

3 
(2.42} 
54 
(43.55} 
31 

(25.00} 
7 

(5.45} 
7 

(5.45} 
2 

(1.61} 
2 

(1.61} 

18 
(14.52) 

8 124* 
(6.45} (100) 

But what about those migrants who settled outside 
Punjab? None was able to say that those who had not 
returned were feeling better off in their new places. The 
experiences could be diverse. It may be worthwhile to refer to 
a case here. 

From Mianwind, a village in the Tam Taran police 
district, most of the Brahmins migrated to Rayya, Amritsar 
and places out of Punjab. As told by the head of a family, some 
of these families of Brahmins were rich. They were commission 
agents, traders or shopkeepers. Besides shopkeeping one of 
our respondents was also involved in grain trade. When a 
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Table XXXJI: Police district wise Caste of the fantllies 

who have returned 

-Sr. Caste Amritsar Majitha 

No. 

1. aralunin 3 8 

2. I(hatri/ Arora 1 1 

3, Jat 5 1 

4. Ramgarhia 

s. Suniara 

6. KUIJ'lhar 

7. Varaigi. 3 

8. Mazhbi 

Tarn 
Taran 

9 

5 

6 

l 

1 

Batala Total 

5 25 
(40.98) 

7 
(11.48) 

6 18 
(2951) 

l 1 
(1.64) 

1 
(1.64) 

1 
(1.64) 

3 
(4.92) 

5 5 
(8.19) 

Total 12 10 22 17 61,. 
(19.67) (16.39) (36.07) (27.87) (100) 

• Out of 494 = 12.35% 

Brahmin was killed in this village by a prominent terrorist 
Billa of Varpal, terror naturally spread among other Brahmins. 
He along with his family migrated to Yamuna Nagar in 
Haryana. However, he had a "terrible experience". Ha.cyana 
was already experiencing a conflict between the Punjabis 
(largely refugees from Pakistan) and the Haryanvi sons of 
the soil. The escalation of violenc~ in Punjab resulted into 
another set of migrations to the neighbouring state where a 
sense of hostility towards Punjabis was already present. Our 
respondent narrated incidents of harassment he and his 
family faced. They lost the savings in the newly started 
business and finally returned to Rayya and opened a small , 
shop. Similarly, Vika.s Kumar of Naushehra Pannuan could 
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~ his ti" illa 
. and returned to na ve v ge. Given 

not settle m Haryana, rty transactions in the villages acqUire 

this context the prope 

significance. 

7. Transactions of Property . . . 

As we noticed in various villag_es, . the nug~tion was in 

t es a sudden response to an incident of violence in the 
mos cas 1 

. th . 

village. The people migrated eav~gh err property _ 

houses and/or land and shops-w~t out getting the 

opportunity to sell the same. In many villages the terrorists 

had warned the other villag~rs against buying ~e property 

of the Hindus. Many H.ndu l~nd~wner~ informally 

handed over their property to then Sikh fnend~ to look 

after. We could not know in how many _cases the friends 

did not act honestly. The people interviewed by us Were 

reluctant to disclose unhappy details regarding the property 

transactions. 

Table XXXIII: Caste and Religion of the Seller and Buyer 

I of Agriculture Land 

fat Kamboj Mazhbi Brahmin Total 
Sikh Sikh Sikh Hindu 

1. Brahmin Hindu 15 2 2 19 

2. Khatri Hindu 4 4 
3. Jat Sikh 5 1 6 

4. Khatri Sikh 3 3 
. 5. Suniara Sikh 1 1 

Total 28 2 1 2 33 

The data presented in Tables XXXIII, XXXIV and XXXV 

indicate the following: (a) 33 migrants of which 19 were 

Bralunins, sold land, (b) 49 migrants out of which 40 were 

Bralunins sold their shops, and 45 migrants out of which 31 

were Bralunins sold their houses. Strictly speaking, it were 

. those 45 of the last category who, it was thought, may never 

return. What is interesting in the data is that the percentage of 
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158 ot sold their property lS. s1'?~=1~antly high 
ose who have n have not returned. This unplies that 'tl\:tr. 

th aJl those whO t their options open. 
ty 

th haps 1<ep . ti ed 
have, per ·a.ent that the uugra: ons caus by teno . . 

It was evi ntributed to the disruption of the eXis ~lt\ 
had fu~~:Social relations in the villages of Punjab. Firs\h\g 
econ~nu es in the study area have tended to become -re\i: . Uy, 
the villag eous Secondly, a class of bµsiness entrepgt.o'Us\y 

hoDlogen . f t . -rene'llls 

belonging to the ~l~ss o pe:san ~~etors have noticeably 
replaced the tradi~onal'-~ch ;~ as ~ended to bl'Ur th 

lier dichotomy m Wm were mainly peasants _e 
~dus were the money-lending shopkeepers. at\d. 

II 
The data in Part I indicate only the magnitude of Inigraij 

during terrorism. The reader gets the impression that°; 
terrorists through mere power of violence effected th e 
migl'ations or that it was precipitated by the added facto eset 
police harassment .of the_ people. This is ?nlY one side 0t;e 
picture. Another dune~1on was that certain potential migran1s 
did not leave the villages. Further, the scenario which 
emerged during our field visits was a mosaic of com-p\ex 
patterns and exhibited the role of social forces in this process. 
It may be appropriate to go into a few of the specili.c cases 
collected during our field visits. These have been divided 
into three sections each of which broadly represents cases of 

· one type. 

1~ In one of the villages in our study, i.e., Sehns~_whlch 
fails in Majitha police district, a large number of families ~~d 
to mi te due to terrorist violence. About 85 _families 
belon=g to almost all caste/occupational categones ;ert 
involved in this process. Many of these -~e:~e!:s:~ 
Sil<h. families having members who partiop . \.,. . addition ~ ed in government 10~ m 
operations and were emp 0Y. . This village had 

/ to their traditional occupation of farnun~f the lower cast~ 
high literacy and even some membe~ ddle rank otficia\s \1\ 
including the scheduled castes _were 11\l th migration ot 
police and civil administration. it:. do ~aroilies created 
practically all the educated and we 
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a vacuum in the village life. Only those who were not in a 
. . position to move remained. there to bear the wrath of both the 
· threatening parties, i.e., the police and the tenorists. 

· The case of one family may be taken up to illustrate this 
situation. A well to do Jat Sikh family of Sajjan Singh 
Nambardar having 30 acres of land and a small flour mill had 
to migrate to Amritsar after the killing of one of his sons by 

· the terrorists. According to him, around mid night a group of 
terrorists knocked at his door- an~ demanded. the scooter: 
After opening the door, his son not only refused to oblige 
them but also confronted them with his licensed double barrel 
_gun. He opened fire at the ~rrorists but was hit by a' ~et 
fired by the terrorists and died on the spot. After that Sa.nan 
Singh's family became the target of attack by the terrorists. 
His second son was employed. in the heal.th department. 
Sajjan Singh decided to migrate to Amritsar for the security of 
his family. He constructed a house there and has decided to 
stay in Amritsar permanently. He looks after his agricultural 
farm from this place which is 20 kms from his residence. This 
represents a category of migrants whose choice/decision to 
migrate was determined by the facility of choice provided. by 
their jobs, familiarity or/ and available resoUICeS. Most of 
them practically turned their backs on their villages so far as 
living there was concerned. The facilities of education for 
children or supply of electricity in the city seemed to make 
them feel it was good they migrated to the city. Fear of 
terrorists provided the opportune push for migration. 2. Another village of our study, viz., Bhikhiwind in Tam 
Taran police district presented an illustration of a very different 
type. This village witnessed mass migration of Hindu traders 
'in the early part of the year 1990. Bhikhiwind consists of 
distinctly demarcated rural and urban areas. The rural area is 
completely dominated by the )at Sikhs and the urban by the 
Hindu traders. All business activity falls in the urban area. 
\n the beginning of 1990 a few targetted killings of Hindus 
were carried out by the terrorists. This led to their migration 
to Amritsar. Altogether 700 families migrated from the area. 
There was a major protest from various organisations such as 
the Hindu Suraksha Samiti, Hindu Shiv Sena, Bajrang Dal etc. 
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160 lice to provide security to th~ 
ainSt 'the failure of the !.~ic:.tration alongwith some non ag district aduUA~ Hindus. The . . had to make temporaxy arrangement rgarosat1ons d Du . T . 1 government o mill in and aroun rg1ana emp e 

for the stay of these fa ese of income of these families was . The only sourc in .Anmtsar. . . in Bhikhiwind. Among them were all 
their business actiVlty running small medium and large . essmen ,u....... , categori~ of ~usm a result the business activity came to a 
scale busme-::.:,. As Th dministration came under great 
standstill in tha~daretha. eede :i security. Ultimately the district re to prov1 e e n f press~ . . · de special arrangements or the administration ma 1 mbers to go to Bhikhiwind rtation of the ma e me . . transpo . •ty and open their shops in the morning under police secun . ' Th "ded and return to Amritsar in the everung. ey we:, prov1 ·ty 
heavily guarded buses for that purpo_se, s= e secun 
could be provided only during the day ~e. Af arranth galmement 

• ed till ormalcy returned to PunJab. ter at ost continu n B1...:1,1...: · d all th families have returned to iu ... ,mwm . 
So

e f ur respondents explained the fall out of this me o o . . . . development. The food grain busmess, 1.e.th~m ~d~, was 
largely under the control of Hind~s befo~ eir migration to 
Amritsar. They had vexy old relations with ~e p_roducers of 
the area: The marketing season of wheat and nee is about one 

d a half months and d~g this period there is a glut of 
;'roduce in the market. A Hindu trader weighed the grains 
400-500 gms extra per bag. It was a cheating which had 
become acceptable to farmers because of t~e ~rketing 
complexities in Punjab. Part of the reason bemg given ~ 
that in most of the cases the farmers did not bring the grains 
to the market after winnowing it to perfection. But once the 
traditional Hindu traders were replaced by the Jat Sikh traders 
for a short period, the farmers had a vexy novel expe~e~ce. 
As our respondents explained the new traders started weighing 
4 to 5 kg extra per bag as against the earlier maximum of half 
a kg. The new practice appeared to be a painful and intolerable 
extortion to the farmers. But the farmers were helpless in the 
given context of lawlessness. They had no alternative but to 
sell their produce to their fellow Jat traders. Secondly, th~y 
found that the new traders did not honour their words while 
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making payments. They lacked business traits. Their Just to 
become rich overnight made them dishonest. The farmers 
suffered the agony for a period of 1-2 years. Once normalcy 
returned the Hindu traders went back to the area and almost 
all the farmers switched over to the old traders for selling their 
produce. 

3. In contrast to the foregoing illustrations there is 
another side to the picture. A Hindu doctor of a government 
primaxy health centre was not allowed by the people to leave 
the village even at the height of terrorist violence there. When 
the army intervened to escort him out of the village, the 
people, following an organised. resistance, got him released 
publicly and determined to provide him non-government 
armed security. The person in question was Dr. Brajesh 
Sharma who joined the Government Primary Health Centre 
(PHC) ~ village Mattewal on 13 April 1978, exactly the day 
from which the beginning of violence in Punjab is traced. He 
belonged to Jaipur (Rajasthan). With his hard work and 
dedication he developed the dispensary to a mini hospital not 
through any major grant from the government but with the 
involvement of the people of the local area. Now there is a 
mini operation theatre with a power generator and a few halls 
for indoor patients. Evexy Thursday during those bad days, 
he performed 5-7 major/minor surgical operations free of cost 
while patients were free to donate voluntarily to a fund for 
further development. Besides that, he examined on an average 
400 outdoor patients everyday. 

He was so popular with the people of not only that village 
but also the surrounding villages that the top level terrorists 
including Sital Singh Mattewal, the Chief of Dashmesh 
Regiment, was known to have touched the doctor's knees in 
reverence. The doctor's was a household name in that area. 
Though the terrorists used to get medical aid from him, he 
never bothered regarding the identity and position of the 
patient. According to him, he treated an those who came to 
him, including the alleged terrorists, according to the ethics of 
medical profe<.<.,ion. 
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162 f ases of migration due to police 
ti eda ewe ed · th 

4_ we also no c This however, happen in ose. 
harassment and to~h int~nsity of violence had led to 
villages where ~e in ; by both the police and the terroris~. 
encounters and kill . ~ ed terrorist group, members of his 
When a young boy 1om :e target of the police harassment 
familY normally beCante the police harassed those families 

·ct In some cases d c d h th and ra1 s. . ts used to take shelter an ,oo w e er 
where the tert?r;: or with the family's consent. . Besides 
through coeroJ t rture of the family members/relatives in 
harassment an th 

O 
terrorists to surrender, th~re was a high 

?rd.er to fo~:to~on of bribes by the policemen for letting off 
mc1dencebeo e Our respondents in a number of villages 
the mem rs. d 1 f" ts" h d 
recalled how the arrest, torture ~ re ~ho' fsust ~ ah 

m. dustry The pnmary pus ac or in sue become an · . h 
villages related, not to terrorist violence as sue , but to the 
harassment by the police. . . . 

The parents of a worn~ terronst for mstanc~ rmgrat_ed 
from Butala to Amritsar main_IY beca'™: of unending ~ohce 
harassment and raids. Kulbrr Kaur alias Malka mamed a 
high level terrorist, Joga Sin~h of Khanp':11" village,_ belong~g 
to KLF. After getting roamed she was involved in terronst 
related activities alongwith her husband. Both of them finally 
died in the same encounter with police. Her family was 
constantly harassed, interrogated and maltreated by the police 
whenever there was any violent occurrence in the area. Her 
father, Jasbir Singh, migrated to Amritsar along with his 
family and returned to the village only after normalcy was 
restored in Punjab. 

Another case relates to the whole family of Jamail Singh 
of Khojala village which migrated to Batala. Jamail Singh was 
a middle level farmer with 7 acres of land. His son Navroop 
Singh joined terrorism. This village was also famous for being 
a stronghold of Sant Jamail Singh Bhindranwale. The police 
started raiding and picking up the members of his family 
whenever there was any violence in the area. Jamail Singh 
was taken away to police station and interrogation centres 
many times where he was allegedly tortured severely and 
humiliated. As a consequence he and all other members of the 
family left the village for good and settled in Batala. 
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It may be stated, therefore, that two distinct patterns of 
migration ,emerged in our villages during the period of 
terrorisJ -t,-iolence. Firstly, the Hindus belonging to various 
castes migrated due to the threat to their lives from terrorists. 
They constituted a majority among the migrants. Secondly, 
the Sikhs, belonging to different castes also migrated, but their 
migration was related to other reasons of threat from the 
terrorists including the safety of their women. The police 
harassment was a distinct cause in certain other cases of 
migration of Sikh families. 

Most of the Sikhs however shared their reasons for 
migration w ith those of the Hindus. The implication was that 
as againSt the general perception the character of terror was 
not so much discriminatory in its consequence. 
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People's R~sistance 
Against Terrorism 

Terrorism is considered a weapon of the insurgents who plan 

to bring about a change in the_ e~ sting social _an~ p_olitical 

order. It acquires, by virtue of its ideology, a discnm~atory 

character of violence, identifying the friends and foes in the 

struggle. Whether and how far that character is actually 

maintained, compromised, or altered in practice may depend 

on a variety of factors. In the case of terrorism in Punjab, the 

ideology was more or less clearly articulated in the resolutions 

of the Panthic Comrnittee/s and their armed organisations 

which traced its genesis from the ideology propounded 

earlier by Sant Jamail Singh Bhindranwale. All those who 

were opposed to their struggle were "enemies" to be silenced, 

compromised or liquidated. Besides the agents of the Indian 

state, Hindus were identified as the clear "other". The 

purpose of targeting the latter was to make them flee Punjab 

and creating conditions for migration of Sikhs living outside 

Punjab to their "homeland". The communists of all shades 

who stro~gly opposed the religion based communal politics 

of separation and the members of other political affiliations 

~ere also in,Vte opposite camp. The appeal of communist 

ideology ancl the tradition of armed and popular resistance 

against. ~ppression has been particularly strong in Punjab, 

though it is not so reflected in the electoral politics. Normative 

confrontation or resistance against the Khalistani terrorism 

was believed to be inevitable. The methods of resistance by 

the people against the state and the phenomenon of terrorism 

dep~nd~ upon the resources and the levels of ideological 

motivation o_f the opposition forces. Besides organised armed 

or/and passive resistance, there are the 'weapons' which the 
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weak people use against oppression and intimidati· Th 
1 

. . . on. e 
latter are no ess llllrortant 1D determining the ultimate fate of 

a movement. Bloch s study of French ruraJ history uru1er1· ed 

that the peasantry could achieve ~ore through their every:ay 

struggle than through the organised public opposition s· 
.. ed ,mce 

the latter mv1t more oppressive measures by the state.I 

Following the lead, Scott recently conducted an empirical 

study in Mal~ysia. His ~dings showed how the peasantry's 

everyday resistance agamst the _landowners in their daily life 

and work proved to be an effective strategy in the face of a far 

more powe~ and i:uthless adversary.2 The case of people's 

resistance agamst widespread terrorist violence is, however, 

of a different class altogether. There was a point in learning 

about not only the evidence and character of armed and 

. public resistance, but also about the coping strategies or tactics 

followed by the people, the level of tacit acceptance or 

rejection of or indifference towards the objectives l)f the 

., terrorists in their local situations. 

The intimations and common knowledge gathered in that 

regard is discussed here in two parts. Those activities of the 

people which manifest everyday resistance and may be 

described as "weapons of the weak" are included in Part I. 

The second part includes some case studies of armed 

confrontation organised by certain families or groups in the 

villages of study on account of ideological consideration 

and/or vendetta. 

I. Everyday Resistance 

It was difficult to know exactly the year when this kind of 

resistance to terrorism began in Punjab. On the basis of the 

field experience it may be stated that it became a part of 

common knowledge sometime in 1989. The widespread but 

quiet resistance of that kind symbolized rejection of the 

terrorists and their ideology under a moral conviction. Other 

actions of the people aimed at belittling the authority of the 

social codes imposed by the terrorists in th~same fashion as 

they circumvented or dodged the law and authority of the 

state relating, for example, to land ceilings, distillation of 

liquor, payment of dowry in marriages and female infanticide. 

Such a form of resistance may be discussed as under. 
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t66 the terrorlsts announced a 13-point / 
,_ March 1987, The Sikhs were asked not to 1. u• _...,,nUJl.e. d 

. 1 reforill proo•:-r not to give an accept dowry and 
50c1a d bquo , . f 

nsume meat an . party to a maximum o 11 persons co marriage · to confille the ·texns too in the programme, but the above 
There were 0th:e:i them the most in terms of their style of life 
mentioned tou [)uring the high tide of terrorism the 

· al honour. · th ill or soc1 , h s were almost closed m e v ages. In Butala 
b tchers s op llin 1 b u th re were ten meat shops se g am and chicken· 
where e ' !-,1 1 th ill k ' 

h d to be closed- Suu.uar y, e v age mar ets, where 
these a 1 f . a few drunkafds were the norma source o entertainment for 
others every- evening, lost su~ spectacles: One c~ul~ no more 
see a drunI<ard in the streets m the everungs. Similarly, the 
size of the marriage party was reduced to the prescribed 
nuntber after certain incidents of ~e te~~ts humilating . 
a large marriage party. The practice of giving dowry also 
apparently declined and the people stopped the practice of, 
vikhala3 (display of the goods given in dowry). 

· But did the people stop the above practices in reality? This 
was the query we made in all the villages of our study. The 
response Wei$ unanimous. "Apparently, yes". There seemed 
to be a visible impact of the commands of social reform. But 
in reality this did not happen. The people adopted simple 
strategies · to dodge the commands. The butchers would 
clandestinely send the meat to the homes of regular customers. 
In the cities where the presence of police and other armed 
forces of the state was overwhelming most butchers did not 
close down their shops. The village people would buy their 
quota of meat from the cities. 

Similarly people could not be prevented from consumption 
of liquor. In Punjab there are three sources of liquor, viz. 
govern~ent auctioned and licensed shops, centres of 
clandestine sale of illegally distilled liquor and the liquor 
venders who carry a home delivery service. It was interesting 
to l~am that all the three practices continued. There was 
declu:ie only in the consumption of liquor in public places or 
functions, particularly in marriages. There is no other area 
:o~ prominent than the meat and liquor consumption in 

hich the terrorists were so thoroughly defied. It may be . 
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mentioned that after the declaration of the social reform 
programme, the terrorists did attack some of those who 
violated the orders. 

Why did the people continue to consume what was 
prohibited? There is n? denying the fact that eating habits are 
socially constructed. It lS ~ot possible to change these overnight. 
However, the meat and liquor consumption is not that much 
a part of the tradition. In fact, the rise in poultry food 
consumption is a recent phenomenon. People started 
consuxning these items in a big way only after the Green 
Revolution. The command of the terrorists could be 
understood in this context. The same context also makes the 
clandestine consumption of liquor and meat as a form of 
resistance. 

The responses to the size of a marriage party and to dowry 
were somewhat different from the above. Whereas the lower 
middle and poor peasantry considered these to be good steps, 
the well-to-do felt oppressed. The opposition came from the 
latter, though the others did not lag behind in giving and 
acceptin? dowry. This was done indirectly. After all, giving 
money m cash could not be detected. The rich peasantry 
began to organize marriages of their daughters in the cities. 
The rise in terrorism in Amritsar and Gurdaspur districts 
coincided with the mushroom growth of 'marriage palaces' 
in towns and cities. Thus the pattern of size of marriage party 
and co~umption of liquor, meat and poultry were tackled by 
arrangmg marriages in the cities.4 Organisation of marriage 
ceremonies in marriage 'palaces' in towns started winning 
prestige. 

The terrorists started large scale extortions in the late 
eighties. Troubled by the regular demands of money and 
th~eat _to life, the people including rich peasants started 
mig~ting ~o the citites. The better off among those who 
remained m the vil1ages were the likely targets. It was 
understood that indication of possession of money by a family 
could draw the attention of the terrorists. Thus many people 
stopped showing any signs of possessing money. Renovation 
or construction of houses was stopped. So was the purchase 
of _new tractors, scooters and other expensive gadgets. It is 
evident from the fact that after terrorism was over, there was 
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t•vities in the villages. During 
168 tion ac 1 b il ,.., construe d lls were rarely re u t. 

Purt ..... 11 pse wa . 
11 s . m even co a of quiet but widespread resistance terrons . cidence . th f f The n1ajor Ill the peasantry ID e onn o the sale 

f d axnong . d" was to be oun Vadala Kalan for instance we iscovered that 
of scooters. In f xnily had disposed off the scooter/motor 

· Uy every a / 1 ti" · th · · pracnca d ·tout to friends re a ves ID e cities. It may 
1 or Joane l . tin . eye e th t the Khalistani terrorists were opera gm a state 

be1:1°~e~ad\ fairly developed network ,of roads. In such a 
~hie . quick mobility was central to terrorist operations situation ed h" . 
h f re the terrorists had start snatc mg scooters on a T ere o , . 

1 e scale. Scooters/ motor cycles were ideal for the movement 
arg 1· · · ill l on link roads. Those 1vmg m v ages, on or c ose to the link 

roads, used scooters as the most conve~ient vehicles. Such 
people became the targets of the terrorist boys. When the 
latter came to ask for a scooter from a family there was no 
alternative but to comply. 

The problem for an owner did not relate merely to the 
financial loss. Greater trouble followed when a terrorist 
abandoned the vehicle after an operation and it was recovered 
by the police. No villager could report to the police immediately 
after the scooter was taken away, for fear of the terrorists' 
wrath. So, notwithstanding the consequent discomfort for 
themselves, the scooter owners started selling the vehicles. 
The tractor owners told us that they started keeping the tyres 
of their tractors deflated. Other methods included removal 
of a piece of machinery, cutting the fuel connection and 
keeping the fuel tank more or less empty so as to offer a 
workable excuse that the tractor was not in working order or 
required repairs. These were, as we learnt, fairly common 
practices, which the helpless people followed to put up a form 
of passive resistance. 

The everyday resistance came from the social and religious 
groups which were supposed to be the support base of 
terrorism. The Jat Sikhs turned against the terrorists first by 
not supporting their activities or by quietly hampering their 
operations. It may be noted that the highest tide of terrorism 
was achieved in 1990 and the very next year it began to decline 
fast. The so far manipulated support base had crumbled. 
Something which could not be specifically investigated but 
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as-sufficiently suggested was that the police success related 
: the cautious but widening scale of information about the 
whereabouts of the terrorists provided by the members of this 
social group. 

More significant incidents of resistance related, however, 
to open and direct confrontation of the terrorists by individuals, 
families and organised groups. 

II. Open Resistance 
A few investigative reports including cases of open 

resistance are already available.5 One of the comprehensive 
reports recorded a variety of forms, identifying 25 cases of 
individual resistance, 8 by families and relatives together and 
29 cases of organised collective resistance, alongwith a number 
of rallies and public demonstrations organised by political 
groups/parties. Those who participated in such resistance 
came from diverse socio-political backgrounds and ideological 
orientations. 6 

In the villages of our study we learnt about a variety of 
cases of resistance. There were instances, for example, in 
villages such as Sehnsra and Ghasitpur where a village 
notable or a Sarpanch offered an armed challenge or cases of 
armed members of a whole family which offered a prolonged 
resistance in repeated exchanges of fire. It turns out that in 
the detailed studies given in this chapter practically all those 
who were involved in armed confrontation with the terrorists 
had an ideological affinity or/ and affiliation with one or the 
other Communist group or party. However, the social 
dynamics of confrontation pointed to a complex set of social 
forces operating in a particular situation. Each case study 
presented here is broadly representative of a particular mode 
or rationale of resistance involving variant shapes and 
motivations and their impact upon subsequent events. What 
came out prominently from our field observations was that 
wherever individuals or groups put up a successful open 
resistance, whether ideologically motivated or resulting from 
~ sheer sense of personal honour, it pointed to a noticeable 
impact on the subsequent behaviour of the others in the 
village-reducing the intensity of migration from the village 
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and also the tresh ndents felt. 
That is how our resPo 

1 Vadala Kalan 
· . f JI\l·ddle level Jat Sikh farmer was attacked 

The family o a · 
1
. ht at about 2.00 p .m. by the terronsts on May 

in broad day 1g · be Th f roily was caught unawares cause generally 
30, 1989 . . tseusaed to attack targetted people only during the 
the terrons h f · 

. h Dunn· g this attack the head of t e amily, Mangta 
mg t. · ' kill d th . h ho was 65 yers old at that time, was e on e spot 
Sing 'w · 1 · · d M t s· h and one of his sons was senous y m1ure . _ang a mg was 
affiliated with the Communist Party of lnd1a (Marxist). The 
injured son of Mangta Singh recovered after 3-4 months of 

treatment. _ , 
Mangta Singh owned 28 acres of land and was settled in 

a farmhouse at the outskirts of the village. He had seven sons, 
three of them were married at the time of incident. The two 
elder sons were employed in the Thein Dam Project as semi
skilled workers. The rest were -living in a joint family. Three 
of his sons were matriculates and the rest were illiterate. After 
the injured son recovered, the first task he and his brothers 
undertook was to identify the terrorist who had killed their 
father. In the late 80s many groups of terrorists had sprung 
up in the region. Though it was not easy to identify the killer 
and his terrorist group, yet they succeeded in indentifying 
him as well as his organisation. The killer was Jamail Singh 
of nearby village Butari and was active in BTFk<Manochahal). 
An F.I.R. was lodged against Jamail Singh and the police 
started raiding his house and picked up the members of his 
family. The father of the terrorist was, during those days, a 

resourceful person as was usually the case with the brothers 
and fathers of the terrorists. When the police started harassing 

the father he started threatening Mangta Singh's family asking 
them to withdraw their F.I.R., which was refused. Jamail 
Singh's father alongwith another person went to Mangta 
Singh's farmhouse and asked them either to withdraw the 
F.1.R. or be ready to face the consequences. Puring a heated 
exchange between the two; Mangta Singh's son opened fire 
with his gun and killed him on the spot. According to the 

___.,1d-
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sons, they did not want to kill the father but were only after 
his son who had killed their father Mangta Singh. 

After that incident both brothers Sukhdev Singh and 
Banta Singh, 19 and 20 years old respectively, surrendered 
before the police. Both confessed their crime. Both of them 
were sentenced to life imprisonment and were lodged in 
Amritsar Central Jail. Meanwhile one of the two brothers, 
Sukhdev Singh has been released on bail. Even now the 
members of Mangta Singh's family nurse a regret that they 
could not locate and punish Jamail Singh who had murdered 
their father. 

We tried to locate Jamail Singh and came to learn that at 
the end of militancy, he surrendered before the police and 
offered his services in apprehending the surviving terrorists. 
The case of Mangta Singh's murder failed because of lack of 
clear evidence. Later Jamail Singh reportedly killed his wife 
and he is also in the Central Jail Amritsar, convicted under 
IPC 302. 
• After the killing of Mangta Singh, there were two kinds of 
options before the other members of the family: (a) to lie low 
seek security or migrate to an urban area, (b) to thallenge and 
confront the terrorists. They chose the latter course, more 
because of sense of family honour than for any ideological 
1:aso~. It is obvious from the fact that after killing Jamail 
Sm?h s fa~her they surrendered to the police. The concerned 
police officer advised them to forget the incident and to go 
back to t_he village. However, as told by the eldes~ brother of 
the family, they reacted by saying that the people should 
know that they had taken the revenge of their father's death. 
In f~ct, they insisted on being tried. This sense of honour was 
d~n~ed from the traditional peasant sense of living with 
d1gmty. 

(a) Provision for Security at the Farmhouse 

Mangta Singh's family lived in a farmhouse about 2 Kms · 
ou~ide the village and the place seemed to be highly insecure 
dunng the days of terrorism. It was not connected with a 
pucca road. Such places were regarded as safe havens f~r the 
terrorists because the policemen avoided venturing into such 
areas. There was no other farmhouse nearby. The movement 
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11 budge out dunng e mg t and o olicemen did not n~rxna hy moved around freely. So the p . h terronsts w o . it 1S only t e d for their secunty. people had to fen d. d not have a boundary wall, the Since the fa~ou~~d ~as to build a 6 feet high wall all first thing the family 
1 

t·tted on top with barbed wire and d th farmhouse, 1 · · · d d aroun e "th a live electnc1ty wire an passe the connected the sa~et~ ht Floodlights were fitted on the four current thro~gh it :1 n~~ c~se of electricity failure, they used corners _of t eSewa ·dly they constructed a double storey high earch lights. con , . Th s th trance It was without a stair case. ey used tower at e en . . . . h t F l dd to go up and lift 1t up into t e ower. rom a wooden a er h the high tower a regular watch was kept ~n t e movements of the outsiders all around. Toilets and bathrooms were 
constructed inside the house. 

As they took us around, they told us that they were pained that a valuable citrus orchard had to be chopped off because the plants obstructed the watch on the movements of the terrorists in the area. 

(b) Arms and Ammunition 
The family had no modem weapon prior to the terrorist attack. They had only a few traditional ones. After the death of their father and a greater threat to the family they bought two Double barrel guns immediately. Licence for weapons was promptly issued by the district administration. It was a part of the policy of the state that genuine persons who were under threat from the terrorists would be given immediate permission to buy weapons. The district administration also provided them with 3 rifles and one sten-gun. In addition, two special police officers were attached to this family for their protection even though various terrorists groups operating in the area had warned them against the taking of police help. According to the members of the family, a total of 5 armed attacks were launched by the terrorists; all these were repulsed by them. The family did not suffer any loss after their morcllabandi. The sharp-shoo ters in Mangta Singh's family used to fire in advance once they saw any movement at a distance from their farmhouse. Getting ammunition from the 
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police was no problem. All empty shells were deposited and rresh ones were issued by the local police. 
(c) Routine Schedule During the Period 

The family, more or less, remained cut off from their routine work and relationships. They had neither a telephone nor w.,ere they getting regular newspaper. They remained in touch about the happenings around them and in Punjab through Radio and Television. No outsider (even begger) or suspected person was allowed to enter the gate. Even for the construction of the boundary wall trusted persons were engag~. They reduced their dependence upon others. The interaction even with their close relatives was restricted. All work related with farming was done only during the day time. They had little problem in marketing the crop because the local people and their well wishers helped them quietly and indirectly. They would not inform any outsider while moving out of the farmhouse and maintained anonymity in their routine w9ik. Occasionally they also moved out w ith armed guards but alertness was the watchword. The suiveillance against attack and their alertnes.s seemed to be the reason which provided safety to the family. The female members of the family, though illiterate, remained reportedly in high spirits and this was a motivating force for the male members to continue their fight against terrorists. 
(d) Impact of this Resistance 

lt is difficult to gauge the specific impact of this resistance on the people in the village. The population of Vadala Kalan was over 4000. The village was not. different from other villages in the area in terms of literacy, patterns oflandholding, caste and social structure, or other related factors. The overall ~pact of this resistance could be gauged mainly from the response of our respondents in the village. The courage of that family was admired. An average of about 11 boys per village had joined terrorism. From this village only four boys had joined. Though there were different reasons for the boys' · joining terrorist groups, one important reason seemed to be the visits of terrorists in the village luring the youth to emulate them through personal contact. The determined resistance of 

/ 
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174 . . f th 
mil li.JI\ited the trequency of the VISits o e terrorists 

one fa . Y the village and might have been a constraining 

groinflups 11\ on the young boys. Secondly, out migration from 
uence 2 f mil' A · · f 

the village was restricted to 1 a 1es. maJonty o these 

were Hindu families who owned both land,and shops. With 

the retum of normalacy, almost all of them have returned to 

the village. 

2. Harsha Chhina 
This village falls in Amritsar police district and is located 

on the periphery of Amritsar city on Ajnala Road. The 

population of this village is over five tho~and .. This ~illage 

seems to be different from the other ones m MaJha region in 

terms of the level of awareness and education among the 

people. It boasts of a large number of officers in civil, milituy, 

education and other fields. It remained a notable village 

during the country's freedom movement. Some prominent 

personalities of this village such as Baba Pala Singh had taken 

active part in both the Akali Movement in the 1920s and the 

freedom movement. Baba Achhar Singh Chhina who got his 

education from Moscow in 1920s was one of the well respected 

freedom fighters and communist leaders. He was elected 

M.L.A. in both the 1952 and 1957 elections. Later this village 

became a stronghold of the CPI (ML) - Chandrapulla Reddy 

group of Naxalites. The history of this village seemed to have 

a visible impact in the area as a number of prominent 

Naxalites emerged on the scene during the 70s and the 80s. 

The most well known ones were Baldev Singh Mann of a 

nearby village and Sarbjit Singh Bhittewad . . B~ldev Singh 

Mann did his post-graduation from Guru ·Nanak Dev 

University, Amritsar in the late 70s and during his student life 

he was elected Sarpanch of his village unanimously. He 

organised political opposition against Bhindranwale's ideology 

and the terrorist movement through meetings, conventions 

and peace marches in this area and armed his group,to fight 
the terrorists. · ' ' 

After the killing of Baldev Singh Mann by the tenoristspn 
26,.,.September 1986 the target killing of this group became 

common and they were asked to give up their campaign They 
were also the fighte . · 

. rs against the state and so were opposed · 

___ L 
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h li 
. 1~ 

to t e po ce repression. The CPI (ML) 

decided to take revenge of the killing of their~le not only 

to confront and expose what they described :der ~t also 

forces of the tenorists and the state. reactionary 

After th~ death of M~, Sukhraj Singh and I baJ Sin 

Harsha Chhina led the fight against tenomm. Inqthis gh of 
. ed. . context 

they organIS a ~1ve rally at their village Bus Stand 

(Kukranwala) on the first death anniversaiy of Mann on 26 
September 1987. A general consensqs was evolved io sharpen 

the people's movement against both .KhaJmtani term • d 
. ,, A nsman 

"state terroT1Sm. group of terrorists hied to disturb th 

rally by fr,ightening the people gathered there. They we; 

however challenged successfully by the aimed organisers 

After that a series of attacks and attempts were made by 
terrorists on these people and twelve of the CPI (ML) workers 

were killed in this area during the period of tenorism. Four 

well organised attacks were made by various tenorist groups 

on the houses of Sukhraj Singh and Iqbal Singh in Harsha 

Chhina village. These were repulsed. By that time a retired 

army man Hardev Singh 'Babbu' also joined them. In another 

attack on Iqbal Singh's house one terrorist was killed, another 

was injured and the rest ran away. It was Hardev Singh who 

killed that terrorist. After that the terrorists started fearing 

them, particularly Hardev Singh. Three more attempts were 

made by the terrorists in which rocketlaunchers, light machine 

guns and other sophisticated weapons were used, but they 

could not do any harm to the opponents. The last attack on 

them was made in August 1989 in which more than 28 

terrorists took part. This was also decisively repulsed by 

them. 
These anti-terrorist fighters were reported .• to have 

knowledge about the profiles of the terrorists, their socio

economic background, level of understanding, motivation 

and ideology. They regarded. the terrorists as dacoits and 

criminals and believed that such type of movements could 

create only chaos and lawlessness in .the society and were 

bound to fail. 
A total of ten boys from this village had joined terroris~. 

The most prominent among them was Satnam Singh, alias 

Satta Chhina. During those days he was one of the prominent 
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. d subsequently became Lt. General of B'J'FK 

terronsts an d I b I s· h 
h ) B th sukhraJ. Singh an q a mg were familiar 

(Sang a• 0 

with his family. , . 

Following Salta Chhina g~up s ~s~tion ~nd sense of 

mil.
 ti. n at the hands of thell' enenues m therr own area 

hu 1a o . d' thro h , 

th 
ere in search of a modus viven t ug which they 

ey w . ch II 
could trap any one of the three prominent a e~gers. Sukhraj 

Singh and Iqbal Singh were also app,reh~ns1ve about the 

possibility of devious m~ves that the terronsts may make to 

avenge the killing of thell' fell?w. 

The terrorists of Satta Chhma group formulated a plan in 

early 1990 to trap the ~oft t~rget, viz. Harci~v Singh. H~rdev 

used to go to his fields to bring fodder for his buffalloes m the 

morning always canying his double barrel gun on his shoulder. 

In spite of the load of fodder on his head Hai:c1ev Singh's gun 

and shooting skill seemed to scare the terronsts who wanted 

to kill him. So they planned to lure him through the services 

of a young lady Jasmeet l(aur who was an active supporter of 

Satta's group. Jasmeet Kaur was the daughter of a police 

officer and reportedly had intimate relations with Satnam 

Singh. Our respondents reported about a rumour in the 

village that Satnam Singh had married that daughter of the 

police officer. The story of the incident as recounted by 

diverse groups of people in the village was as follows.7 One 

fine morning, as per the plan, Jasmeet. Kaur accosted Hardev 

Singh just outside the village while he was bringing fodder. 

She was riding a moped and after seeing him from a little 

distance switched off her moped. She was reportedly well 

dressed with a bag on her shoulders. When Harciev Singh 

came close to her, she pretended that her moped had gone out 

o~ or~er. She told him that she was a journalist and engaged 

hlffi .. m conversation and asked him about one Harciev Singh 

Faui1 of Harsha Chhina village. When he asked about her 

purpose, she stated that her editor had come to know about 

that man's bravery and she had been sent to interview him. 

He told he~ that he was the person she was looking for and 

agreed to give the inteiview. They fixed a meeting for the next 

day and met at Kukra I O . 
nwa a. ne version was that Jasmeet 

expressed a desire t . 
· 

0 marry him. In any case Harciev Singh 
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did not share this information about the incident with his 

comrades. According to ~ukhraj Singh, they felt a little 

concerned that Hardev did not meet them for two or three 

days. But since he and Iqbal Singh were busy in preparations 

for the marriage of a nephew of Sukhraj, they could not make 

further enquiries. During that period Jasmeet Kaur met Hardev 

Singh and took him_ to the outskirts of the village (ostensibly 

on their way to Amritsar) where they met a group of terrorists 

led by Satta Chhina. -Next morning the people learnt about 

Hardev's murder. His body was tied with a pipal tree with the 

limbs of his body slashed by a sharp weapon. 

Thereafter, both Sukhraj Singh and Iqbal Singh held the 

fort. Their houses at the top of a mound in the village were 

close to each other. The location of their houses was effective 

both for defence against a terrorist attack and also for 

attacking them if they were found in the vicinity. They had 

constructed bunkers on the top of their houses and could go 

to each other's house during attack by the terrorists. Sometimes 

they used to sit in each other's morcha (bunker) during nights. 

They reportedly moved around freely in a group of 5-6 

armed comrades and used an open jeep for going out of the 

village. The district administration provided them weapons 

and ammunition. Later it became.a common belief that their 

fight against state oppression became less important than the 

fight against the ideology of_Khalistan and the terrorists in the 

area. 

3. Bhikhiwind 

The village of Bhikhiwind in the Tam Taran police district 

became known for a legendary armed resistance against the 

organised forces of I<halistani terrorism by one joint family 

which was awarcied a Shaurya Chakra, the highest bravery 

award for civilians, by the President of India in 1994. The 

two brothers, Balwinder Singh and Ranjit Singh and their 

wives Jagdish Kaur and Baljit Kaur, with the support of 

other members of the family and relatives were able not only 

to openly challenge the terrorists in their den but also to 

repulse more than 18 major armed attacks during a period of 

about 4 years. Paradoxically, the village was also known for 
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8 . ration of about 700 families of 
t7 incidence of nug rt of the twin settlements of 
the largest the urban pa 
Hindus from . 

, ,, h;wind- ctivists of the Commurust Party Bhl.J"" thers were a . ted "th Both the bro d h d been closely assooa w1 the 
of India (Marxist)_ an ti?: Stu.dents Federation of India (SFI), 

arty's student wmg, Jagdish Kaur was also a student 
;ince their college d~ys. days in Batala Police District. 
leader during her ~g!,as marked for death by the terrorists 

However, the f Y ilin" g in the village. Balwinder . mstances preva 
due to the cll'CU . ent leader but became so due to his 
Singh was no~; ::'~rists. lri the village he wL.J known 
encountersd~~ Another young boy Surinder Singh 'belonging 
as "Comra e · · · his Uege his village was also studymg in co . 
to Surinder Singh took up weapons ~d, ~e ~ ~a 

. d f BKI He was not the typical 'boy who JOmed Comman ero . . d f d him • t f fun Balwinder Singh ha oun to be 
terronsm ou O • • ·deal f Khalis 

hat fana'"'- ci.J<h who believed in the 1 o tan asomew ~ · d 
d also convinced that the Commwusts were angerous 

an was . ed. F him Balwind t th Sil<h faith and should be eliminat . or er 
s~r he was his enemy and was to be dealt with. But Balwinder 
s1:'g h chose to confront him and his associates. In the process 
:e~onfrontation escalated to unknown heights. In the biggest 
attack on Balwinder Singh on 30th September 1990, a large 
number of terrorists of various organisations were reported to 
have been involved. The encounter in which modem weapons 
were used s tarted in the evening and went on till mid-night. 
Balwinder Singh and his colleagues a~ _used automatic_ rill~, 
Light Machine Guns and other sophisticated w~pons m this 
battle in which the terrorists were forced to withdraw. 

It may be noted that in the initial phases of their resistance, 
the police did not help them. But later on they got so':"~ help. 
The s tate police provided them a large number of sophisticated 
weapons including Light Machine Guns and A.K. 47s and 
special security guards besides the security guards of the 
party. They had no problem in getting ammunition from the 
local police station. 

Almost all the attacks .on them were made during the 
night. Their neighbours used to shift to safe houses in the 
village during nights. Those who could not afford to join them 
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were advised to stay away from the scene and were provided 
local protection. 

Since _both the brothers were employees of Punp.b State, 
they bad to remain op long leave with or without pay because 
of constant threat tb their lives. After 1992, whereas Ranjit 
Singh reported on duty Balwinder Singh resigned from service 
in order to pUISue a political career. 

This middle class Jat Sikh family owned 10 acres of land, 
all of which remained practically uncultivated from 1988 to 
1992. Whereas farming activity was full of risk for the family, 
nobody else from the village seemed prepared to rent the land 
on lease or crop-sharing basis due to threats from the terromts. 
A warning was reportedly issued that if anybody took over 
the cultivation of their land, he and his family would be 
eliminated. 

The family, however, earned the 1espect of the people. 
After 1992, Balwinder Singh was unanimously nominated the 
President of Bhikhiwind Truck Union even though he had no 
truck of his own. 1bis happened when only a tru,ck owner 
could normally become the member of that Union. The Union 
had over 300 trucks registered with it. Given the large scale 
business of transportation of food grains, the Union itself had 
a big income for serving the collective interests of the 
transporters and the employees. With Balwinder Singh as the 
Union chief, the truck owners seemed confident that the 
policemen or other state functionaries would not harass them 
for bribes or forcibly take away the trucks for their personal 
or state purposes. 

4. Some other instances of resistance 
One of the prominent other instances relates to the role of 

Jiwan Sigh tJmranangal. A senior Akali leader, Umranangal 
was a ·minister in Prakash Singh Badal's governments in 1969-
70 and 1977-80. He became a target of Jarnail Singh 
Bhindranwale after the April 1978 armed conflict with the 
Nirankaris in Amritsar. Jiwan Singh belonged to village 
Umranangal (near Beas) which is close to the Dam Dami 
Taksal's headquarter at Mehta. Part of the reason for his 
?Pposition to Bhindranwale might be the clash of political 
_interest in a constituency which Jiwan Singh regarded as his 
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,, bo h In the March 1979 election to the SGPC he 
poc,.et roug . . Amrik s· gh . th 
defeated Bhindranwale's closest aid~ Bhai , ~ 1:11. e 
Beas constituency. Thereafter, as B~dranwale s fire sp~tting 

militancy spread, Umranangal ~roamed ~e only pronune~t 

Al<ali leader,. who publicly campaigned agamst ~hindranwale s 

actions and the Khalistan terrorist movement. HlS son Sukhdev 

Singh was killed in 1987 and several attemp_ts were made to 

kill him, but he continued his fight on public platforms and 

by public propaganda in the area be~eved to have bee~ ~der 

the strongest influence of Dam Danu Tak.sal. He also cnticised 

the traditional Akali leadership for not coming out openly 

against terrorist violence. Later he resigned from the 

membership of the SGPC in protest against its leadership. His 

main grouse against the functionaries of-this institution was 

that they had failed to maintain the sanctity of the Golden 

Temple. He therefore received considerable support from the 

state in the shape of arms, ammunition, security guards and 

vehicles for his fight. As a consequence a degree of resistance 

by the people of Radha Soami sect and other elements was 

kept alive even though he could not build his own organised 

force for resistance. 
Another case was of a group of Nihangs under the 

command of Taruna Dal's (a sect of Nihangs) Deputy Chief 

Baba Ajit Singh Poohla. Poohla was regarded as a politically 

well connected person. He was reported to have formed a hit 

squad of his followers to take on the militants. The base camp 

of Baba Poohla was in village Kartarpur near Butala in Majitha 

Police district He and other leaders of Taruna Dal consistently 

opposed the terrorist movement in this area which was a 

stronghold of the terrorists. Poohla was -heavily armed with 

sophisticated weapons provided to him by the state 

. government besides a bullet proof car and sec11-rity guards. 
His activities took the shape of direct enmity with Joga Singh, 

a Lt. General of Khalistan Liberation Army. Part of the reason 

was theirc9mpeting interests relating to control of Gurdwaras. 

Poohla's utterances against Khalistan and terrorism were a 

challenge to the terrorist organisations in the area and so he 

was placed on their list. This led to a chain of killings of each 

other's followers and other members of their families. , In an 

ambush laid by Joga Singh's men three Nihang follow~rs of 

--
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~ a revenge attack Poohla's Nihangs kill~lf was injured. 

Joga's family including women and child seven members of 

day Joga Singh's group attacked the famil ~ Th~ very next 

to Poohla and killed nine members of ruf ~ihang close 

In another case a middle aged amri•A-...: . · 
Ka f Amarko . . uuum widow Amrik 

ur o t village m Tam Taran Ii ct· . 
tough fight to various terrorist groups. ifer fighce tlStritartedct gav~ a 

th killin. f h h s with 
e go er usband by the tenorists in 1 

belonged to a well-to-do Jat Sikh family owning=~~ 

acres of land. When her husband was killed the fust · 

did was to buy a revolver for her security. She also co~~ 

a pacca Morcha on the roof of her house. A high boundary wall 

of the house was·also constructed. She was provided security 

gu~s, ~ ~d a (Gypsy) jeep. Our respondents from the 

neighbounng villages of our study reported about a numbe 

of attacks made on her life but she and her security ~ 
~! !hem ba~k. Th~re were other cases of resistance by 
~dividu_als with or without their small weapons or without 
m our villages. 

~e logic of resistance whether through passive methods 

or active ones of oppos_itio~ and confrontation pointed to the 

level of acceptance or reJection of the objectives and commands 

of the a?1'ed adv~tes of Khalistan. The people who launched 

and actively particrpated in the said movement in the name of 

their religion and community interest and those who resisted 

these belonged to the same community. -Practically all of them 

on both sides were Jat Sikhs. It was clear that the general mass 

of the people were too scared to oppose or resist the terrorists. 

Most others chose mainly to dodge them. Yet the incidence 

of disregard of commands relating to the so called social 

reforms was widespread. Only a small number of individuals 

who possessed their own weapons could have dared to deny 

them entry into their homes at night. 

The cases of open armed opposition on the other hand, 

pointed to a convergence of personal reasons of vengeance 

and ideological impulses. -One was reflected sharply in the 

case of Vadala Kalan and the other in cases of Harsha Chhina 

and Bhikhiwind. The impulse for revenge or vindication of 

personal honour, traditionally regarded as a trait of Jats was, 
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182 · f t ' th · dents a maior ac or m eir 
accord~g . to our res:':mong tlle cases of public opposition 
detemunation to oppos · . · deological force behind it 
in our villages, clearlr the 

5
n_iaJo~ ~mranangal and Ajit Singh 

t in the case of J1wan mg 
excep th mmunist parties. It is no wonder that, as 
Poohla were e co Ii · al killed by th 
we noticed earlier, among the po tic men . . e 
terrorists, the largest number belon;ed to ~e :~~! 
parties. What our field study shows, ow_e~er, -~ mos ? 
those who determined to resist the terrons w1 weapons m 
a planned fashion proved, in effect, to_ be ~e_ss vulnera~l~ than 
those who remained ambivalent. Availability of sophisticated 
weapons which was possible only with the support of s~te 
police and administration ap~red to ha~e been .a crucial 
factor in arr the cases of sustained open resistance. That may 
well have been a factor in determining whether and how far 
could they oppose the state and police repression on the 
people alqngside the fight against Khalistani terrorism. 
Whereas the armed resisters denied capitulation on their part 
in that regard, the impression which we got from our 
respondents was that the communists fought as much an 
ideological war in defence of the people as the state's proxy 
war against secessionism. However, the p_ersonal courage 
and bravery of the individuals in these cases of resistance was 
to our villagers, a source of inspiration in an otherwise highly 
demoralising sense of all round submission to the "degenerate 
outlaws''. 1n the end it may be stated that in all cases of armed 
resistance the help of the state police in providing arms, 
ammunition and some guards was very crucial in determining 
the outcome. At one point of time_the state tended to assist 
any one who could dare the terrorists. 

Notes 
1Marc Bloch, Frtnch Rund History: An Essay on its Basic Clumu:ttr, 

London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1966. 

_ 
2James C. Scott, Wtapons of the Weak: Everyday Fonns of PtllS/fflts 

Iys1Stana, New Haven: Yale University Press, 1985. 
3
Vikhala is a practice according to whim a few members of the 

bridegroom's marriage party are invited to the bride's house where tht! 
items given in dowry are displayed and a list of the items is read out 
This public display of dowry had serious sociological implications. 

People's Resistance Against Ttrrorism 
• itu' .s: f d' 183 

First, m a s au<_m o 1vorce, those items could . 
bride's parents without any problem. Second! ·t be retrieved by the 
peasants that the dowry was also a form of y, i was il5SUmed among 
share in her parental property. payment of the daughter's 

41n retrospect it seems that the terrorists were hard! . _ 
about the reforms. The manner in which the marria ~ :ith1:15wtic 
a prominent terrorist belonging to Sultanwind ge 

O 
lee SISier ~f 

Amritsar city indicated a prominent disregard of th:~: brated m 

The consumption of rough syrups as a substitute to alcoh 
opium by the terrorists was another si-:t:cant indica' nn· f thaolkin~d 

H 'hKPuri,P ,, S &...... 0 I d (see ans ara.lilJlt . Judge and Jagroop Sekhon, •t 
52 ), op, 0 ' p. 

sNotable among various records of individual and gr public 
resistance and confrontation with terrorists are the foU:,g two 
reports: 

1. All India Federation of Organisaliosns for Democratic Rights 
(eds), Ptop~ of Punjab Fighl Back: A &port to 1k Nation, 1987. 

2. Amolak Singh and Jaspal Jassi (eds.), Tht Bltding Punpb: A 
Report to th Nation, Surkh Rekha and lnqualibi Jantak Leeh, 
Ludhiana, 1992. 

6Amolak Singh and ,Jaspal Jassi, op. cit 

7This incident has also been oovered by T alwinder Singh in his 
Punjabi novel YodhL (Warriors). However, here our narration is based 
on the interviews and differs from that of the novel 
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findings of a field study, limited in scope and objectives 
The 1· · bo t th ' not warrant a genera isation a u e struggle for 
~~listan or the Sikh militancy. Howe~er, these provide an 
illustrative insight from below. The picture of the ground 
reality shows at the outset ~at wh~t ~appened _in the villages 
had little relati?n to the ~ohtical obJectives or gnevances of the 
Sikh commuruty as articulated by leaders and spokesmen. 
The world of the "fighters" and the world of the ideologues 
of the movement appeared to co-exist and yet were separat 
from each other. The available account tended to questio: 
both the state's definition of the problem as a secessionist 
movement and the interpretation the ideologues and the 
leaders provided to the disparate events of terrorist violence 
as evidence of a triumphant struggle for I<halistan,. Each, ~ 
effect, contributed to validate the other's framework of 
discourse on the issue. 
_ The reasons and motives of the "fighters", as we 
discovered, charted a kind of politics of the 'personal' which 
was at variance with the metanarratives of Sikh militancy. As 
it comes out in the pattern of their recruitment, ideological or 
religious orientation was not a requirement. Those who had 
the impulse for taking up arms or could be persuaded or 
forced to join, joined. Kinship and school or village connections 
with the early entrants marked the main routes of entry to a 
particular militant organisation. Those who came forward 
we~ mostly from such young boys belonging to poor Jat Sikh 
families of farmers, who seemed to have a low estimation or 
a sense of having been rendered useless by the existing 
conditions and had free time and impulse for excitement. 
Many of them were individually recognised by our respondents 
as vehlar (chronic do - nothings) or vagabonds-awaaragardi 
karde san. Sons of the Jat Sikhs were not inclined to do manual 
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labour. Whether it was viewed as 185 
the terrorist movement provided~ oPPo~ty or an escape, 
in the face of an explanation of this opening. The data flies 
from unemployment of the educated movement as resulting 

d . tu b ' · t younginen_ It ~ r ":1g _poi~ er to an unexplored . may be a 
disorgarusation in Punjab that our aspect of SOCial 
board identified by name a majori resr°ndents aCl"Os5 the 
terrorism including the leaders as iZ~ ~~ who took to 
adventure" - Shaukia taur te or for making JOmed for "fun or 

l " ( h g money u Mizndhttr ra gayee see t e ~dolescent riffraff had . . · 
respondents stated. ''They were enamored /°ined) as the 
were told again and again. Access to wea 

O 
weapons", we 

1 Rift pons such as AK-47 
~sti~utl t test appearedr'' I to provide to the poweries.s an 
en emen o powe . t was like acquirin the . 

. masculinity in the context of the gender m~ ~ for 
in the political discourse. ges contained 

The more resourceful entrepreneurs m· th ilia ev ge tended 
to take advantage of the clout of the Kharku Singhs · th 
f hi th . . m esame 
as on as ey were inclined to use their police • 

rful kins 
. connections 

or powe men in their conflicts, settling scores ·th th d . . . wi e 
\ya v~rsanesedorthm p~rsthuit of other material and power interests. 

etlt seem at in e beginning many people were inclined 
tfo acthce~t at faceThval~e the reasons which the "mundey" gave 
or err acts. e individuals in the movement w t . ifi . th ere no 

sign cant in e ~ontext of the legitimising ideology behind 
the ~cts_ of terro~~- Therefore a belief persisted that the 
motivation was religio-political to begin with: the degeneration 
came later. The "fighters" described themselves and were 
referred to by others, as Bhais and Babas (terms of respect 
the venerated, wise or the saintly). However, on person to 
person identification, none of them was known to have a 
religious orientation, let alone a fundamentalist bent of mind. 
Their commands relating to social codes were viewed as 
?,~ints f~r demonstrative assertion of power. Practically no 

fighter' came to the notice of the villagers for articulation of 
a political or religious_ issue except in terms of symbolic 
reference to the dominating presence of the Singhs. We have 
seen that as per the ruling impulses of the "fighters", the terror 
and violence related largely to matteTh of personal or family 
disputes, vendetta, mercenary interests, sexual gratification 
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186 r and dominance in their rti n of powe d . and general asse o . e cases to inter-group an mtra-. This also led J.Jl som 
villages. killings. . group warfare and 1 expectation J.Jl such a struggle 

Much againSt the ~rrna and sovereignty of the Sikhs, it 
for achievement 0

~ tr; t 
0:e people of that community itself 

was amazing that ~ ~ 78% of those killed by the terrorists 
became the worst~ The self image of the macho Jat Sikh, 
in our area were Sful · ardian of personal and family honour, 
:known as a veng: ~e male members failed to protect their 
was sha:,red t; :predations of the preying gangs. Shame 
womenuls_m e ong our respondents was marked by cryptic and rev ion am d d · h d milk th demand for almon s, est g ee an references to e irility. hi h th "bo ,, considered essential for enhancing v th '; the r' efro yths 

lished Hindus were targetted as e o e . m e 
re . . · but the thrust was on forcing them to flee. The beguuun~ red . . migration of Hindu traders appea tothpro°:'dlSe new e~onodnuc 

rtunities to some others. Yet e ev1 ence pomte to 
~;;athy with the beleaguered families and the efforts to 
maintain old ties. · 

What strikes most, however, is the preponderance of Jats 
· every aspect of terrorism whether in terms of the caste 
:.ckground of the terrorists an~ the victims or ~e context of 
disputes and actions. Even m the case of migrants, Jats 
constituted the second largest category. Since about two 
thirds of the Sil<hs belonged to Jat caste, their centrality in the 
phenomenon may on the face of it app~ar to be axio~atic. 
What the field view suggests, however, 1S a close relation of 
the social dynamics among the Jats with the emergent chara~ter 
of terrorist violence. This view is different from the sponsonng 
ideology of Khalistan. The social scientists trying to make 
sense of the phenomenon may well benefit from ~oci~l 
anthropological studies of Jat Sil<hs. There may be a point m 
probing how far the difference between the character and 
social location of the ideologues and the participants was a 
factor in turning this apparently pre-organisational movement 
into one of violent actions far removed from ideological 
claims. . 

We have noticed cases of spontaneous and organised 
resistance against the terrorists particularly by the Communists 
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of different shades of ideology at a-time of . 
187 

of the terrorists in the countryside H pervasive dominance 
terrorist violence began when the 5't;ever the ~~line of 
resistance, passive but large scale thro ~ JOmed in 
scooters, making tractors unusabl~ by uefla~mg of their 
denying the "boys" shelter and finally ·l the ~ , 
information to the police. It was found thairo~ mg -crucial 
effectively chased the terrorists killed them . wl en the police 

th ' m arge numbers and e movement collapsed, there was an unc led Ii f . illa oncea sense of rethe mkill~ur v f ges. Atrocities committed by the police 
and e mg o suspects in fake encounters disturbed our 
respon~ents. . Rrtedf refe~nces were made to terrorism 
becoming an m ustry or policemen. Yet at the end of the 
night as we have noticed there was a marked rationalisati 
for hard state approach in dealing with the terrorist viole on . f th nee. It was ~azmg or_ e people that when the police resolved 
to act, it was possible to tackle the situation so fast during 
1991-92. In respons~ to our queries many of the respondents 
wondered: why did the government and the police not act 
in that fashion earlier? At least in three villages we were 
confronted with a question posed to us: Was this long time 
allowance for anarchy a part of some grand design? 

It is significant that following the end of the terrorist 
violence what struck the people most was not only the 
collapse of Khalistan movement but also the virtual 

. disappearance of "the logic of the struggle", which the 
spokesmen of the movement had advanced. It made little 
impact on the agricultural production in the Punjab. Despite 
some incidents of mass killings of migrant Hindu labourers 
their regular influx in Punjab remained uninterrupted even 
during the days of terrorism. And surprisingly there has been 
little evidence of <;_ultural sympathy which failed insurgencies 
often evoke in the form of literature on battles, idealism, 
heroism or the vision of the fighters. But how and why was 
violence on such a scale sustained in Punjab for so long? It 
remains a nagging question. ln fact, the study may raise more 
questions than it answers. 
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